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1. INTRODUCTION
SUMMARY
The North East Ambulance Service covers the counties of
Northumberland, Tyne and Wear, Durham and Teesside; an
area of around 3,230 square miles. We employ over 2,000
people and serve a population of 2.66million.
We provide Accident and Emergency (A&E) and nonemergency transport for people in the North East of England
and in 2010/2011 our 999 Contact Centre answered in
excess of 600,000 emergency and urgent calls. Our A&E
vehicles and our rapid response crews attended more than
363,000 incidents, while our patient transport crews carried
out over 889,000 patient journeys across the region.
Our headquarters is based at Newburn Riverside business
park, to the west of Newcastle upon Tyne city centre. These
headquarters house the PTS Contact Centre and a large
number of our support services staff. Our 999 and NHS 111
Contact Centre is split between our headquarters site and our
site at Russell House in South Tyneside.
We currently have 65 Trust locations, including 56 A&E
ambulance stations. A number of these stations also house
non-emergency Patient Transport Service employees and
vehicles and we share some of our sites with ﬁre and rescue
services securing ﬁnancial efﬁciencies.
We have a ﬂeet of various vehicles to satisfy the needs of the
diverse area we cover in terms of population and geography.
We are able to adapt to road conditions in urban and rural
areas and are responsive in all-weather situations. Our A&E
vehicle ﬂeet is made up of over 220 vehicles and we have
over 250 non-emergency vehicles within the Patient Transport
Service. We also utilise helicopter support funded by the
Great North Air Ambulance Service, where necessary.
We have around 130 ambulance car service volunteer
drivers who utilise their own safety checked vehicles to take
patients to pre-arranged hospital appointments. They are an
important resource and carried out over 164,000 journeys in
2010/2011.
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2010 saw us proudly become a pathﬁnder site for the ‘NHS
111’ service in the County Durham and Darlington area and
this service, which can be called when ‘it’s less urgent than
999’, is to be rolled out across England by 2013; we plan to
tender for the North East wide 111 service in 2011/2012.
As part of this service we provide urgent care transport for
patients and healthcare professionals where required.
We are well placed this year to succeed in our bid to become
a Foundation Trust; we have passed all the preliminary tests
and are now awaiting the ﬁnal due diligence from Monitor,
the regulatory body governing Foundation Trusts. We have
elected our Council of Governors this year, made up of
members of the public, as well as our own staff who will
have signiﬁcantly more input into the running of our services,
as well as how our services are governed and provided.
We have made signiﬁcant advancements in the care that we
deliver to our patients; in 2010 we piloted the new Electronic
Patient Report Form (e-PRF) in Teesside and 2011 will see
this rolled out across the rest of the region, allowing us to
record and interrogate patient information in a more robust
manner. We have continued to lead the way on how we
deal with assessing patients needs through the continued
use of NHS Pathways and we have now been accredited as a
NHS Pathways Training site, which will allow us to share our
knowledge and expertise in using NHS Pathways with new
users across the country.
Quality remains high on our agenda and with the
introduction of the Government’s new ambulance indicators
for 2011/2012, patient outcomes, as well as our response
times will be closely scrutinised going forward.

CHAIRMAN’S INTRODUCTION
Another year has raced by. It is now eight years since I became Chairman and I think I can
safely say that those years have seen progress and improvement across the whole of the
organisation. I am conﬁdent that what you read in the Annual Report will bear out my
assertion.
I had hoped that we would have achieved Foundation Trust status during the year. In the
event we did not manage to, but we are well placed to succeed in the current year. We have
passed through all the preliminary tests and are now awaiting the ﬁnal due diligence from
Monitor, the regulatory body governing Foundation Trusts.
The year has been challenging in a number of different respects. The Department of Health
have proposed a number of changes to the NHS, which, if the Health Bill is enacted, will result
in fundamental differences for ambulance services. The most far reaching would see a change
in the way that our services are commissioned with responsibility passing from Primary Care
Trusts, who will be abolished, to GP’s. There are already a number of GP consortia operating
as pathﬁnders in our region and we have begun the process of engagement with them to
better understand how they wish to operate and to ensure continuity for our services as the
system changes.
Another change requires every NHS Trust to become a Foundation trust by 2014; this
generates extra motivation for us to maximise our bid to succeed in our application. Although
the NHS is protected from the type of ﬁnancial cuts which have affected other public sector
bodies, it would be wrong to assume that the austere ﬁnancial climate leaves us unscathed.
We are required to achieve challenging efﬁciency targets of 4-5% in each of the next 5 years.
We have already introduced a tough cost improvement programme covering all aspects of our
activities and we have set up a robust monitoring process to ensure that we are successful,
and that we do not sacriﬁce quality.
On a brighter note, the year was notable for the introduction of the 111 service. It makes
me proud that we were the ﬁrst ambulance service to introduce the system and it was only
ﬁtting that the Secretary of State for the Department of Health, Andrew Lansley, visited HQ
to ofﬁcially launch 111 as the ﬁrst national pathﬁnder site in the UK. Of course, it was not so
new to us because the system had been in operation for almost a year as the ‘Single Point
of Access’ and has been commended for its safe and efﬁcient track record. So 5 years after
being the ﬁrst ambulance service to introduce Pathways, the system was highlighted as being
the most appropriate basis for 111.
Finally I must mention the winter of 2010/2011 – widely held to be the worst for 30 years (or
longer). It was the most severe challenge to all of us. Again, I can say how proud I was of our
response. Everyone who asked for an ambulance got one, albeit not always as quickly as they
would normally expect. Our PTS service also maintained a service, the only one in the UK to
do so. There are many stories of bravery and courage and a determination not to be beaten
that I shall not try to highlight any speciﬁc examples. Let me just repeat what I said at a
Board meeting reviewing our winter performance, when I gave my view that maintaining our
services was an absolutely heroic effort on behalf of all who work for us.
So there are my highlights of the year gone by. There is much more to read in the Annual
Report and I hope that you enjoy ﬁnding out for yourselves.
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1. INTRODUCTION
CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S END OF YEAR STATEMENT
2010/2011 was another year of focussed and determined achievement for the North East
Ambulance Service in pursuit of our vision of integrating care and transport in pursuit of
equity and excellence for our patients.
Our staff worked tirelessly to meet the demands placed upon our service, in spite of the
pressures placed upon us by the worst winter experienced in the UK for over 30 years. The
winter saw an unprecedented amount of snowfall combined with freezing temperatures for
two months from late November, but the perseverance and commitment of our staff allowed
us to continue to respond to patients in a timely manner, despite the treacherous conditions.
A team effort by staff across all directorates within the Trust, along with the support of local
commissioners, resulted in us achieving our A8 and A19 targets and only narrowly missing
our B19 target.
We have made signiﬁcant advancements in the care we deliver to our patients; we piloted
the new electronic patient report form (e-PRF) in the Teesside region, which allows our staff to
record patient information in a more robust manner, as well as enabling us to pre-alert staff
with patient information before we arrive at the hospital.
Last year also saw the refurbishment of our Scotswood House training site, allowing our
trainers to deliver high quality training in a state of the art environment, as well as providing
further Contact Centre resources.
We have continued to lead the way on how we deal with assessing patients’ needs through
the continued use of NHS Pathways and the enhancement of our directory of services which
we expect to prove invaluable in sourcing the most appropriate care for our patients. We
proudly became a pathﬁnder site for the ‘NHS 111’ service in the County Durham and
Darlington area and this service, having proved to be very successful, will be rolled out across
England by 2013; we plan to tender for the North East wide 111 service in 2011/2012.
We are well placed this year to succeed in our bid to become a Foundation Trust; we
have passed all the preliminary tests and are now awaiting the ﬁnal due diligence from
Monitor, the regulatory body governing Foundation Trusts. We have elected our Council of
Governors this year, made up of members of the public, as well as our own staff who will
have signiﬁcantly more input into the running of our services, as well as how our services are
governed and provided.
Quality remains high on our agenda and with the introduction of the Government’s new
ambulance indicators for 2011/2012, patient outcomes, as well as our response times will be
closely scrutinised.
There are many achievements and developments which could be mentioned here, however
I will leave the speciﬁcs for you to read in detail in the pages which follow. I hope you enjoy
reading this report and share in the pride I have in the services we have been able to provide
for our patients in the last year, and will continue to provide in the future.
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STATEMENT FROM THE BOARD
This report outlines the Trust’s performance and achievements for the last ﬁnancial year.
Each year, the Trust also produces an Annual Plan; through the plan, we set the goals for the
coming year and agree common objectives which need to be achieved if we are to further our
vision of providing ‘right care, right place, right time’ and to make a difference by integrating
care and transport in pursuit of equity and excellence for our patients.
Executive Directors meet individually with the Chief Executive to agree their key objectives as
well as a plan for effective delivery. A similar process occurs with the Non-Executive Directors,
whose performance is appraised by the Chairman. The Chief Executive reports routinely to the
Board with a position statement about how we are progressing against our agreed objectives,
and the Board uses the Integrated Performance Report at each of its monthly meetings to
help monitor performance against a variety of targets, performance trajectories and key
milestones. This provides an opportunity for congratulations on achievement, learning from
best practice, review as well as scrutiny, and ensures the Board is assured that actions are
being taken to address areas of sub standard performance.
During 2010, the Board was involved in a development programme structured around
improvement models, performance management practice and ﬁnancial arrangements.
The role of Governors, their relationship with the Trust, Board etiquette and Monitor’s
governance requirements have also been well debated.
An independent external body was also commissioned to review the performance of our
Board, and provided us with assurance that we do operate efﬁciently and effectively.
Our Board members have a wide variety of backgrounds and possess the necessary
knowledge to effectively govern a successful ambulance trust. The Board is joint and resolute
in its commitment to providing the highest quality of care possible for patients; working
towards the Trust mission whilst maintaining the values essential to excellence in patient
care. Our management arrangements provide the appropriate and necessary level of scrutiny
at Board, committee and working group levels, and we have carefully built our governance
structure to ensure that core business and risks are fully controlled. Board involvement in
all aspects of Trust business allows for consistent monitoring of all the components which
contribute to the high standard of care which we deliver every single day.
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1. INTRODUCTION
TRUST BOARD
All Board members share corporate responsibility and accountability for formulating and
driving strategy and shaping the culture of our service. Our Chair and Chief Executive have
complementary roles in leadership:
s /UR #HAIRMAN LEADS THE 4RUST "OARD AND ENSURES ITS EFFECTIVENESS AND HE WILL UNDER
foundation trust status, chair the Council of Governors,
s 4HE #HIEF %XECUTIVE LEADS OUR %XECUTIVE 4EAM AND THE ORGANISATION
The Executive Team is at the highest level of the organisation and has the day-to-day
responsibility of managing the Trust; they hold speciﬁc executive powers conferred onto
them with and by authority of the Board of Directors. All members subscribe to the ‘Codes of
Conduct and Accountability in the NHS’.
The Board has a range of skills and experiences gained from both the public and private
sectors that complement all areas of our business including clinical, call centre management,
logistics, legal, ﬁnance, human resource management and operations management.
The Board meets formally at least six times a year and members attend bi-monthly seminar
events where a range of themed developmental sessions and brieﬁngs are delivered.

Trust Board and Management Organisation Chart

Trust Board of Directors

Chairman

Director of Finance
Trust Secretary
Director of
Ambulance Operations
Director of Clinical Care
and Patient Safety
Chief Executive
Medical Director

Director of Strategy and
Business Development
Director of Workforce and
Organisational Development
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THE ROLES OF EXECUTIVE AND NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Non-Executive Directors contribute to the development of strategy and play an important role
in scrutinising the management in achieving agreed goals and objectives and monitoring the
reporting of performance. Non-Executive Directors are drawn from the local community and
can ensure that the voice of the public is heard in decision-making processes and that the
interests of patients remain at the heart of Board discussions. Non-Executives also have a role
in working with the Chairman in the appointment and remuneration of the Chief Executive
and other Board members, as members of the Trust Remuneration Committee. As a NHS
Trust, we are required to adhere to the Policy that has been produced by the Appointments
Commission, in conjunction with the Department of Health, on “Removing or Suspending
Chairs and Non-Executives of Primary Care Trusts and NHS Trusts from Ofﬁce’. This process
draws together a single approach to considering whether and if so how, a Chair or NonExecutive should be removed from ofﬁce and may involve either seeking their resignation or
terminating their appointment and it also includes the potential use of a suspension function.
Executive Directors share the same corporate responsibilities as Non-Executive colleagues
but bring detailed knowledge of the organisation’s management systems and processes and
of the health sector, as well as specialised clinical and managerial expertise. The Trust has
six Executive Directors who are all employed by the Trust on permanent contracts with a six
month notice period.
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1. INTRODUCTION
BOARD PROFILE
The team of Executive and Non Executive Directors during 2010/2011 included:
Tony Dell (Chairman)
Tony has just been re-appointed as Chair of the trust for a further four year period. Tony was the Chairman of the former organisation
and prior to that, a Director with the Government Ofﬁce for the North East (GONE) for ten years, taking early retirement in 2000.

Simon Featherstone - Chief Executive
A Chartered Accountant, Simon has worked for an insurance company in Bermuda, an aviation company in Luton, building societies in
Bristol and Sunderland, before going to work for the NHS in Scotland as Director of Finance and then joining City Health (Community &
Mental Health) Trust in Newcastle in 1997. Since October 1999, he has been Chief Executive of the North East Ambulance Trust, formed
in April 1999 from the merger of Northumbria and Durham County Ambulance Services.
He has been Chief Executive of the North East Ambulance NHS Trust since it was formed in 2006 from the merger of North East
Ambulance Service with Teesside, East and North Yorkshire Ambulance Trusts.
Roger French - Director of Finance
Roger’s main areas of responsibility are advising the Trust Board on ﬁnancial strategies, services, plans and managing the Trust’s day
to day budgetary control. He leads on commissioning, estates, the routine maintenance function, purchasing of goods and services,
claims management and for the Trust’s insurances. He also has corporate responsibility for the Trust’s Assurance processes including Risk
Management and Health and Safety.

Colin Cessford - Director of Strategy & Business Development
Colin is a former nurse and paramedic who graduated in 1997 with a BSc in Pre-hospital Care and attained a MSc in Health Science
Management in 2003. He is widely travelled, and has managed healthcare projects in both the Middle East and Australia. His current role
combines aspects of strategic and business development, performance management and operational management of the Trust’s Contact
Centre.

Paul Liversidge - Director of Operations
Paul began work for Northumbria Ambulance Service in 1983, where he gained seven years of front line operational experience. He was
appointed by the North East Ambulance Service as Senior Divisional Ofﬁcer in 1999 following the merger of the former Northumbria
and Durham services, with overall responsibility for the delivery of Accident and Emergency services for South of Tyne. He progressed
to become Director of Accident and Emergency and following the merger in July 2006, he was appointed to the role of Director of
Ambulance Operations at the new North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust.
Christopher Harrison - Director of Workforce & Organisational Development
Chris has over 20 years Human Resource experience gained across the NHS and private sector. Prior to joining NEAS in 2002, Chris
worked for Corus Construction and Industrial (formerly British Steel) for ﬁve years, in a number of operational and strategic HR roles. He
has held Human Resource Director posts in acute and community NHS organisations in the South Durham area.

Ann Fox - Director of Clinical Care and Patient Safety
Ann has worked for the NHS for over 25 years in various roles at a clinical, operational management and strategic level. Ann took up the
post in October 2009 and is the new Directorate of Clinical Care & Patient Safety which covers all aspects of Clinical Governance, Clinical
Risk, Complaints, Infection Prevention & Control and Research and Development. Ann is the Trust’s Caldicott Guardian, appointed to
protect patient information.

Kyee Han - Medical Director, Directorate of Clinical Care and Patient Safety
Kyee Han is the Medical Director at NEAS. In the new directorate he provides strategic medical advice and leadership. Kyee has worked
as a Consultant within A&E since 1990.
He has had a close working relationship with the ambulance service both as a trainee and consultant. He commenced his post, which is
part time, in January 2010.
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John Pescott (Vice Chairman)
A Chartered Accountant, John is the Royal Danish Consul for Newcastle, Northumberland, Durham, Tyne and Wear, Middlesbrough and
Stockton. Prior to taking early retirement he was a director of a major international shipping company.
Having served an initial 3 years on the establishment of the Trust in 2006, John was re-appointed in July 2009 for a further 3 years.

Helen Tucker
Helen took up her post with the Trust on 1 October 2007 and was re-appointed in October 2010 for a three year period. She brings a
wealth of diverse experience to the Board having worked within the NHS for forty years, starting her career as a Cadet Nurse and ﬁnally
retiring from the post of Director of Patient Service and Nursing for a former local PCT. Helen retains a strong professional interest in the
dignity of patient care and pain control.

Peter Wood
Peter spent 39 years working for Barclays Bank before his retirement. Since then Peter has been actively engaged in a range of
community activities. Peter was ﬁrst appointed in July 2006 and was reappointed for a further three years in 2009.

Alison Fellows
Alison took up her post at the inception of the new Trust and was re-appointed for a second term in June 2009. Alison is a solicitor and
was formerly a partner, heading the Commercial Team at Dickinson Dees Law Firm. Alison is now the Head of Programmes and Major
Projects within Newcastle City Council.

Wendy Lawson
Following a long and successful career in sales and business development, Wendy moved into the Contact Centre arena where she
worked at a senior level for several years. Wendy now runs her own Contact Centre consultancy based in Newcastle. Her main areas of
interest include telemarketing and outsourcing, specialising in senior operations management and project management of high volume
Contact Centres. Wendy took up a designate Non-Executive post with the Trust on 1 June 2009.

Jeff Fitzpatrick
Jeff started his career in Human Resources and industrial relations and quickly moved on to general management. Jeff has a passion
for investment and recently formed a new venture, World Class Investors Ltd. through which he is helping people with their pension
investments. Jeff is a signiﬁcant investor in the world’s stock markets himself and enjoys teaching others how to do so safely and
successfully. Jeff took up a designate Non-Executive post in June 2009, and more recently was appointed as a substantive Non-Executive
Director.
Phil Murray
Phil has a BA Honours in Accountancy and Marketing, and is also a chartered accountant. He is Group Finance Director at Gentoo, and
joined the Trust as a designate Non-Executive in April 2011.

RESIGNATIONS
Chris Suddes resigned as a non-executive director for North East Ambulance Service in January 2011
Chris worked at board level in public and private logistics companies for over 20 years. Becoming semi-retired after a road accident
in 2001, he gained an MBA at Shefﬁeld University then served as a Non-Executive Director at North Shefﬁeld PCT. Initially joining as a
Governor he then became a Non-Executive Director on the Board of Shefﬁeld Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust before moving
back to his native North East in 2007. He owns a small consultancy business, is Chairman of Deploy (an organisation working with
employers on disability issues) and is a Non-Executive Director of Patient Opinion.

STAFF REPRESENTATIVE
Joel Byers
Joel attends all Board meetings as a representative of the Joint Consultative Council (JCC); representing the views of Unison members in
Board deliberations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
ATTENDANCE AT BOARD MEETINGS IN 2010/2011
From April 2010 to March 2011, there were 13 meetings of the Board, consisting of 6 closed meetings and 7 public meetings.
Attendance at the meetings was as follows:
NAME OF BOARD MEMBER

JOB ROLE

ATTENDANCE 2010/2011 (OUT OF 13 MEETINGS)

Simon Featherstone

Chief Executive

10

Tony Dell

Chairman

12

Colin Cessford

Director of Strategy and Business Development

10

Roger French

Director of Finance

13

Ann Fox

Director of Clinical Care and Patient Safety

12

Paul Liversidge

Director of Operations

12

Chris Harrison

Director of Human Resources and
Organisational Development

12

Kyee Han

Medical Director

6

John Pescott

Non Executive Director

12

Helen Tucker

Non Executive Director

10

Alison Fellows

Non Executive Director

10

Jeff Fitzpatrick

Non Executive Director

12

Wendy Lawson

Non Executive Director

12

Peter Wood

Non Executive Director

11

Chris Suddes

Non Executive Director

6 (out of a possible 10 meetings;
Mr Suddes resigned in December 2010)
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DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
It is a requirement that the Chairman and all board members should declare any conﬂict of
interest that arises in the course of conducting NHS business. Upon appointment, members
are asked to declare any business interests, directorships, positions of authority in a charity
or voluntary body in the ﬁeld of health and any connection with contracting bodies for NHS
services. All such declarations are entered in a register and are available for public scrutiny.
The following interests have been declared by board members:
Alison Fellows is an employee of Newcastle City Council and her husband, Tim, is a partner in
Dickinson Dees Law Firm.
Peter Wood is Chairman and Trustee of Charlotte Straker Project (Care Home) which is a
charitable company. He is a Director and Trustee of St Oswald’s Hospice.
Helen Tucker has recently agreed to undertake voluntary work with Tees, Esk & Wear Valley
Mental Health Trust as an associate hospital manager; reviewing patients who have been
sectioned under the Mental Health Act.
Jeff Fitzpatrick is a Director of three limited companies: Ecopanel Systems, The Executive
Director and World-Class Investors and is a Trustee of Darlington & District Youth and
Community Association.
Ann Fox is a Company Director with the Communication Equation Ltd (providing
communications training to non-health and social care related organisations) and Trustee of
‘My New Hair Charity’.
Wendy Lawson is a Director and sole shareholder of Consultants in Contact Ltd which
offers management services to Contact Centres and has declared the interests of her sister
in relation to a private partnership offering mediation and education services. Wendy also
declared her work as a caseworker with the Parliamentary & Health Services Ombudsman and
also with the Cleveland Police authority’s Standard Committee as an independent member.
Colin Cessford is a trustee for the Royal Air Forces Association (Hexham branch).
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1. INTRODUCTION
OUR COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
The Trust has a robust committee structure, to provide assurance that our governance arrangements are strong and effective.
The committees within the Trust are underpinned by numerous working groups, made up of members of operational staff,
support services, directors and senior management. These groups can identify risks which are then raised at committee
level. Our Board produces the strategic direction for the Trust, ratiﬁes policies and produces, reviews organisational
performance, ensures the availability of adequate ﬁnancial resources, approves budgets and is accountable to the public for
the organisations performance. In addition to the routine committee meetings, the Executive Team meet every two weeks
in a formal capacity to review organisational performance and other matters. The Executive Team is made up of Executive
Directors, the Trust Secretary and Assistant Director of Communications and Engagement.
QUALITY COMMITTEE
Chair

Peter Wood, Non-Executive Director

Membership

Medical Director and Director of Clinical Care & Patient Safety, complaints, training and operational managers,
paramedic and other front-line staff, and Patient Advice and Liaison services representatives

Purpose

To provide the Board with assurance that quality is considered and embedded throughout the organisation and
to provide appropriate scrutiny on clinical effectiveness, patient safety and patient experience.

Frequency of Meetings and Reporting

Bi-monthly – accountable to the Trust Board

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Chair

John Pescott, Non-Executive Director

Membership

All non-executive directors (other directors and auditors by invitation)

Purpose

To act independently from the Executive, to provide assurance to the Board, based on a challenge of evidence
and assurance obtained, that the interests of the Trust are properly protected in relation to ﬁnancial reporting
and internal control. To keep under review the effectiveness of the system of internal control; that is the
systems established to identify, assess, manage and monitor risks both ﬁnancial and otherwise, and to ensure
the Trust complies with all aspects of the law, relevant regulation and good practice.

To report to the Board on any matters
in respect of which the Committee
considers that action or improvement is
needed, and to make recommendations
as to the steps to be taken.

Non Executive Director

Frequency of Meetings and Reporting

Bi-monthly – accountable to the Trust Board

Attendance in 2010/2011

From a possible seven meetings of the committee in 2010/2011, attendance was as follows:
Tony Dell (Chairman) 1
Alison Fellows (Non-executive director) 6
Jeff Fitzpatrick (Non-executive director) 6
Peter Wood (Non-Executive director) 7
John Pescott (Non-executive director) 7
Helen Tucker (Non-executive director) 7
Wendy Lawson (Non-executive director) 7
Chris Suddes (Non-executive director) 6
(nb: Mr Suddes resigned before the 7th meeting, therefore his attendance while in post was 100%)
Phil Murray (Non-executive director) 0 attendances
(Mr Murray was not in post when the meetings were held)

BUSINESS INVESTMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
Chair

Jeff Fitzpatrick, Non-Executive Director

Membership

Trust Board members (executive and non-executives) x 8, ﬁnance, business, performance management and
commissioning managers.

Purpose

To provide the Board with an objective review of, and assurances, in relation to:
− − Growth proposals, ensuring their alignment with Board approved corporate strategy
− − Governance processes for all major investments and divestments
− − Business cases referred to it by the Capital Monitoring Group requiring major capital investment
− − Finance, contracting and commissioning issues; presenting reports and recommendations in relation to
− ensuring we maintain cash liquidity and are an effective going concern
− − Compliance with legislative, mandatory and regulatory requirements in terms of the Committee’s scope.

Frequency of Meetings and Reporting

Bi-monthly – accountable to the Board
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GOVERNANCE AND RISK COMMITTEE
Chair

Alison Fellows, Non-Executive Director

Membership

Trust Board members (executive and non-executives) x 8, risk, ﬁnance, business and commissioning managers
and quality assurance ofﬁcer

Purpose

To provide the Board with an objective review of, and assurances, in relation to:
− F +ocus on all aspects of risk governance, risk management frameworks and promotion of behaviours and
cultures that drive approaches to risk management
− The systems of internal control in relation to governance and risk management, in that these are ﬁt for
purpose, adequately resourced and underpin our performance and reputation
− The overall risk governance process in that it gives clear, explicit and dedicated focus to current and
forward-looking aspects of risk exposure
− Compliance with law, best practice governance and regulatory standards

Frequency of Meetings and Reporting

Bi-monthly – accountable to the Audit Committee for assurances on risk and robust systems of internal control
and the Trust Board

WORKFORCE AND EQUALITY COMMITTEE
Chair

Helen Tucker, Non-Executive Director

Membership

Trust Board members (executive and non-executives) x 7, human resources, workforce development and

equality & diversity managers

To provide the Board with an objective review of, and assurances, in relation to:
− The design, development and implementation of a Workforce Strategy that supports our vision and
continues to maximise the potential of our workforce to deliver the highest quality of care to patients
− Effective management and leadership development
− The quality and delivery of workforce plans
− Organisational development
− Health and well-being of staff
− Equality and diversity
− Compliance with employment legislation and the standards of relevant external professional bodies

Frequency of Meetings and Reporting

Bi-monthly – accountable to the Board

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
Chair

Tony Dell, Chairman

Membership

All non-executive directors, Chairman.

Purpose

Has delegated authority to set remuneration for all executive directors, monitor their performance, consider
nominations for executive director vacancies, and make recommendations on such appointments.

Frequency of Meetings and Reporting

At least once per year.

Attendance in 2010/2011

All non-executive directors (including the Chairman) attended the one meeting of this committee, in September
2010, with the exception of Wendy Lawson (non-executive director-designate). The Trust Secretary and Director
of Workforce and Organisational Development provide the committee with periodic guidance and advice that
materially assists the committee.
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1. INTRODUCTION
HOW WE ENSURE OUR BOARD AND COMMITTEES ARE EFFECTIVE
The board of directors undergo an annual performance evaluation in the form of a board
development session every December, where the board evaluates how it has performed and
how it can improve. Last year it was facilitated by the external company Deloitte.
We also ensure our committee structure is effective and sufﬁcient, and in 2010 we hired
the Audit Commission to review our governance and assurance arrangements to make sure
our committees were performing as they should be. This led to a re-structure of some of our
committees, and we are conﬁdent the current structure is fully adequate to meet the needs of
the Trust and the patients it serves.
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OUR VISION AND VALUES
Patients are at the heart of everything that we do at NEAS to support our mission of “right care, right place, right time”.
Achieving this mission allows us to fulﬁl our vision of making a difference by integrating care and transport in pursuit of
equity and excellence for our patients. We understand that to deliver this mission we need strong strategic intentions which
will underpin all the work that we do at NEAS. Our directors have their own objectives to ensure that the Trust as a whole
successfully meets and delivers upon its intentions. These objectives are identiﬁed at the beginning of each ﬁnancial year with
the Trust Chief Executive. These director level objectives are cascaded down throughout the various directorates and progress
against these is measured on a quarterly basis.
The ‘house’ graphic summarises our mission, vision, strategic intentions and our values which underpin these goals; with
patients as a central focus.

OUR
PATIENTS
OUR MISSION
Right care, right place, right time

OUR VISION
To make a difference by integrating care and transport
in pursuit of equity and excellence for our patients

OUR STRATEGIC INTENTIONS

To lead in the
provision of
emergency care

To be a ﬁrst rate
employer

To be a
key partner
in urgent
care reform

To have sound
ﬁnancial health

To transform
patient transport
services

To be a
well-governed
and accountable
service

OUR VALUES
Committed,
professional
& accountable

Working
together

Delivering
consistently
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Shaping
the future

Showing
we care

FOUNDATION TRUST APPLICATION
AND ENGAGEMENT
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2. FOUNDATION TRUST APPLICATION
AND ENGAGEMENT
FOUNDATION TRUST PLANS
We believe that becoming a Foundation Trust will improve patient outcomes and experiences, whilst at the same time
maintaining and improving our excellent track record for delivering high quality, good value care. Becoming a Foundation
Trust will better enable us to fulﬁl our exciting plans for an integrated healthcare system and allow us to deliver an improved
emergency and urgent care transport service in the North East for our patients, our staff, our partners and the general public.
The public will have greater involvement in consultation for plans for service developments and can even put themselves
forward to be on the Council of Governors, representing the healthcare needs of the local community.
During 2010/2011 we have made signiﬁcant progress with our application for foundation trust status and have ﬁnalised
our ﬁve year business plan and ﬁnancial model. We received support for our plans from the Strategic Health Authority and
the Department of Health at the end of 2010, and made our formal application to Monitor, the independent regulator of
Foundation Trusts, in January 2011.
Monitor are visiting us and carrying out their assessment process in the summer of 2011 and if successful we hope to be
authorised as a Foundation Trust in the autumn of 2011.
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MEMBERSHIP
There are no limits to how many members we can have as a foundation trust. Anyone who is over 16 years of age and lives in
the North East region can join. We can request that certain people do not become members, for example, somebody known
to us as a ‘vexatious’ individual, someone who has threatened, harassed, harmed or abused NHS staff, patients or visitors in
any way, and members of staff who have submitted their notice of resignation (though if eligible they may apply to become a
public member rather than a staff member). Our membership is split into four public constituencies which match the current
operating divisions of our Trust, these are:
North of Tyne: Newcastle upon Tyne, Northumberland and North Tyneside
South of Tyne: Gateshead, South Tyneside and Sunderland
Durham: County Durham and Darlington
Teesside: Hartlepool, Stockton, Middlesbrough and Redcar & Cleveland
Currently, our membership level is at 7,203 (March 2011). Having a large and representative membership base, as we have
achieved to date, results in an organisation that can be conﬁdent that the decisions that are reached are accountable to its
members and more importantly to the public they represent. We are still looking to recruiting more members, with a target
membership level of 10,000 within three years of authorisation as this should make our membership yet further representative
of our region. We are continuing to engage with those that we have recruited to date and are carrying out targeted
recruitment events to increase membership of the those groups that are currently under-represented when compared to the
demographics of the population.
The proﬁle of NEAS public membership is compared against the records held by the Ofﬁce of National Statistics (ONS) to
determine how representative NEAS membership is of the North East population.
Age proﬁle
PUBLIC CONSISTENCY

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

0-16
17-21
22+

ELIGIBLE POPULATION
IN NORTH EAST

OVER OR UNDER REPRESENATION INDEX

1

33,289

1

438

163,479

91

6,280

2,312,249

93

Gender proﬁle
PUBLIC CONSISTENCY

On 1 April 2010

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

ELIGIBLE POPULATION
IN NORTH EAST

OVER OF UNDER REPRESENTATION INDEX
(100 = IDEAL REPRESENTATION)

7,203

New members

567

Members leaving

434

(predicted) on 31 March 2011

7,336

2,509,017

Male

3,774

1,216,238

106

Female

3,543

1,293,997

93
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2. FOUNDATION TRUST APPLICATION
AND ENGAGEMENT
Ethinicity proﬁle
PUBLIC CONSISTENCY

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

ELIGIBLE POPULATION
IN NORTH EAST

OVER OF UNDER REPRESENTATION INDEX
(100 = IDEAL REPRESENTATION)

White

6,760

2,449,873

94

Mixed

98

12,231

275

Asian

191

33,589

195

Black

30

3,867

266

50

10,176

168

3,543

1,293,997

93

Other
Female

Socio economic sub group proﬁle
PUBLIC CONSISTENCY

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

ELIGIBLE POPULATION
IN NORTH EAST

OVER OF UNDER REPRESENTATION INDEX
(100 = IDEAL REPRESENTATION)

ABC1

3,662

851,203

146

C2

2,247

318,575

242

D

298

402,739

25

E

1,028

399,010

88

OTHER

50

10,176

168

Female

3,543

1,293,997

93
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OUR GOVERNORS
The election process to vote for the staff governors of our Foundation Trust took place in the ﬁrst Quarter of 2011/2012,
run by the independent election company UK Engage. The election in Teesside was uncontested and the ﬁve candidates
who were nominated were automatically elected. The term of appointment was allocated throughout the region based on
which candidates had the most votes. In Teesside where the election was not contested, the ﬁrst three candidates selected at
random received a three year term, and the remaining two candidates a two year term.
Staff and Stakeholder Governors will serve a three year term. We have one more Governor yet to appoint, to be chosen from
the Local Resilience Forum. The table below shows the Council of Governors and each Governor’s term of election.
REGION OR ORGANISATION
North of Tyne Region

South of Tyne Region

Durham Region

Teesside Region

North East Ambulance Service (Staff Governors)

GOVERNOR NAME

TERM OF APPOINTMENT

Mary Mallatratt

2 years

Kevin Mason

3 years

Jane Tomlin

3 years

Sid Walker

3 years

John Temple

2 years

Violet Rook

2 years

James Falade

2 years

Michael Glickman

3 years

Bill Graham

2 years

Stephanie Smith

3 years

Shobha Srivstava

2 years

Robert Alabaster

3 years

Ricky Clayton

2 years

Michael Dalton

2 years

Michael Hemingway

3 years

Dorothy Maskery

3 years

Ray Stephenson

2 years

Mary Carter

2 years

Mary Fletcher

3 years

Jean McKenna

3 years

Frederick Lewis-Bynoe

3 years

Claire Hardy (A&E)

3 years

Chris Ward (PTS)

3 years

Frazer Gregory (Control and Contact Centres)

3 years

Gemma Rodgers (Support Services)

3 years

Voluntary Organisations’ Network North East
(Stakeholder Governor)

Jo Whaley

3 years

Association of North East Councils

Lynne Caffrey

3 years

Doreen Huddart

3 years

Richard Dodd

3 years

Tees, Esk and Wear Valleys NHS Foundation Trust

Chris Parsons

3 years

Teesside University

Eileen Martin

3 years

North Tyneside Primary Care Trust

Mary Coyle

3 years

Northumbria Healthcare NHS Trust

David Thompson

3 years

We have plans to develop our governors in the period leading up to authorisation and run our Council of Governors, whose
role it is to hold the Trust Board to account, in shadow format until we become a Foundation Trust.
To contact your governor please email governors@neas.nhs.uk.
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2. FOUNDATION TRUST APPLICATION
AND ENGAGEMENT
INVOLVING THE PUBLIC IN OUR FOUNDATION TRUST BID
We started a programme of events with our members during 2010/2011. In doing so, we teamed up with hospital
Foundation Trusts in the region to deliver free health-related advice and information. These events covered topics like;
s
s
s
s

7HAT TO DO IF SOMEONE HAS A HEART ATTACK WITH 3OUTH 4YNESIDE &OUNDATION 4RUST
4WO PRESENTATIONS ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND MENTAL HEALTH WITH 4EES %SK AND 7EAR 6ALLEY &OUNDATION 4RUST
#OPING WITH FALLS WITH .ORTHUMBRIA (EALTHCARE &OUNDATION 4RUST
7HAT TO DO IF SOMEONE HAS A HEART ATTACK WITH 'ATESHEAD &OUNDATION 4RUST

These visits have given us further opportunities to familiarise people within our community with ambulance equipment and staff
and has allowed us to reiterate to our members that we welcome their involvement and aim to include them in what we do.
We understand the valuable role that the local community plays in developing our services, and that is why we aim to involve
the community as much as possible in everything we do.
During 2010/2011, our staff have visited schools, clubs, fetes, organisations, events and career road shows across the region
helping to educate the public about accident prevention and the work of an emergency service, as well as promoting the
North East Ambulance Service as a potential employer. Some of these events, such as the Reduction of Accidents at Play
initiative in South Tyneside have involved thousands of children.
Safety workshops were held regularly throughout 2010/2011 and were staffed by paramedics, Urgent Care Assistants,
Contact Centre and Patient Transport Service staff. The aim was to teach children from as young as three years old what to do
if an emergency should occur. Different scenarios were given, from how to deal with a cut ﬁnger to what to do in the case of
a heart attack.
Our customer care team also contributed to events that helped promote end of life care and the support that is available for
people who have suffered from a fall and need the help of the ambulance service and social care teams.
Our bid to become a Foundation Trust puts patients and their carers in charge of making decisions about their health and
wellbeing, and strengthens the voice of the public. We have had another busy year listening and talking to the communities
about our services. This has helped us to understand and value the beneﬁts and positive outcomes of involving patients and
the public in the planning and development of our services.
One channel for information and feedback we have used in the last year has been the Local Involvement Networks (LINks)
that exist in each local authority area. LINks are made up of individual and community groups who work together to improve
services. Their job is to ﬁnd out what people like and don’t like about local services and then work with the people who plan
and run these services to make them better. There are 12 LINks within the North East Ambulance Service area, one for each
local authority stretching from Northumberland to Redcar & Cleveland. This is an area of more than 3,000 square miles and
we have sought to bring the LINks together through an ambulance forum to discuss services which are generic to everyone in
the North East. The forum has had six meetings in 2010/2011, looking at the Quality Account, complaints and PALS(Patient
Advice and Liaison Service) reports, they have raised questions on mobility aids and hospital discharge and sought assurances
around our procedures on safeguarding at risk people.
In addition to working with LINks, we have continued to meet with groups and representatives of some of the most rural
areas within the Trust in Northumberland and County Durham. In partnership with the Primary Care Trusts for both areas, we
have held regular community meetings to discuss our services. We have continued to maintain good working relationships
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with the local authority Overview and Scrutiny Committees (OSC)which cover the North East and we have worked with a
regional forum on the production of our Quality Account; we have engaged with the Overview & Scrutiny Committee in
Northumberland to look at improving our services across the county in partnership with the Fire & Rescue Service. We are
grateful for the time and effort that all of these organisations have taken to listen, engage and feedback on the services that
we provide.
People are now better informed about making healthy choices and better equipped to make decisions about their healthcare
than ever before, so it is essential that we use people’s knowledge and experience to improve the services they use. This
agenda is a key driver for reform to ensure that our local services have a truly patient focused approach.
As part of our plans to continuously improve our services based upon the views of our service users, over the past 12 months,
we have surveyed more patients than ever before. These surveys have captured the various dimensions of patient’s experience,
both physical and emotional with questions based on access and waiting times, being treated with dignity and respect, feeling
involved in their care and being treated in clean surroundings. Feedback on our services has helped us to offer choice and
involve users in decision making and planning. The measurement of user experience has provided the opportunity for us to
listen to feedback from patients and use that to improve our services.
We have surveyed many patients who use our Patient Transport Service (PTS) and who contact us for non-emergency help. We
will continue to carry out a survey of people who use PTS every year to check how satisﬁed they are. Throughout the last year,
we contacted a sample of patients who used the service and asked them to return a paper questionnaire using a Freepost
address and envelope. We have changed this survey so we carry it out every three months instead of once a year. You can ﬁnd
the 2010/2011 PTS survey at Appendix 2, along with the results at Appendix 3. We also plan to conduct two focus groups for
PTS patients during the coming year to discuss the ﬁndings of PTS surveys.
After the launch of our local Single Point of Access (SPA) service in 2009, we started a survey of callers where we asked a
series of questions (after getting the caller’s permission) to help us focus on the areas where we could improve in the Contact
Centre. The SPA service has now evolved into NHS 111 and we plan to continue to gather patients’ views from this service in
the same way.
Throughout 2010/2011 we have also started to work with other ambulance services in England to create a way of collecting
the views and experiences of patients who have used our A&E service because of a life-threatening or serious condition.
This is an area where patient feedback has not been measured before and we expect that it will be a challenge to get this
feedback because of the nature of our service – compared with other NHS services, we only spend a short time with patients.
We have carried out a small pilot to get feedback from A&E users and this has allowed us to identify problems and come up
with solutions to them to allow us to successfully do this more widely during the next ﬁnancial year. Results from the initial
A&E survey were being collated at the time of writing this report, and an A&E focus group will be convened in the autumn to
discuss the ﬁndings.
Our aim in measuring patient experience is to drive up quality for patients. A high performing ambulance service will be
able to demonstrate that it has made changes to the way it provides services because of user feedback and that subsequent
feedback has shown these changes to enhance user experience. We look forward to developing our user experience surveys
even more in 2011/2012.
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3. OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS
Our Operations Directorate covers;
s
s
s
s

!CCIDENT AND %MERGENCY 3ERVICES !% 
0ATIENT 4RANSPORT 3ERVICES 043 
%MERGENCY 0LANNING AND 2ESILIENCE AND
THE (AZARDOUS !REA 2ESPONSE 4EAM (!24 AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

We receive, prioritise and respond to approximately 360,000 incidents every year. In 2010/2011 these included; eight minute
responses to patients requiring life saving treatment; 19 minute responses to patients who have a serious condition but which
is not life threatening; transport of patients who require direct admission to hospital following a GP assessment; and transport
of patients who require a paramedic to ensure their safe transport to hospital for planned treatment. Our Emergency Planning
Department is a service that we are required to provide under the Civil Contingencies Act 2004, and ensures a response in the
event of a major incident.
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A&E RESPONSE PERFORMANCE
The Trust is committed to the delivery of the national response targets set for ambulance services and proactively monitors
daily forecasts and actual performance.
The Trust successfully achieved all three national targets in the ﬁrst two quarters of 2010/2011:
PERFORMANCE MEASURE

QTR 1

QTR 2

QTR 3

QTQTR 4

YTD

Category A 8 minutes

78.63%

78.53%

70.00%

76.62%

75.80%

Category A 19 minutes

99.17%

99.01%

98.88%

97.97%

98.53%

Category B 19 minutes

95.17%

95.58%

91.14%

92.31%

93.54%

The Trust started 2011/2012 on the back of having come through the worst Winter in 100 years of recorded history, coupled
with the highest ever growth in A&E activity. Demand for emergency services started to rise in the third quarter, well above
contractual levels, there were greater than normal levels of ﬂu incidence and the unprecedented growth in activity continued
well into the fourth quarter. The snow that began to fall on the 24th November and the ongoing severity of the snowfall
and icy conditions that we endured in the third quarter led to signiﬁcant service disruption that was not restricted to the
ambulance service. All services were adversely affected. This led to the Trust narrowly missing our Category B performance
target. The Government has now removed this target for ambulance services and this has been replaced with the new
outcomes measures. Whilst high volumes of activity and hospital delays placed great pressure on all of our services we were
able to maintain service provision and we were still able to respond to all our patients who requested a response.
We are continually grateful for the resilience shown by all of our staff, including our PTS and Contact Centre staff, support
from other organisations including the Great North Air Ambulance and also those volunteers from organisations including;
Mountain Rescue, British Red Cross and St John Ambulance Service who were, once again, able to provide such valuable
support. Also, for the ﬁrst time we engaged the services of a private ambulance service, East Coast Ambulance Service, to
offer further ﬂexibility and dynamic deployment of staff during periods of pressure and high activity.
Our Prime Minister David Cameron praised our efforts during what was acknowledged by the Met Ofﬁce as the worst, coldest
and most prolonged period of poor weather in 100 years; further to this, out of all of the counties in England, the North East
experienced the longest period of poor weather conditions.
Whilst our A&E frontline staff provide life saving treatments they can also deal with minor ailments and injury, avoiding
unnecessary and expensive attendances and admissions at our local A&E departments. Where appropriate we make our best
efforts to treat patients where they have called an ambulance from, without taking them to hospital (we call this ‘see and
treat’). In 2010/2011, we were able to successfully treat over 74,000 people at the scene of the incident, rather than take
them to hospital. This beneﬁts patients who have a minor injury or illness that is not life threatening and allows more serious
patients to be given priority in A&E units. Our Contact Centres can also redirect patients to more appropriate services during
the initial call. This can include booking an appointment and arranging transport to an urgent care centre if necessary. This
service is called ‘hear and treat’; during 2010/2011 we were able to successfully refer over 18,000 patients to an appropriate
community service, close to their home.
Throughout 2010/2011 we have made signiﬁcant advancements in the quality of care that we provide in the following ways;
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3. OPERATIONS
Enhancement of the Community First Responder Scheme
A First Responder is a volunteer who has had training to act on behalf of the North East Ambulance Service, responding to
emergency calls when dispatched by the Contact Centre. They deal with a speciﬁc list of emergencies and provide the patient
with support and appropriate treatment until the ambulance arrives. The types of incident where a ﬁrst responder would be
dispatched include things such as;
s
s
s
s
s
s

"REATHING DIFlCULTIES AND RESPIRATORY ARREST
#HEST PAINS
(EART ATTACK
#ARDIAC !RREST
5NCONSCIOUSNESS WHEN NOT DUE TO A TRAUMA
#OLLAPSE

First Responders are set up in towns and villages where it is challenging for the emergency ambulance to arrive within the
valuable ﬁrst few minutes. It is proven that the ﬁrst few minutes after an incident has occurred are crucial to chances of
patient recovery. The First Responders are dispatched at the same time as an ambulance response. They are an important and
reliable resource for us and dedicate their time and skills on a voluntary basis to support our service and their local community.
We have static sites across the region, where First Responders are trained in the use of life-saving techniques and equipment
within that location. These sites include the Metrocentre in Gateshead, Newcastle Airport, The Mall Shopping Centre in
Middlesbrough, Beamish Museum, Darlington Train Station, Dalton Park Shopping Outlet in Murton, and Shildon Locomotion
Museum among others.
The First Responder Management Team has recruited 60 new Community First Responders to operate across the region
over the last 12 months (bringing our total Community First Responders to 137). Training took place at Scotswood House in
November 2010 and the new schemes went live at a busy time, just before Christmas. This meant the First Responders could
help us deliver high quality care even when the weather was extreme and it was more difﬁcult to get to our patients in the
quickest time possible.
In some areas, patients can expect to see much more of our clinical staff, in GP surgeries monitoring Electro Cardio Graph
(ECGs), taking bloods and visiting patients at home if they have chronic conditions such as Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disorder (COPD). They are also helping Practice Nurses by visiting patients who may not have had a health check in over a
year and are supporting GPs by responding to emergency home visits. This means that GPs can remain at their surgery to see
more patients and reduce the number of appointments being delayed or rescheduled.
Transformation of the Patient Transport Service
The Patient Transport Service facilitates vital access for many patients with planned health care appointments, involving more
than one million patient journeys every year. This includes transporting patients to outpatient departments, rehabilitation
centres, day surgery units and to other health related appointments. We also provide an urgent transport service in County
Durham and Darlington for patients with an ‘urgent’ (non-emergency) health care need. The Durham Urgent Care Transport
(DUCT) contract is an agreement between the North East Ambulance Service and County Durham and Darlington Foundation
Trust to provide a dedicated urgent care transport provision; this provides support to our core A&E and PTS service and helps
to avoid unnecessary admissions to A&E departments. The DUCT service commenced in February 2009 and is designed to;
s 4RANSPORT PATIENTS TO AND FROM 5RGENT #ARE #ENTRES
s 4RANSFER AND DISCHARGE PATIENTS TO AND FROM !% DEPARTMENTS WHERE THE PATIENT HAS AN URGENT .ON %MERGENCY
requirement (Including repatriation);
s -OVE PATIENTS WITH AN URGENT NEED BETWEEN THEIR OWN HOME CARE HOME NURSING HOME HOSPICE HOSPITAL OR OTHER
s 4RANSPORT CLINICIANS TO VISIT PATIENTS IN THEIR HOMES AND
s &ACILITATE THE DELIVERY OF MEDICINES SPECIMENS MEDICAL NOTES
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During 2010/2011, the patient transport service made over 813,000 journeys, transporting patients to their appointments in a
timely manner. The journeys they made in 2010/2011 covered over 5,675,000 miles. Patients with varying requirements were
transported throughout the North of England including bariatric patients, stretcher patients, patients using wheelchairs and
patients travelling with escorts.
The service has been successful in achieving the standards set due to the commitment, hard work and dedication of the 400
plus operational, control and planning staff. Although we currently do not have any national targets to achieve for PTS, some
local targets and standards are in place with more to be introduced as part of our PTS Transformation Programme.
Our most recent PTS patient survey reported 89% of patients considered our service to be excellent or good. Also, of those
surveyed, just over 25% said that if they had not travelled by ambulance they would not have attended their appointment,
showing just how vital patient transport is to some people. Our PTS survey analysis is now fully automated and the evaluation
of the most recent survey will be used to design a more frequent survey of patient experience.
PTS has been the subject of major transformation over the past year; a process that is continuing. The service is being
modernised to deliver better quality patient care and cost efﬁciencies; to be delivered through a reduction in taxi use, change
in skill mix, greater use of automated planning and service redesign. This is necessary to ensure the continued effectiveness of
the service, which is a vital and highly valued part of our patients’ treatment pathway. It is also an essential responsive aid to
resilience, providing support to our A&E crews at major incidents and times of pressure.
Tracking and Monitoring
Recent months have seen further development in the utilisation of the Terraﬁx tracking and activity monitoring system. The
Terraﬁx unit, which is a piece of equipment in every response vehicle, now accepts the direct referral of work to PTS vehicles
from the Contact Centre. In addition, the system allows crews to log the time they go mobile, arrival at a patient’s home,
arrival at a treatment centre and the time crews are clear to take more work. All crews who previously received paper log
sheets are now operating using the Terraﬁx Device. This is a signiﬁcant step forward and highlights the increasing conﬁdence
in the capability of the system. Now that every PTS vehicle has a Terraﬁx unit, using our Planning and Control software, we
can be more responsive and ﬂexible to same day requests and changes to bookings. Internal performance reports are being
produced to allow us to determine resource efﬁciency, as well as opportunities for further improvements. As Terraﬁx continues
to develop, it is important that users of the system, both PTS Control and PTS Operations, strive to enter and collate all data
accurately; this will enable us to achieve greater patient satisfaction and strengthen our PTS service.
Auto Planning
2010/2011 has seen the introduction of an automated planning system within our PTS Contact Centre that plans a large
proportion of non-emergency patient journeys throughout the region.
Using strict quality criteria, this system has started to provide an enhanced service for our patients where we aim to ensure
patients arrive no earlier than 30 minutes before their hospital appointment, that the majority of patients have a travelling
time to and from hospital of no longer than one hour and have not waited longer than 60 minutes to be taken home after
their appointment or treatment. This project is in its early stages and is hoped to have a signiﬁcant impact on PTS journeys in
the future, ensuring patient experience is improved.
Day Unit Update
The Customer Care Team has now successfully implemented the PTS online booking system into 19 Dedicated Day Units
across the North East. This ensures more accurate data quality when booking transports and improved reporting on patient
bookings . It is hoped that the majority of the remaining units will be using the system by the end of 2011. The Customer
Care Team continues to provide support and advice for staff using the system and is available to answer any queries or
problems that may arise.
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PTS Bank
The PTS Bank is now almost midway into a 12 month pilot project, aimed at improving our current workforce ﬂexibility
and providing additional temporary resource to help us ﬁll shift shortfalls and provide a rapid response to additional service
requests, particularly in times of pressure such as Winter to support A&E. We have undertaken an external recruitment
campaign which has seen over 200 applications. The ﬂexible new resources that were successfully recruited will help improve
the organisation’s resilience to maintain the smooth and professional operation of the non-emergency Patient Transport
Services. As the bank continues to progress and lessons are learnt, we are conﬁdent the new service will become a success
and form an integral part of the ongoing PTS Transformation.
Volunteer Portering Service Update
The Trust along with our community service volunteers, have been piloting a project at North Tyneside General Hospital
(NTGH) since June 2010. The aim of the pilot was for volunteers to porter PTS patients in and around the hospital to various
departments and wards instead of the PTS crews, with a view to freeing up their time. PTS crews have found the service of
value as it saves them a considerable amount of time in the hospital and enables them to be made available for more work
more quickly. To date, the volunteers have saved PTS crews over 300 hours, reducing taxi usage and increasing same day
activity capacity at NTGH. The project is going from strength to strength and has been extended until 2011; the Trust is now
considering a roll out of the pilot to other hospitals within our operational area, starting with Wansbeck General Hospital. The
volunteers have gained valuable experience through this project which they can use to help seek paid employment in future.
Strengthened our Emergency Planning and Hazardous Area Response Team
The Emergency Planning Department (EPD) and Hazardous Area Response Team (HART) are part of the A&E service and are
supported by the Department of Health. We are required to provide emergency planning under the Civil Contingencies Act
2004, ensuring a response in the event of a major incident.
Our Emergency Planning Department (EPD) have continued to improve our service by making sure our staff, including
paramedics and managers, are appropriately trained and prepared to respond effectively to difﬁcult, signiﬁcant or major
incidents, such as chemical spills or terrorist attacks. Staff have attended a three-day advanced ‘Major Incident Medical
Management and Support’ (MIMMS) course during which on-call ofﬁcers and Team Leaders were taught about the
management of major incidents, the command structure that needs to be established and ‘wider’ NHS support that is
available to us and the patients involved in these incidents. We have also offered a one-day MIMMS course, which is aimed at
all Accident & Emergency Care staff; this has given them the tools and knowledge to commence the management of a major
incident in an emergency situation before Ofﬁcers arrive, should they be required to do this.
Arrangements have been made for Ofﬁcers to attend other courses that support their personal development to undertake key
command positions at strategic, tactical and operational level in both ‘normal’ major incident scenarios but also to incidents
involving Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) agents. They have also been supported and encouraged to
move forward in their careers by attending additional courses including media training, decision-making, safety at stadiums
and sports grounds and festivals and mass gatherings.
As an integral part of the NHS National Guidance, ambulance services are required to select, train and manage Medical
Incident Commanders that would be activated and deployed in the event of a declared major incident. This group of
consultants are now available on a 24/7 rota covering the North East region. We have a Major Incident Plan that is fully
compliant with the requirements of the NHS Emergency Planning Guidance 2005, to enable us to respond effectively and
cope with major incidents.
The EPD has continued to work with stakeholders and partner agencies to ensure appropriate plans are in place to respond
to any emergency including a terrorist attack. Business continuity and disaster recovery plans have been developed and
are exercised annually to ensure we are still able to function if there is a signiﬁcant emergency or incident that affects our
core and supporting services. The Pandemic Inﬂuenza Plan developed in 2009 has been reviewed in line with national
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guidelines and aims. The Trust’s Major Incident Plan (MIP) has been reviewed after carrying out a number of planned exercises
throughout the region and after agreeing changes with the partner agencies; this has been ratiﬁed by the Trust Board.
There is a great deal of preparation being undertake for the 2012 Olympics. The North East has a large number of training
camps that athletes can use in the build-up to the Olympics. The EPD is working with other agencies to make sure these
athletes are provided with a safe training environment while they are in the North East.
Hazardous area response teams (HART)
Since the implementation of the North East Ambulance Service Hazardous Area Response Team in March 2010, the impact
on operations has been a positive and dynamic one. Over the last twelve months, HART has successfully dealt with a number
of different incidents, both individually and with multi-agency interaction and co-operation. Aside from working within the
Trust itself, HART has also provided mutual aid resources to other trusts, for example, the Scottish Ambulance Service for the
Papal visit. HART has been utilised in a number of different ways with deployments including a serious road tanker spillage,
numerous road trafﬁc collisions, a ﬁrearms incident in Northumberland, white powder/chemical incidents, rescues from
height, house and/or industrial ﬁres, conﬁned space rescue and treatment and aircrafts which have been in difﬁculty, either
airborne, or on landing.
All of these incidents are excellent examples of interaction and co-operation between HART, the North East Fire & Rescue
Services, Police Forces, The Health Protection Agency, Coast Guards and Mountain Rescue, to name but a few. These positive
professional relationships have not always existed between agencies and the introduction of HART has helped to develop
these. Furthermore, as HART is an extra resource, patients in extreme situations have been triaged faster, treated and
transported to deﬁnitive care more effectively than before.
HART also incorporates an Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) dynamic capability where paramedics are fully trained in not only
extended clinical skills, but all of the following;
s
s
s
s
s

#ONlNED 3PACE 2ESCUE AND -EDICINE
-INES 2ESCUE !WARENESS
37!( 3AFE 7ORKING !T (EIGHT CERTIlCATED
)72 )NLAND 7ATER 2ESCUE  AND
"REATHING !PPARATUS "! 4RAINED

Throughout 2010/2011, HART attended 931 incidents. During the winter pressures they attended 74 incidents where crews
and rapid response vehicles were stuck in the snow and ice; patients were often involved; the team were able to recover our
vehicles, staff and patients who had become stranded, thus achieving the best and fastest outcome for the patient.
Enhancement of Operational Support
The Operational Support Department manages our vehicles, equipment, ambulance resource assistants and resource
scheduling (for example, arranging annual leave and cover for absent staff).
We currently have approximately 555 vehicles in our ﬂeet, an increase on our 2009/2010 ﬂeet which was in the region of 459
vehicles. Our ﬂeet includes ambulances and rapid response ambulance cars (used by our A&E department for responding to
patients in emergencies), non-emergency vehicles (used by our Patient Transport Service for pre-booked patient journeys), and
emergency planning vehicles (including specialist equipment to deal with hazardous situations).
We replace our vehicles every seven years, through the procurement of new vehicles or via an agreement with external
providers. All our vehicles are supplied to us fully equipped with everything we need to effectively treat a patient, and
transport them where necessary.
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3. OPERATIONS
Our ﬂeet maintenance team have ensured our vehicles have been regularly maintained, based on the Vehicle Operator Service
Agency’s (VOSA) guidelines and the vehicle manufacturer’s recommended service schedules throughout 2010/2011. Our
team of 24 in-house vehicle maintenance technicians carried out over 8,000 planned maintenance events in 2010/2011, in
addition to day-to-day repairs. Our six equipment maintenance staff carried out over 950 vehicle equipment inspections and
calibrations last year with safety inspections conducted every 6 weeks.
As part of the maintenance schedule, the vehicles were cleaned when the ﬂeet maintenance team ﬁnished any inspection of
equipment and the vehicle itself in accordance with the Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory Agency’s (MHRA) requirements
and equipment manufacturer’s standards. Our six in-house vehicle hygiene assistants carried out 2,300 planned cleaning
events, in addition to the daily cleaning of the vehicles. All vehicles that entered the ﬂeet workshops were cleaned and
routinely swabbed in random locations inside the vehicle to check for dirt and to establish a high level of cleanliness before
the vehicle went back into operation. In addition to these scheduled cleans, the vehicles were cleaned thoroughly once per
day and wiped down consistently throughout every operational shift using sanitising wipes which kill 99.99% of germs.
Stretchers, trolleys and other large equipment have been subject to a deep clean in a unit ﬁlled with detergents to eliminate
Healthcare Associated Infections (HCAIs). We are currently the only ambulance service in the UK that cleans equipment in this
way, and we believe it to be the most thorough and effective way of killing infections and ensuring equipment is as clean as
possible for patient use.
Such maintenance reduces the amount of time crews have to spend checking equipment at the start of their shift, so they are
free to care for patients. This practice results in peace of mind for the patient who can be assured that they are transported or
treated in a clean sanitary, safe environment.
The Fleet team also has a team of Ambulance Resource Assistants (ARAs) who in 2010/2011 made in excess of 9,000 journeys
to ensure that our vehicles were distributed to the right locations throughout the region. This overview of vehicle locations has
resulted in the quicker and more effective replacement of vehicles that brake down or are involved in an accident and ensures
that are vehicles are in the same place as the crew assigned to that vehicle.
Improving our vehicles
Throughout 2010/2011, we have attended regular National Strategic Ambulance Fleet Group meetings and we have
continued to improve our ﬂeet by introducing more fuel-efﬁcient vehicles. We have also carried out an electric car testing
process, which may lead to the future introduction of electric vehicles to our non-emergency ﬂeet; this is something we have
decided not to pursue until the technology improves.
Apprenticeships within the Fleet department
We have a very talented team of apprentices in our Fleet department, and we recognise this is something we need to protect
for the future. 2010/2011 saw the recruitment of four young apprentices within our Fleet department and an additional
apprentice in our medical electronics department. Not only does this provide these apprentices with a valuable hands-on
learning experience, but it also enables them to become qualiﬁed Fleet Technicians at the end of their course.
Customer Care Team
The Customer Care Team closed approximately 60 cases of regular callers during 2010/2011 and are working currently with
120 open cases from across the patch. These are callers that could possibly be abusing the services we provide by calling
repeatedly when they do not have a genuine need for the service. They continue to work closely with multiple agencies
across the region to successfully deal with these cases, including the police, social care teams and primary care to minimise
this activity so that our resources are kept available to respond when people really need them. Our team won the North East
region of the ‘Tilley’ awards in November 2010 for problem solving partnerships, in conjunction with Cleveland Police and
North Tees Hospital. We were also nominated for the Ambulance Innovation award in the Emergency Services awards in April
2011.
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We have worked with the maternity unit at the Royal Victoria Inﬁrmary (RVI) in Newcastle to develop a guide to using the
ambulance service for pregnant ladies. The aim is to reduce the use of the 999 emergency ambulance service for women
going into labour, as often these women do not require an emergency response. This is now being trialled at the RVI and we
anticipate it will be very successful; if this proves to be the case then we will look to roll this out across the region.
We have also created a guide for GPs on emergency and urgent ambulances, to further inform them on what type of
transport to request in what type of situation. This was sent to County Durham PCT to distribute to all GPs in County Durham
and we hope to repeat the process for GPs in all other areas of the region in the near future.
We have actively engaged hospitals in discussion around our Patient Transport Service with our aim being to reduce the
number of these journeys which are booked and later aborted, when they are no longer required. We worked to ensure
hospitals were aware of the processes for booking transport, as well as the methods available for booking. We now have
regular hospital user group meetings and have also introduced feedback forms for ambulance staff and patients to highlight
any concerns or problems they may experience with the transport process.
Resource Scheduling Department
Our Resource Scheduling Department (RSD) have continued to use the Global Rostering System (GRS) to plan and schedule
shifts for staff. This system has made the management of shift patterns, including provisions for overtime, more efﬁcient and
has allowed RSD to plan shift patterns in advance to ensure adequate cover for every shift.
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4. CLINICAL CARE AND PATIENT SAFETY
CLINICAL CARE AND PATIENT SAFETY
Our Clinical Care and Patient Safety Directorate continues to be committed to making improvements for patients. Some of the
measures taken to improve the standard of clinical care we provided in 2010/2011 include:
s 4HE REPLACEMENT OF THE PAPER BASED PATIENT REPORT FORMS WITH ELECTRONIC PATIENT REPORT FORMS E 02&S  0ATIENT INFORMATION
is now recorded on electronic ‘ToughBooks’, which makes it quicker and easier to record and validate important
healthcare information and is a robust means of measuring our interventions with patients. Full roll out of this
replacement will be completed in 2012.
s 4HE FUNDING OF FOUR 0ARAMEDICS TO UNDERTAKE -ASTERS DEGREE COURSES IN #LINICAL 2ESEARCH AT .EWCASTLE 5NIVERSITY
Research is crucial to improving patient outcomes, so this has been an important step towards ensuring we are a leader in
research excellence.
s 7E HAVE FOCUSSED ON IMPROVING OUR PERFORMANCE IN NATIONAL CLINICAL INDICATORS AND HAVE CONSISTENTLY BEEN AMONG THE
best ambulance services for meeting clinical targets in stroke, STEMI, cardiac arrest, asthma and hypoglycaemia.
s 7E HAVE ESTABLISHED A 1UALITY #OMMITTEE THAT MEETS ON A BI MONTHLY BASIS WHERE UPDATES AND ISSUES ON CLINICAL CARE
and patient safety are reviewed and action plans put in place where necessary.
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CARE QUALITY COMMISSION (CQC)
The CQC is the independent regulator of health and social care in England and since April 2010 the Trust has been required
to register with them. We were registered without conditions which means that the CQC were satisﬁed that we met
their essential standards of quality and safety with regards to patient care. Previously we would have presented an annual
submission to the regulator stating how compliant we were with their standards; the CQC have changed this process by
continuously monitoring compliance against their essential standards through a monthly Quality and Risk Proﬁle (QRP).
The QRP holds all the information the CQC has about our Trust in one document and is made up of information gathered
about us from people who use our services, as well as partner bodies and public representation groups. Any risk areas
identiﬁed in the QRP are monitored regularly and actions are put in place to improve any weak areas to ensure the service we
provide is of the highest standard possible.
The CQC also undertakes a full planned review of our Trust at least once every two years. This is to ensure that not only are
we meeting the essential standards at the time of the review, but also to ensure we will continue to meet the standards in the
future. The Trust was subject to a planned review in March 2011. At the time of this report being published we had received
the draft review report from the CQC, which stated that we were compliant in all of the essential standards of quality and
safety the CQC had reviewed. We had only one improvement action, which related to training all operational staff in the
Mental Capacity Act and the capacity of the patient to consent to treatment. The CQC found that we comply in this standard
at the moment, but they requested us to send them a plan of how we will ensure we can remain compliant in this area in the
future.
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4. CLINICAL CARE AND PATIENT SAFETY
COMPLAINTS AND LETTERS OF APPRECIATION
Complaints
We take any complaint, concern or comment we receive very seriously. We expect very high standards to be maintained in
our Trust, and any indication this is not the case is responded to appropriately. Every complaint that we have received has
been investigated thoroughly and objectively, and relevant action has been taken to prevent reoccurrence and improve service
delivery where required.
We have a complaints policy and procedure which meets NHS complaints regulations. We work to the ‘Principles For
Remedy’(a publication from the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman) when handling complaints, and reﬂect the
document’s six principles in our complaints policy;
1. Getting it right
2. Being customer focused
3. Being open and accountable
4. Acting fairly and proportionately
5. Putting things right
6. Seeking continuous improvement
How we have dealt with complaints
When we received a complaint, concern or comments we;
s ACKNOWLEDGED THE COMPLAINANT WITHIN THREE WORKING DAYS EITHER BY TELEPHONE OR IN WRITING
s WROTE TO THE COMPLAINANT WITHIN  DAYS OR LONGER WHEN AGREED TO EXPLAIN HOW THE COMPLAINT WAS BEING HANDLED
How many complaints we received
From April 1st 2010 to March 31st 2011, we received a total of 210 complaints from people who wanted a written reply from
the Chief Executive.
SERVICE LINE

COMPLAINTS

RATIO OF COMPLAINTS

A&E Operations

60

0.20 complaints per 1000 journeys

PTS Operations

33

0.03 complaints per 1000 journeys

Contact Centre (A&E, PTS and 111 Contact
Centres)

111

0.11 complaints per 1000 calls

Other

6

NA

Of these complaints, ﬁve were not progressed as we did not receive the appropriate level of patient consent. 12 complaints
were closed by discussing the problem with our investigating ofﬁcer and feeding back to the complainant. The remaining 193
complaints were investigated by our complaints team and the outcomes were as follows;
s  COMPLAINTS WERE UPHELD THE REASON FOR THE COMPLAINT WAS FOUND TO BE VALID AND THE 4RUST WAS AT FAULT
s  COMPLAINTS WERE PART UPHELD AN ELEMENT OF THE COMPLAINT BUT NOT ALL ASPECTS OF THE COMPLAINT WAS FOUND TO BE VALID
and the Trust was partially at fault)
s  COMPLAINTS WERE NOT UPHELD THE REASON FOR THE COMPLAINT WAS FOUND NOT BE THE FAULT OF THE 4RUST
s  COMPLAINTS ARE CURRENTLY STILL UNDER INVESTIGATION AT THE TIME OF WRITING THIS REPORT
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What we receive complaints about
The complaints we received between April 1st 2010 and March 31st 2011 in relation to our A&E service were about the
following;
s
s
s
s
s

4HE ATTITUDE OF OUR STAFF
4HE QUALITY OF CARE WE PROVIDED
4HE OUTCOME OF THE TRIAGE THE INITIAL ASSESSMENT IN THE CALL CENTRE
4HE TIME WAITING FOR AN AMBULANCE TO ARRIVE
4HE USE OF SIRENS ON OUR VEHICLES

We also received complaints about the Patient Transport Service for the following reasons;
s
s
s
s

6EHICLE WAS LATE TO PICK UP PATIENT FOR APPOINTMENT
0ATIENT HAD TO WAIT FOR TRANSPORT AFTER THEIR APPOINTMENT
6EHICLE FAILED TO ARRIVE
4HE ATTITUDE OF OUR STAFF

We are keen to learn from complaints so that we can improve our service and we routinely share the lessons we have learnt
from complaints with staff. One method that we use to do this is a Clinical Practice Circular (CPC). These set out the areas
that require improvement and give information about any clinical developments or changes in clinical practice. One CPC
topic that improved due to the focused efforts of all our clinical staff was the measurement of a patients peak ﬂow; we
signiﬁcantly improved in this area and are now in line with the national average.
As well as sending CPCs, we have also:
s #ARRIED OUT AN AUDIT ACROSS THE TRUST ON INTRA OSSEOUS INJECTION DIRECTLY INTO BONE MARROW TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE
with guidance.
s !MENDED THE WORDING EMERGENCY CALL TAKERS USE WHEN THE TRIAGE INDICATES THAT THERE IS NO NEED FOR AN EMERGENCY
ambulance.
s !PPOINTED A #LINICAL )NVESTIGATING /FlCER ON A TRIAL BASIS TO SPEED UP THE INVESTIGATION OF CLINICAL COMPLAINTS AND ENSURE
a consistent approach is taken to lessons learned.
s 5PDATED THE @%ND OF ,IFE #ARE 4RANSPORT 0OLICY
s )NTRODUCED A 2OOT #AUSE !NALYSIS 0ANEL TO REVIEW CLINICAL COMPLAINT INVESTIGATIONS AND COMPLEX COMPLAINTS
We are keen to engage with our staff on a regular basis aside from when a complaint has been received and we do this via
the regular publication of our Pulse magazine, through a weekly email Summary and through posters in NEAS sites.
The Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO)
If a complaint is made to us and the complainant is not happy with how we have attempted to resolve it, the PHSO can be
asked to review the complaint.
In 2009/2010, the PHSO were asked to review ﬁve complaint ﬁles held by us. Of these, the ombudsman decided not to
investigate 4 of the 5 complaints and no further action was taken. At the time of this report being written, the Trust was
awaiting the outcome of the remaining complaint ﬁle sent to the ombudsman. In 2010/2011, 2 complaint ﬁles were referred
to the ombudsman; we are awaiting the outcome of the reviews. We continue to be transparent and cooperative with the
Ombudsman to ensure we support complainants and to try to improve our services.
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4. CLINICAL CARE AND PATIENT SAFETY
The Experience, Complaints, Litigation, Incidents and PALs Group (ECLIPS)
In September 2010 we introduced the Experience, Complaints, Litigation, Incidents and PALS (Patient Advisory Liaison
Service) (ECLIPs) Group which is accountable to the Quality Committee and replaces the Patient Involvement and Complaints
Committee (PICC). The group reviews a wide variety of information to enable them to maintain an acute focus on the
experience of patients, including information from PALS. The group meets every 2 months, and focuses on the following;
s 0ROMOTING THE PATIENT PERSPECTIVE AND MAKING SURE IT IS INCORPORATED INTO THE PLANNING AND DESIGN PROCESS OF ALL CURRENT
and future services.
s $EVELOPING WAYS IN WHICH THE VIEWS OF THE PATIENTS THEIR CARERS AND MEMBERS OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY CAN BE SOUGHT IN
the planning and development of our services.
s $EVELOPING AND PROMOTING A CULTURE OF @BEING OPEN AND FAIR TO HELP LEARN FROM INCIDENTS COMPLAINTS CLAIMS AND ALL
aspects of the patient experience.
s 0ROVIDING HIGH LEVEL SCRUTINY OF COMPLAINTS INFORMATION AND ACTIVITY ENSURING ALL COMPLAINTS ARE DEALT WITH PROPERLY
and thoroughly.
s %NSURING THAT LESSONS ARE LEARNED FROM COMPLAINTS AND ANY PATTERNS ARE IDENTIlED AND CAN BE ACTED UPON
This group has brought any signiﬁcant information raised at its meeting to the Quality Committee for review.
Letters of appreciation
Between April 1st 2010 and March 31st 2011, we received 225 appreciations from members of the public, thanking us for
the service we provided to them or their loved ones. We have shared these compliments with the staff involved in providing
the care to feedback reports of good practice.
What did people who used our service say about us

“The paramedics were there
when I needed them. Where
they came from I don’t
RUV^I\[[OL`KLÄUP[LS`
ZH]LKT`SPML¹
PC David Rathband, attended by our
staff after being shot in the face by
Raoul Moat (July 2010)

¸0^HZWHUPJRPUN^OLU0^HZVU[OLWOVUL
I\[4PJOHLSJHSTLKTLKV^UHUK[HSRLKTL
[OYV\NOP[;OH[OLSWLKILJH\ZL[OLYL^HZ
SVHKZVMWLVWSLHYV\UK^OVOHKKPMMLYLU[
PKLHZVM^OH[ZOV\SKILKVUL;OLHK]PJL
KLÄUP[LS`OLSWLK[VZH]L7H\S»ZSPML¹
Scott McQueen (pictured left) who called for an
ambulance when his brother-in-law Paul had an
accident (July 2010)
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¸0MP[^HZU»[MVY[OLHTI\SHUJLZLY]PJL)LU
^V\SKU»[ILOLYL[VKH`;OL`^LYLIYPSSPHU[
;OLYLHYLZVTHU`WLVWSL^L^HU[[V
[OHURMYVT[OLHTI\SHUJLJHSS[HRLY[V[OL
[LHT^OV[\YULK\W¹
Julianne Benstead (July 2010), after her 14 year old
nephew, Ben (pictured second right), went into cardiac
arrest.

¸4`THT^HZM\SSVM`V\YWYHPZLZHZ[VOV^MHZ[`V\
H[[LUKLKHUKOV^^LSS`V\SVVRLKHM[LYT`KHKTHRPUN
Z\YLOL^HZJSLHUHUKJVTMVY[HISL<UMVY[\UH[LS`T`KHK
WHZZLKH^H`I\[[OHUR`V\]LY`T\JOMVY`V\YJHYPUN
H[[P[\KLZ¹

¸0JHUW\ISPJS`Z[H[L[OH[[OLZLY]PJLT`TV[OLY
YLJLP]LK^HZ[OLILZ[[OH[JV\SKILWYV]PKLKPUHU`
ZJLUHYPV`V\YZLY]PJLPZH[[OLWPUUHJSLVM[OLNVSK
Z[HUKHYK¯@V\HYLWYVMLZZPVUHSJVTWHZZPVUH[LHUK
]LY`JVTWL[LU[[OHUR`V\HSS¹

County Durham Resident, November 2010

Lt Col Ian Simpson, after his mother was attended by our
crew in an emergency ambulance in December 2010.

Health and Safety of our staff
We are committed to providing a safe working environment for our staff; as such 82% of staff who responded to our staff
survey carried out by the CQC stated that they received health and safety training in the last 12 months; we performed
signiﬁcantly better than the 2010 national average for other ambulance trusts, who were reported in the survey to have only
provided training to 59% of staff. We encourage staff to inform us when they feel we may not be meeting our health and
safety responsibilities, or if a risk is observed anywhere in the Trust. Staff can report health and safety concerns through our
whistleblowing process, or our incident report form, NEAS 07.
We have a Root Cause Analysis Panel which focuses on lessons which can be learned to avoid an incident being repeated, a
Health and Safety Committee which meets bi-monthly to ensure any health and safety matters are properly addressed, and
we attend national meetings on health and safety.
Reporting clinical incidents
We aim to be transparent and thorough when reporting clinical incidents. We have well-established policies and procedures to
ensure any incident affecting patient safety is reported in a timely manner, day or night, so that we can learn from it and help
prevent further incidents happening in the future. Such incidents have been reported to the Governance and Risk Committee
and then on to the Quality Committee which has overseen how clinical incidents have been reported and managed. Incidents
which have been reported include matters such as a patient not receiving the appropriate level of care, an accident resulting in
harm, or some degree of negligence on the part of the Trust.
We have a variety of methods that have been used for reporting incidents over 2010/2011;
Clinical risk register
The risk register contains details of reported incidents and the investigation of the incident, along with the outcome.
General incident reporting system
All of our staff have access to the incident report form, NEAS 07. This is to be completed with details of any incident or nearmiss and processed by the Risk and Claims department. We anticipate that incident ﬁgures will rise throughout 2011/2012 as
we are introducing a new way in which staff can report an incident and improving the reporting process so staff receive timely
feedback; we will continue to encourage and support staff when reporting incidents.
TYPE OF INCIDENT

2010/2011

Serious Incident (SI)

5

Patient Safety

35

Clinical Negligence

7

Public Liability

0

Assaults on Staff

71

Whistle-blowing policy
We always encourage our staff to inform us if they have any concerns about a member of staff who is compromising the
safety of a patient, themselves or another member of staff. We actively promote a culture within our Trust where staff can feel
conﬁdent in coming forward with concerns.
WHISTLE BLOWING

2010/2011

Reported Incidents

3
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We are also committed to minimising fraudulent practice within the NHS and ensuring funds are used appropriately for
patient care. We have a Counter Fraud and Corruption Policy and we encourage our staff to report any suspicion of fraud,
either through the whistle-blowing process or by contacting a Local Counter Fraud Specialist directly. In line with the
NHS Counter Fraud Service, we will take all necessary steps to maximise deterrence of fraud and corruption, and aim to
successfully investigate any suspected fraud.
Root Cause Analysis Panel
Our Root Cause Analysis Panel examines why an incident has occurred and what lessons can be learned to stop it happening
again. These lessons are communicated to all staff through clinical practice circulars to ensure repeated incidents are avoided
and standards remain high. Since its inception in April 2010, the Root Cause Analysis Panel received and reviewed 117 cases
in the period up to March 31st 2011.
Our panel is made up of the following people;
s
s
s
s
s

(EAD OF #LINICAL #ARE AND 0ATIENT 3AFETY
#LINICAL 0RACTICE -ANAGER
(EAD OF #LINICAL %DUCATION AND $EVELOPMENT
(EAD OF 2ISK AND #LAIMS
(EAD OF (2

We have made a range of improvements as a result of the panels held in 2010/2011;
s )MPROVEMENT IN THE STANDARD OF COMPLETED 0ATIENT 2EPORT &ORMS
s 2EINFORCEMENT TO STAFF AROUND THE 3EE AND 4REAT PROCEDURE WHEN LEAVING A PATIENT AT HOME
Serious Incidents
A Serious Incident is an incident that results in a range of outcomes such as unexpected or avoidable death, serious harm,
permanent harm or abuse. We reported ﬁve Serious Incidents in 2010/2011. We thoroughly investigated each one of these
incidents with the systematic measures that we have in place and we have ensured that we have reﬂected and learnt from
all of these incidents to minimise the risk of them happening again. As a result of these investigations we have introduced a
learning academy for new call handlers and coaching slots for those staff who may require ongoing assistance and support,
we have held reﬂection and learning events to ensure all serious incidents occur only once and we are currently reorganising
and revising job roles within the Trust.
The National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA)
The NPSA is a special health authority that co-ordinates all reported incidents from healthcare organisations across the UK.
We report any incidents which affect patient safety to the NPSA and have reported 43 incidents in 2010/2011. This national
body promotes learning from incidents on a national basis encouraging services to share best practice amongst themselves to
prevent future incidents occurring.
In the last year, we have worked with the NPSA to improve our reporting system. We have introduced an automated reporting
process which has removed the need for manual reporting. This means that any patient safety incidents are automatically
uploaded into a holding ﬁle within our risk management system, these are then validated and electronically transferred to the
National Risk Learning System (NRLS). This task is completed on a monthly basis which is in line with the NPSA guidelines and
assists the Trust with compliance and implementing a proactive patient safety culture.
The Central Alerting System (CAS)
The CAS brings together the Chief Medical Ofﬁcer’s Public Health Link and the Safety Alert Broadcast System (SABS). This
enables any alerts or urgent patient safety guidance to be accessed at any time. The website includes information around;
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s
s
s
s
s

THE SAFETY OF PATIENTS
POSSIBLE EMERGENCIES
PROBLEMS WITH DRUGS WHICH MAY BE IN USE BY OUR CLINICAL STAFF
@$EAR $OCTOR LETTERS
ISSUES WITH MEDICAL DEVICES WHICH MAY BE IN USE BY OUR CLINICAL STAFF

NEAS received and reviewed a total of 134 alerts during 2010/2011. Several improvements have been implemented as a
result of receiving CAS alerts;
s 4HE @BEING OPEN ALERT THIS ALERT REITERATED THE SIGNIlCANCE OF BEING TRANSPARENT AND PROACTIVE IN INFORMING PEOPLE WHEN
a mistake has been made. After receiving the alert, we wrote a ‘Being Open’ Policy, which has been put into operation
and means that when we make a mistake we inform the people concerned and tell them what we are doing to ensure it
won’t be repeated.
s 7E HAVE RESPONDED TO ALERTS FROM #!3 WITH REGARDS TO CHANGES IN CLINICAL PRACTICE EQUIPMENT IN USE BY THE 4RUST AND
other areas affecting patients by informing staff in a timely manner to implement changes in our practice.
s 7E HAVE ALSO CONTRIBUTED OUR OWN ALERTS TO #!3 4HESE WERE THEN SHARED WITH OTHER HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS ACROSS THE 5+
to help them improve their practices as a result of information.
Joint Royal Colleges Ambulance Liaison Committee (JRCALC)
Every member of our operational staff is provided with a copy of the JRCALC guidelines when they begin their employment
with us. These guidelines provide robust clinical speciality advice to ambulance services and were shared with staff in their
mandatory training in 2010/2011. This has ensured that knowledge levels are maintained and are constantly being updated in
line with the latest guidance.
Clinical Advisory Group (CAG)
The Clinical Advisory Group is a committee of medical staff and ambulance service representatives from across the North East
region, chaired by the Trust’s Medical Director. The group has met on four occasions throughout 2010/2011 and advised on,
discussed and monitored the clinical activities of the Trust. The CAG has continued to support the development of Clinical
Governance, Quality and Patient Safety within the Trust and also continued their important contribution to the monitoring
of clinical training, practice and development of all staff. The CAG has actioned the following improvements in the last 12
months:
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

!PPROVAL OF A HEAD INJURY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PILOT
!PPROVAL OF A SEE TREAT AND REFER TRAINING COURSE
!PPROVAL OF A NEW CARDIAC ARREST PROTOCOL
!PPROVAL OF OXYGEN VENTURI MASKS
!PPROVAL OF A CHANGE IN THE 'LYCERYL 4RINITRATE GUIDELINES
!PPROVAL OF THE USE OF %NTONOX IN CARDIAC PAIN
!PPROVAL OF HANDOVER MNEMONIC

Clinical Audits
Between April 1st 2010 and March 31st 2011 the Trust carried out 16 clinical audits; 10 national audits known as the National
Clinical Performance Indicators, and six local audits. The local audits assessed the standards that our healthcare professionals
delivered throughout 2010/2011 and covered the following areas:
s #ARDIAC ARREST SURVIVAL RATES
¬ s 0AEDIATRIC CATEGORY # REFERRALS NON EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION OF CHILDREN
s )NTRAOSSEOUS CANNULATION A PROCESS OF INSERTING A NEEDLE DIRECTLY INTO BONE USED WHEN NO OTHER INTRAVENOUS ACCESS CAN
be gained to a patient)
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s #REW SKILL MIX
s 0EAK mOW TARGETED AUDIT
These audits were carried out to improve our services and working practices. We have made the following changes as a result
of clinical audits;
s )NTRODUCED A 1UALITY )MPROVEMENT /FlCER ROLE THIS POST WILL BE BASED WITHIN THE #LINICAL DEPARTMENT AND WILL FEEDBACK
operational clinical performance and will engage operational staff in clinical audit.
s #ARRIED OUT TARGETED AUDITS THROUGHOUT  WE HAVE AUDITED 02&S RELATING TO ASTHMA ON A MONTHLY BASIS AS WE
wanted to improve our performance in the measurement of peak ﬂow. As a result, we are now in line with the national
average for this item and have increased performance from 15% to 50%.
s )MPROVED COMMUNICATION WE BELIEVE THAT THE BEST METHOD FOR IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF PATIENT CARE IS THROUGH
communication with our staff via;
s #LINICAL 0RACTICE #IRCULARS WE HAVE ROUTINELY SENT OUR OPERATIONAL STAFF #LINICAL 0RACTICE #IRCULARS DETAILING THE AREAS THAT
require improvement along with any clinical developments or changes in clinical procedures.
The Pulse; we have communicated via our monthly newsletter; The Pulse, so that the whole service has been informed
of current performance, changes and developments.
Intranet & Internet; the Intranet and Internet has been regularly updated to inform all service users of clinical audit
performance and the National Clinical Performance Indicator reports.
s (ELD 1UALITY )MPROVEMENT 7ORKSHOPS THESE WERE HELD AS A PART OF A NATIONAL AMBULANCE SERVICE PROJECT WHICH WAS AIMED
at improving the care given to patients suffering from cardiovascular disease.
s )MPLEMENTED A 3ERVICE )MPROVEMENT 0ROGRAMME THE #LINICAL !UDIT TEAM ATTENDED 4EAM ,EADER 3ERVICE )MPROVEMENT
sessions to raise awareness and to inform on clinical audit and quality improvement.
s )MPROVED 4EAM ,EADER ENGAGEMENT CLINICAL AUDIT REPORTS WERE PRODUCED AT DIVISIONAL STATION AND INDIVIDUAL LEVEL USING
a piece of software called Qlikview. The ﬁrst report we produced looked at the quality of care we delivered to patients
presenting with symptoms of stroke. As a result of the quality improvement initiatives introduced as a consequence of
the audits, our operational clinical performance has improved in the majority of the indicators audited in each of the ﬁve
performance areas.
We have a programme of clinical audits that we carry out every year and in the last year we have assessed how well we
performed in line with ﬁve national clinical performance indicators;
s
s
s
s
s

$IABETIC HYPOGLYCAEMIA LOW BLOOD SUGAR 
3TROKE AND TRANSIENT ISCHAEMIC ATTACKS
!STHMA
#ARDIAC ARREST AND
!CUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTIONS HEART ATTACKS 

How we have performed in these ﬁve areas is reported on a national basis allowing us to benchmark our performance with
other ambulance services in the UK. We ﬁnished 2010/2011 above the national average in four out of ﬁve of these categories,
which shows the high level of care we have provided throughout the year. In the remaining category we ﬁnished just 2%
below the national average. We have seen a number of achievements in our clinical audits in 2010/2011;
s 7E DELIVERED THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF CARE TO PATIENTS PRESENTING WITH A 34%-) SINCE WE lRST STARTED MEASURING THE INDICATORS
in 2008
s  OF PATIENTS PRESENTING WITH STROKE SYMPTOMS RECEIVED THE APPROPRIATE @CARE BUNDLE FROM OUR OPERATIONAL STAFF
s 4HE MEASUREMENT OF THE PEAK EXPIRATORY mOW RATE 0%&2 IN ASTHMA PATIENTS INCREASED DRAMATICALLY FROM  TO 
s  OF PATIENTS PRESENTING WITH HYPOGLYCAEMIA SYMPTOMS RECEIVED THE APPROPRIATE @CARE BUNDLE BY OUR OPERATIONAL
staff.
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Research and development
Our Research and Development department has built on 2009/2010’s achievements and continues to make signiﬁcant
progress in making us one of the leaders in clinical research standards. Thanks to continuous investment from the
National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Clinical Research Network, and ﬁnancial and organisational investment by the
Comprehensive Local Research Networks (CLRN) we progressed our research and development plans throughout 2010/2011.
NIHR portfolio studies we have facilitated in 2010/2011 include;
s
s
s
s
s
s

.(3 0ATHWAYS .)(2 REFERENCE 
0),&!34 0ARAMEDIC )NITIATED ,ISINOPRIL FOR !CUTE 3TROKE 4REATMENT .)(2 REFERENCE 
!N EVALUATION OF TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE IN THE .(3 .ORTH %AST .)(2 REFERENCE 
5SERS VIEWS OF !DVANCED #ARE 0LANNING !#0 .)(2 REFERENCE 
%VALUATION OF THREE DIGIT NUMBER $. PILOT SITES .)(2 REFERENCE 
!MBULANCE CLINICIANS AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT ENGAGING AMBULANCE CLINICIANS IN QUALITY IMPROVEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
study (NIHR reference 9726)
s 0RE HOSPITAL 2ANDOMISED !SSESSMENT OF A -ECHANICAL COMPRESSION $EVICE )N #ARDIAC ARREST 0!2!-%$)# .)(2 REFERENCE
8253)
s %VALUATING HIGH QUALITY CARE FOR ALL .)(2 REFERENCE 
Each of these high quality research studies ensures that we achieve our Research and Development vision: “to ensure NEAS
becomes the leading Ambulance Service in the UK for attracting, retaining and developing world-class research”.
We have also made signiﬁcant progress creating a ‘research-friendly’ environment which has provided opportunities for all our
staff and patients to become involved with research.
s 7E HAVE PROVIDED FUNDING FOR FOUR PARAMEDICS TO UNDERTAKE THE -ASTER OF #LINICAL 2ESEARCH POSTGRADUATE QUALIlCATION AT
Newcastle University.
s 7E HAVE NOMINATED @RESEARCH CHAMPIONS WITHIN OUR ORGANISATION TO SUPPORT THE DELIVERY OF OUR RESEARCH STUDIES
s 7E HAVE WORKED WITH THE 0),&!34 RESEARCH TEAM TO TRAIN OVER  PARAMEDICS FOR A STROKE TRIAL
s 7E HAVE BUILT RELATIONSHIPS WITH KEY GROUPS AND NETWORKS INCLUDING THE .ATIONAL )NSTITUTE FOR (EALTH 2ESEARCH
Comprehensive Local Research Network and the National Ambulance Research Steering Group
s 7E HAVE ESTABLISHED A @2ESEARCH #ORNER SECTION OF OUR MONTHLY STAFF MAGAZINE @4HE 0ULSE TO PROMOTE OUR RESEARCH
activities and inform staff on research developments.
s 7E HAVE CREATED A RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PAGE ON THE INTRANET SO THAT STAFF CAN ACCESS INFORMATION ABOUT THE
progress we are making and how they can contribute.
s 7E HAVE PUBLISHED THREE PAPERS IN THE *OURNAL OF 0ARAMEDIC 0RACTICE TO PUBLICISE OUR PROGRESS NATIONALLY
Reducing healthcare associated infections
The CQC assess how we adhere to the Health and Social Care Act 2008, which states that we must protect patients, workers
and any other people who may be at risk of catching a healthcare associated infection (HCAI).
In the 2010/2011 we continued to reduce Healthcare Associated Infections in the following ways:
s /UR )NFECTION 0REVENTION AND #ONTROL )0# GROUP CONTINUED TO MEET ON A BI MONTHLY BASIS AND COORDINATED ALL PROJECTS IN
the prevention and control of infection in the Trust.
s &OR STAFF WHO UNDERTAKE CLINICAL DUTIES WE HAVE PROVIDED THEM WITH EQUIPMENT TO REDUCE INFECTION AND CONTAMINATION TO
maintain the highest standards of care.
s 4HE )0# POLICY AND STRATEGY HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND RATIlED TO ENSURE IT IS CURRENT AND RELEVANT
s ! REVISED INDUCTION PROGRAMME FOR ALL NEW EMPLOYEES WAS INTRODUCED WHICH NOW INCLUDES AN )0# BRIElNG
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s 4HE )0# MANAGER HAS ATTENDED NUMEROUS COURSES AND SEMINARS IN )0# OVER THE LAST YEAR TO KEEP ABREAST OF THE LATEST
IPC developments.
s 4HE )0# MANAGER CONTINUES TO COLLABORATE WITH )0# TEAMS IN ACUTE SECTORS 0RIMARY #ARE 4RUSTS AND THE (EALTH 0ROTECTION
Agency to learn from and share best practice.
s 3LUICE REFURBISHMENTS HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN ACROSS THE 4RUST
s #OMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTIONS ON VEHICLE CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATION HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO CLINICAL STAFF IN RESPECT OF
cleaning equipment and vehicles between each patient. All vehicles have been supplied with spill kits and sanitising wipes.
s !DDITIONAL AMBULANCE HYGIENE ASSISTANTS HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED AND A REVIEW OF THE CLEANING SCHEDULE HAS BEEN
undertaken, which resulted in cleans being scheduled every six weeks for vehicles.
s $EEP CLEANS HAVE BEEN PERFORMED IN ALL STATIONS ACROSS THE 4RUST
s 4HE 4RUST CAME lRST PLACE IN THE @$EB (AND (YGIENE !WARDS 3CHEME IN &EBRUARY  4HE $EB 'ROUP IS ONE OF THE
leading companies in skin care and hand hygiene).
s 4HE #1# STAFF SURVEY RESULTS  SHOWED A  INCREASE FROM THE  STAFF SURVEY IN STAFF SAYING HAND WASHING
materials were readily available.
s 4HERE HAVE BEEN NO CASES OF -23! "ACTERAEMIA OR CLOSTRIDIUM DIFlCILE CDIFF LINKED TO AMBULANCE CLINICAL PROCEDURES IN
the last year.
Safeguarding children and vulnerable adults
We take our responsibilities very seriously in protecting children and vulnerable adults from abuse. In 2010/2011 we
commissioned an independent consultant to review the safeguarding procedures within the Trust and we have worked to
establish benchmarks with other ambulance services and NHS Trusts nationally. This review produced recommendations which
we have turned into an action plan to be implemented over the coming months.
2010/2011 has seen an increase in safeguarding referrals to social services for both vulnerable adults and children. This
shows that our employees, through training, have increased their awareness of the possible signs that they are dealing with a
vulnerable person; we will continue to deliver this training to all frontline staff to ensure they remain vigilant when responding
to vulnerable children and adults.
2010/2011
Adults referrals

958

Rate per 1000 calls answered

1.00

Child referrals

512

Rate per 1000 calls answered

0.54

Assaults on Staff

71

Managing medicines
As an emergency service, some of our clinical staff have controlled drugs in their possession (for example, Morphine). Our
Director of Clinical Care and Patient Safety is also our accountable ofﬁcer for controlled drugs.The Head of Clinical Care and
Patient Safety chairs our Medicines Management Group; this group has met four times in 2010/2011 and has addressed the
following areas of medicines management:
s !PPROVED DEVELOPMENT OF MEDICINES MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES AND POLICIES
s -ADE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION IN THE CASE OF A SERIOUS INCIDENT COMPLAINT OR CONCERN WHICH RELATES TO MEDICINE
management
s 2EVIEWED ANY IMPLICATIONS OF WITHDRAWAL OF MEDICINES OR THE ADDITION OF NEW MEDICATION ON CLINICAL PRACTICE AND
treatment of patients
s 2EVIEWED ANY AUDITS WHICH HAVE TAKEN PLACE RELATING TO MEDICINES MANAGEMENT INCLUDING CONTENT OF 0ATIENT 2EPORT
Forms and Patient Group Directions.
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A major development which was initiated by the group was the plan to carry out audits of the Morphine carried by our clinical
staff every 12 months, instead of the previous cycle of once every ﬁve years. In the last 13 months we have carried out two
full audits of our morphine supplies. This has provided assurance that our staff have the right quantity of Morphine they need
to treat patients, and there has been no loss, theft, or misuse of this controlled drug. The Medicines Management Group has
also agreed to implement a new electronic access control system for controlled drugs. This system will electronically monitor
staff access to controlled drugs, and will immediately suspend access if a member of staff ceases working for the Trust. This
will increase the safety measures around controlled drugs, making the storage and security arrangements more robust. This
will come into effect in 2011/2012 and will strengthen the Trust’s commitment to managing medicines in the most thorough
manner possible.
Keeping information safe and sharing information about patients
We recognise the importance of Information Governance (IG) and keeping personal information secure. The Trust makes
every effort to ensure adherence to the Data Protection Act 1998 as well as other relevant legislation, and has demonstrated a
ﬁrm commitment to continually improve in this area; this has been illustrated by the rise in IG Toolkit scores (this is a series of
requirements set nationally that the Trust has to comply with) whereby the Trust has established a growing improvement in its
IG Framework and approach.
To oversee the processing and sharing of patient information, the Trust appointed a Caldicott Guardian who is the Director
of Clinical Care and Patient Safety. The Caldicott Guardian is a senior member of staff whose responsibility it is to ensure
that information is managed in accordance with the six Caldicott Principles, and the Data Protection Act 1998 as well as any
other relevant legislation. In 2010/2011 the Trust continued to meet the standards set out in Health Service Circular 1999/012
Caldicott Guardians.
There are a number of reasons why we process and share patient information for both our emergency and non-emergency
services. When patients have made their personal information available to us, we have used it to ensure we improve our
service and to:
s
s
s
s
s
s

HELP STAFF REVIEW THE CARE THEY PROVIDE TO MAKE SURE IT IS OF THE HIGHEST STANDARD IE CALL RECORDINGS
PROTECT THE HEALTH OF THE PUBLIC
PROVIDE STATISTICS PERFORMANCE AND PLANNING INFORMATION
PROVIDE INFORMATION TO OUR COMMISSIONERS
CARRY OUT HEALTH RESEARCH AND DEVELOP SERVICES AND
INVESTIGATE COMPLAINTS LEGAL CLAIMS OR INCIDENTS

The NHS is required to plan for the future in order to ensure there are adequate and appropriate services available for patients
when they need them. This means we have to analyse information about our patients and the way they use our services; this
information is not person-identiﬁable (the information is anonymous).
As previously mentioned, we have used patient information to carry out research to improve our treatments and services.
All research projects have been through a rigorous approval process and although personal data has been used to conduct
research in line with the exemptions of the Data Protection Act 1998, all data has been anonymised when published or
disclosed to members outside the research team.
Under the Data Protection Act 1998, patients (data subjects) not only have a right to know how we intend to use the
information they provide but also have a right to access that information. This is known as a subject access request. From April
1st 2010 to March 31st 2011 we had 230 subject access requests.
Throughout 2010/2011, the Trust has implemented an information risk framework that has seen the appointment of a Senior
Information Risk Owner, Senior Information Asset Owners, Information Asset Owners and Information Asset Administrators.
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This means that there are now a number of individuals across the Trust who monitor and ensure information risk is kept to a
low level; this has helped to reduce the likelihood of information security breaches.
The Trust has also carried out a review of its Information Governance policies and procedures and updated these where
necessary to ensure guidance is up-to-date and staff have all the relevant information they need to maintain standards in this
area.
We have worked hard to ensure Information Governance is embedded into everyday working practice so all personal
information of patients and staff is protected and processed effectively and securely in line with the Data Protection Act 1998.
Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN)
CQUIN was introduced in 2009 and is the Government’s payment framework for rewarding provider organisations for the
quality of the services they deliver. The framework makes a proportion of our income conditional on delivery of quality and
innovation. In order to achieve this payment, we must meet goals agreed with commissioners in a number of areas. These
goals have been routinely monitored and progress has been reported externally to our commissioners, with performance
achievement reported to staff members and the Board on a regular basis. In 2010/2011 we had the opportunity to secure an
additional £1,383,148 income which was 1.5% of our total A&E contract value.
North East Quality Observatory (NEQOS)
NEQOS provides a service which improves access to, and analysis of, healthcare data and information. We have worked with
the organisation throughout 2010/2011 for the ﬁrst time and they have brought a high level of specialist knowledge and
skills to the provision of expert clinical quality measurement. We have used NEQOS to help us benchmark our services in
speciﬁc areas and identify how we are performing when compared to other services. Learning from best practice has enabled
us to drive improvements in the quality of care we provide to the people of the North East and understand where we can
share what we do well. We will be working with NEQOS in 2011/2012 in the development of our Quality Account and in the
collection and analysis of patient experience; they will provide us with assurance in terms of data quality and assist us when
presenting our information in a way that the public can understand.
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PUTTING OUR WORKFORCE STRATEGY INTO ACTION
Learning and development is instrumental in underpinning the successful delivery of our long term goals and ensuring staff
are fully able to deliver effective and safe patient services. We have a ﬁve-year Workforce and Organisational Development
Strategy which outlines our plans for a sustainable and capable workforce.
Our Workforce and Organisational Development Strategy aims to:
s
s
s
s
s
s

3UPPORT FUTURE SUSTAINABILITY IN OUR WORKFORCE CAPACITY
2ECRUIT AND RETAIN THE RIGHT WORKFORCE
3HOW EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP FROM EXISTING MANAGERS AND DEVELOP EMERGING LEADERS
.URTURE EXCELLENCE IN OUR STAFF
0ROMOTE A CULTURE OF HEALTH AND WELLBEING AMONGST OUR WORKFORCE
%NGAGE WITH OUR STAFF AND CONSULT THEM ON MATTERS THAT MAY AFFECT THEM

During the last year we have made signiﬁcant progress in implementing the strategy.
In 2010/2011 we recruited 240 staff into a range of roles, from support services, to paramedics and ambulance care
assistants. We have received support from other organisations including the Great North Air Ambulance and also those
volunteers from organisations including; Mountain Rescue, British Red Cross and St John Ambulance Service and we engaged
the services of East Coast private ambulance service.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH; HAVING A HEALTHY WORKPLACE
The health and wellbeing of our employees is a constant priority for us, and we strive to do all we can to maintain and
improve it. The Occupational Health department achieved the NHS Public Health North East Better Health at Work Award
Bronze Award in 2009 & the Gold Award in 2010.
In 2010/2011 there was a decrease in the number of people seen by the Occupational Health department. The department
responded to feedback given by our staff that the location of their department in headquarters meant it was not always
convenient for staff to visit given the large geographical area our workforce covers, so the department introduced telephone
consultations and mobile clinics in 2011 which has resulted in an increase in access by staff. In 2010/2011 the Occupational
Health department undertook over 10,000 telephone consultations with staff.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT VISITS
Number of people seen within the Occupational Health department

2007/2008

2008/2009

2009/2010

2010/2011

2,102

4,736

3,803

2,548

The number of people seen within the department has also decreased due to the fact that the swine ﬂu epidemic of
2009/2010 has subsided, resulting in less people requiring a visit to occupational health. The department provided all
staff with the opportunity for a ﬂu vaccination over the winter period, which also protected against the H1N1 virus. There
was a mobile vaccination unit available which visited large ambulance stations to vaccinate staff who were unable to visit
headquarters to receive the ﬂu vaccine.
FLU VACCINATIONS
2009/2010
Number of people given a ﬂu vaccination by the Occupational
Health department

388 H1N1 (pandemic ﬂu vaccines) & 276
seasonal ﬂu vaccinations

2010/2011
317 seasonal ﬂu vaccinations

Staff were also offered physiotherapy services, health-checks, a foot clinic, and an assessment when returning to work after a
period of sickness.
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REDUCING SICKNESS ABSENCE
We have remained committed to reducing staff absence due to sickness throughout 2010/2011. We have introduced a Health
and Well-being Strategy, in response to the Boorman Review, which has helped to reduce sickness absence and maintain a
healthy workforce in the following ways;
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

0ROVIDED TRAINING FOR ALL MANAGERS ON THE BEST PRACTICE TO FOLLOW WHEN EMPLOYEES ARE ABSENT DUE TO SICKNESS
&AST TRACKED STAFF WITH MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES TO IN HOUSE PHYSIOTHERAPY SUPPORT
%STABLISHED TARGETS FOR SICKNESS ABSENCE REDUCTION FOR ALL 4RUST AREAS
$EVELOPED MONTHLY ABSENCE DASHBOARDS IDENTIFYING ALL ABSENCE LEVELS REASONS FOR ABSENCE AND COSTS TO THE 4RUST
%STABLISHED A 2EDEPLOYMENT 2EGISTER TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STAFF UNABLE TO PERFORM THEIR FULL RANGE OF DUTIES
)MPLEMENTED A CENTRALIZED RECORDING SYSTEM FOR ALL STAFF ABSENCES UTILIZING THE CAPACITY OF OUR 'LOBAL 2OSTERING 3YSTEM
)MPLEMENTED A NEW ATTENDANCE MANAGEMENT POLICY

All of the above actions have been delivered in partnership with our recognized staff representatives.

PROMOTING GOOD HEALTH AND WELLBEING
The Trust built upon our bronze award for the Better Health at Work award by achieving the Silver Award in 2010/2011. This
demonstrates our commitment to improving the health of our workforce by promoting a healthy lifestyle and offering health
improving activities in the workplace. The Occupational Health department offered counselling services, alcohol awareness
road shows, smoking cessation advice and support, exercise and weight management advice and also organised a weekly visit
from a fruit vendor to our headquarters to encourage staff to eat more healthily. Such activities have been found to boost
morale and team working and demonstrates our commitment to addressing health issues within the workplace setting.
With the Trust participating in the Better Health at Work Award and focusing on the achievement of the Gold award, it has
helped us move towards;
s
s
s
s
s
s

A HEALTHIER WORKFORCE
LOWER SICKNESS ABSENCE
LOWER EMPLOYEE TURNOVER
A REDUCTION IN INSURANCE PREMIUMS
GREATER EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION
AN ENHANCED COMPANY IMAGE

Our staff have also seen;
s
s
s
s

IMPROVED WORKING CONDITIONS
MORE HEALTH INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT WORK
INCREASED PRACTICAL HELP TO IMPROVE THEIR OWN AND THEIR FAMILIES HEALTH
IMPROVED MORALE AND MOTIVATION

ENGAGING WITH OUR STAFF
We understand the value of engaging with our staff and we encourage all lines of communication, where they can tell us
what is important to them and we can respond accordingly. The most effective and far-reaching method of ﬁnding out what
is important to our staff is the annual CQC Staff Survey. A wide selection of our staff are chosen at random and sent a survey
where they can answer questions about how they view us in a conﬁdential way, and we can respond accordingly to the areas
where our staff feel we may need to improve.
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2010/2011 Staff Survey Summary
Total Staff Responses: 352 staff (45% of those asked to participate)
SURVEY FINDING

NEAS SCORE 2009

NEAS SCORE 2010

AMBULANCE SERVICE
NATIONAL AVERAGE 2010

TOP FOUR RANKED SCORES
Percentage of staff working extra hours (the
lower the score the better)

76%

73%

80%

Percentage of staff receiving health and safety
training in the last 12 months (the higher the
score the better)

65%

82%

59%

Percentage of staff feeling satisﬁed with the
quality of work and patient care they are able to
deliver (the higher the score the better)

84%

85%

76%

Percentage of staff having equality and diversity
training in the last 12 months (the higher the
score the better)

56%

74%

39%

Percentage of staff using ﬂexible working
options (The higher the score the better)

N/A (this question was not
included in 2009 survey)

39%

43%

Percentage of staff experiencing physical
violence from patients, relatives or the public in
last 12 months (the lower the score the better)

N/A (this question was not
included in 2009 survey)

22%

19%

Percentage of staff having well structured
appraisals in last 12 months

N/A (this question was not
included in 2009 survey)

13%

21%

38%

41%

32%

BOTTOM FOUR RANKED SCORES

Percentage of staff suffering work-related injury
in last 12 months (the lower the score the
better)

We take the results of our staff survey very seriously, and we are committed to listening to our staff and responding to their
concerns. The full results of the survey can be found at Appendix 1. Every year after the survey has been conducted we
put plans in place to address the areas of most concern. We have responded to the latest survey with an action plan which
identiﬁes the areas we need to improve during 2011/2012. This was compiled in conjunction with our staff representatives
and this year it is being aligned to the work that we are doing to address the recommendations made in the recent Boorman
review. We have set ourselves performance improvement targets and this is to be monitored via the appropriate Trust
Committee. Overall progress will be reported to the Trust Board, at least quarterly.
We also have a ‘Big Idea’ suggestion box, where staff can make suggestions for how they feel the Trust could be more
efﬁcient or make service improvements. We publish an internal magazine regularly called the ‘Pulse’, where we not only
provide staff with vital information and developments that are ongoing within our Trust, but where we can recognise staff
who have done an exceptional job, or have been praised by a patient. There is also a section within the Pulse for staff letters
and comments, where staff can choose to voice their opinions (with anonymity if requested).

TRAINING OUR CLINICAL STAFF
We recognise the importance of constantly maintaining and developing the skills of our clinical staff, so that we have the
most appropriately trained people to respond in an emergency. In 2010/2011 we recruited 96 student paramedics into our
training programme; they will be fully qualiﬁed by 2013.

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
2010/2011 saw the launch of the NHS ELITE programme (E-Learning IT Essentials) by Connecting for Health which is focused
on ensuring NHS staff are conﬁdent and competent with their IT skills as we move into a more electronic world. Utilising
online facilities has ensured that the NHS is not only saving costs but saving time too. The ELITE programme has been available
for all staff to complete and once complete the training department has offered help and support for future development. The
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Trust has also supported e-learning programmes through the implementation of the National learning management system
(NLMS) which has guaranteed staff have access to IT resources and support.

QUALITY IN EDUCATION
We believe that providing the right care, in the right place, and at the right time is dependent upon high quality, appropriately
trained staff. We are committed to lifelong learning and supporting, educating and developing staff by providing
opportunities, information, advice and support appropriate to individual needs. The Matrix quality standard we currently hold
demonstrates we provide excellent guidance in personal development for all staff, and that we enable them to make informed
choices about their futures.
We have continued to support staff throughout 2010/2011 with learning and development by offering valuable professional
and personal development opportunities. The courses we have offered using blended learning approaches have been provided
by both in-house qualiﬁed trainers and assessors and externally through partnerships created with quality training providers
and higher education institutions. By providing these courses we have ensured our staff have the right skills to continue to
provide excellent services to patients, both now and in the future. We strive to continuously improve and ensure we provide
consistently high-quality education across the Trust.
We have continued to build upon the established vocational programmes available across the Trust and introduced an
apprenticeship programme. In 2010/2011 we saw 12 young apprentices working in the ﬂeet and logistics departments and
at our Headquarters in Newcastle. This has led to the award of a certiﬁcate of recognition from the National Apprenticeship
Service for our commitment and support as an employer to the training and skills development of staff. Investing in young
people now is ensuring we have skilled, talented and knowledgeable individuals keen to progress in NEAS in the future, and it
ensures that we are investing in the local community and ﬁrm secures us as an employer of choice.
In line with the Department of Health quality, innovation, productivity and prevention (QIPP) agenda, the learning and
development team have sourced training providers who provide value for money while still maintaining quality in their
delivery, which is vital in the current economic climate.

SERVICE IMPROVEMENT
Throughout 2010/2011 we have continued to develop the capacity and capability within our organisation for service
improvement, through the use of the Virginia Mason Production Systems and the North East Transformation System. We now
have nine certiﬁed leaders within the organisation who have carried out a number of Rapid Process Improvement Workshops
(RPIWs) which have focused on improving quality, cost, delivery, health and safety in all areas of the business. In the last year,
158 staff have been involved in key developments such as RPIWs which have addressed processes including call taking,
central stores, the professional standards panel, PTS planning and the reporting of road trafﬁc accidents involving third parties.
The methodology used has seen improvements within the organisation as changes are made by the staff who work in that
speciﬁc area; staff are empowered to eliminate waste and to make changes happen. All managers (56 in total) have either
already completed or will complete service improvement training in 2011. This knowledge will allow managers to identify
opportunities for improvement within their own working environment and lead their teams (with support where they need
it) to continue to eliminate waste whilst improving the quality of our service. We have moved closer to adopting the Virginia
Mason Production Systems and the North East Transformation System approach as part of everyday life and we hope to
continue to embed these systems and methodologies over 2011/2012.

COMMERCIAL BUSINESS SERVICES
The Commercial Business Services department provides training across the region, generating income for us to re-invest into
patient care. The department is made up of a group of skilled and accredited trainers who are able to deliver a broad menu
of training which supports members of the public, professionals and organisations to comply with statutory and mandatory
training requirements. Throughout 2010/2011 we have delivered a range of HSE accredited First Aid at Work training to a
wide selection of customers and have trained over 9,000 customers in a range of courses.
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These courses have been delivered both in our own Training Centre in Newcastle and at workplaces across the North East. Our
customers throughout 2010/2011 have included private sector companies such as Nissan and Procter and Gamble and large
public sector organisations such as Newcastle City Council and Teesside University and in collaboration with other ambulance
service partners we have provided training to Aldi at a national level.
We have also delivered courses which have been of speciﬁc interest to Health Care Professionals such as doctors, pharmacists
and dentists. In 2010/2011 work with the dental community was extended through our contract with the Northern Deanery
which covers all dental practices in the North East and Cumbria. Over 2,000 staff within these practices, from receptionists to
Dental Practitioners have now been trained in life saving skills such as Cardiac Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Anaphylaxis
shock. These courses cover many aspects of the professions essential and statutory and mandatory education which require
annual updates. Conﬂict Resolution training was also added to the statutory and mandatory training agenda and we have
been accredited to deliver this training to the NHS community and others. We have responded to requests for consultancy
services and bespoke training to satisfy the speciﬁc requests of customers and. we have coordinated medical cover at events
and venues across the North East where a paramedic crew is essential at events such as Premiership football games, race
meetings and concerts.
The Driver Training team based at Earls House in Durham is responsible for ensuring that new recruits with driving
responsibilities achieve the highest standards of driving capability and maintain those standards throughout their careers.
Throughout 2010/2011 a training plan has been established to ensure all our Patient Transport staff who drive large vehicles
will achieve a Driver Certiﬁcate of Professional Competence. This will ensure that the Trust complies with new legislation
coming into force in 2013. The training for this qualiﬁcation will be offered to other organisations to generate income once
we have ensured that our own staff are fully compliant.
All of the courses that we offer have been evaluated to ensure that customers are happy with all aspects of the training they
receive. Feedback is essential to make sure that we can improve to meet the changing needs of our customers. Below is a
sample of the comments made about our trainers and the programmes that they deliver:
“Instructor was excellent”
“One of the best courses I have attended. Delivered perfectly.”
“Potential to save lives, a real eye opener“
“As a result of the training I now feel conﬁdent that I would wherever possible be able to preserve life as necessary”
“Excellent trainer very helpful, approachable and knowledgeable”.

EQUALITY, DIVERSITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS
We aim to put equal opportunities at the heart of everything we do within our Trust, to ensure that all our employees,
patients and their carers are treated with dignity and respect. We have a dedicated Equality and Diversity department and an
Equality and Diversity Group which monitors and oversees how well we are meeting our obligations in this area. We have an
Equality, Diversity and Human Rights Policy which formalises our commitment to provide an inclusive culture which treats all
staff with dignity and respect.

STONEWALL TOP 100 EMPLOYER
The Trust has again been listed as a top-performing organisation in Stonewall’s annual Workplace Equality Index, ranked as
72 in Stonewall’s Top 100 Employers of 2011. This is an increase on 2010 where we were ranked at position 70; the Trust has
improved its performance by nine points within the scoring matrix. This index is the deﬁnitive national benchmarking exercise
showcasing the UK’s top employers for lesbian, gay bisexual and transgender(LGBT) employees. Now in its’ seventh year, the
Index was created by Stonewall to challenge Britain’s leading employers to create an inclusive working environment for LGBT
staff. The Index is based on a range of key indicators across policy and practice, and includes the largest ever survey of LGB
employees across the UK. 2011 was more competitive than ever, with 378 organisations taking part. This was up from 352
entries in 2010 and 317 in 2009. Employers from 25 different industries made submissions this year, and NEAS was one of
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seven healthcare organisations who made the top 100, ranking the same as the Department of Health. More than 9,000
LGBT staff responded to the feedback surveys, which form part of the index assessment. The Trust was the only ambulance
service and North East NHS organisation to make the top 100 in 2011.
This success contributed to our inclusion in the NHS Employers Website as a ‘best practice example’, as well as our work
around sexual orientation equality. Our Equality and Diversity manager has been interviewed for three publications regarding
our success in making the Stonewall Top 100 Employers.

EMERGENCY SERVICES LGBT STAFF REGIONAL EVENT
We jointly hosted the ﬁrst ever Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) emergency services staff event in partnership
with Tyne & Wear Fire & Rescue Service (T&WFRS) and Northumbria Police in February 2010. The event celebrated LGBT
History Month and the journey for LGBT equality within the emergency services over the last few decades. Around 120
emergency service workers from across the country were in attendance, including staff from London, South East Coast and
North West Ambulance Services. The event also included interactive workshops, a range of information stalls and networking
opportunities for participants.

NEAS LGBT GROUP
We have recently established a LGBT group which meets every other month; the group is actively involved in shaping the
Trust’s direction with regards to sexual orientation equality, as well as planning how the Trust engages with the local LGBT
community and how LGBT staff can be supported to be themselves at work.

INCLUSION IN STONEWALL’S ‘STARTING OUT’ RECRUITMENT GUIDE
We feature in Stonewall’s recruitment guide, which is distributed to universities, schools, Connexions, and youth groups
across the UK. This is an achievement for us as it is reported that many heterosexual students use this guide to locate
employers of their choice.

NHS EMPLOYERS EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY PARTNER STATUS
We were successful in being selected for NHS Employers Equality and Diversity Partner status for the period 1st April 2010
to 31st March 2011. We were one of 23 Trusts who were selected, and as such we have been recognized for being at the
forefront of developing equality, diversity and human rights best practice both within the NHS and across the wider public
sector.

MINDFUL EMPLOYER COMMITMENT
In November 2010, the Trust signed up to the ‘Getting it Right’ Charter. This charter sets out actions that Mencap (the
organisation who aspire to be the voice of learning disability) believe will help improve the health and well being of people
with learning disabilities. Some of the pledges within the charter may only very rarely apply to us an Ambulance Trust, but by
signing up to the charter we pledged to:
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

-AKE SURE THAT HOSPITAL PASSPORTS ARE AVAILABLE AND USED
-AKE SURE THAT ALL OUR STAFF UNDERSTAND AND APPLY THE PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL CAPACITY LAWS
!PPOINT A LEARNING DISABILITY LIAISON NURSE IN OUR TRUST
-AKE SURE EVERY ELIGIBLE PERSON WITH A LEARNING DISABILITY CAN HAVE AN ANNUAL HEALTH CHECK
0ROVIDE ONGOING LEARNING DISABILITY AWARENESS TRAINING FOR ALL STAFF
,ISTEN TO RESPECT AND INVOLVE FAMILIES AND CARERS
0ROVIDE PRACTICAL SUPPORT AND INFORMATION TO FAMILIES AND CARERS
0ROVIDE INFORMATION THAT IS ACCESSIBLE FOR PEOPLE WITH A LEARNING DISABILITY
$ISPLAY THE @GETTING IT RIGHT PRINCIPLES FOR EVERYONE TO SEE
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We have a Disability Equality Policy, which ﬁrmly outlines our commitment to treat people with a disability in a fair and nondiscriminatory manner. We have signed up to the Disability Accreditation Award Scheme which is the ‘Two Ticks’ award.
Under this scheme there are ﬁve commitments which we have agreed to adhere to, to demonstrate that we are positive about
disabled people:
s 4O GUARANTEE AN INTERVIEW FOR ALL APPLICANTS WITH A DISABILITY WHO MEET THE MINIMUM CRITERIA FOR A JOB VACANCY
s 4O ENSURE THERE IS A SYSTEM IN PLACE TO DISCUSS WITH DISABLED EMPLOYEES THEIR DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS 4HIS DISCUSSION
can take place at any time but must be done at least on an annual basis.
s )F A MEMBER OF STAFF BECOMES DISABLED TO ENSURE THAT EVERY EFFORT IS MADE TO RETAIN THEIR EMPLOYMENT SUCH AS MAKING
reasonable adjustments or considering alternative employment).
s 4O TAKE ACTION TO ENSURE THAT ALL EMPLOYEES DEVELOP THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF DISABILITY AWARENESS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE
these commitments.
s 4O REVIEW THE lVE COMMITMENTS ANNUALLY AND REPORT ON ACHIEVEMENTS 0LAN WAYS TO IMPROVE AND INFORM STAFF AND JOB
centre plus of any progress and future plans.

NHS HELP CARD
We have been involved in the development of a new NHS help card which was recently launched by NHS North East. This card
was designed to be carried by patients who want to let NHS staff know about any extra help that they need, for example,
difﬁculties with hearing or speech, learning disabilities, mobility and confusion. If the patient doesn’t speak English, they can
show which language they speak on the card which lists the most common languages spoken in the region, or patients can
show that they use British Sign Language. A successful pilot has already taken place across City Hospitals Sunderland NHS
Trust and the card is now being rolled out as a six month region-wide pilot for use by family members, friends and carers,
available in hospitals, GP surgeries, dentists, opticians and pharmacies.

PLACEMENT SCHEME AWARD
For the third year running we have participated in an award-winning scheme providing placements for teenagers with
learning disabilities in the Sunderland area. At an awards ceremony in June 2010, staff from our Equipment Department at
Pallion were presented with an award by Tony Dell, NEAS Chairman, for their valuable work as mentors to these students. The
scheme, ran by Sunderland City Hospitals, works with local specialist schools and local employers including NEAS, to provide
six-week placements for these pupils who are often excluded from the usual work experience schemes.

COMMUNITY EVENTS
Our Equality and Diversity department have supported ‘Melas’ in Newcastle and Middlesbrough throughout 2010/2011.
Melas are events offering dance, music and entertainment for people of all ages, and often celebrate a multitude of cultures
include Hindi, Punjabi and South Asian cultures. We were on hand to share the Trust’s commitment to equality, diversity and
human rights to our patients and our current and potential future employees.
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SUMMARY OF WORKFORCE BY ETHNICITY

HEADCOUNT

White - British

HEADCOUNT %

1,708

77%

White - Irish

3

0.13%

White - Any other White background

10

0.45%

White English

3

0.13%

White Scottish

6

0.27%

White Welsh

0

0

White Greek

0

0

White Mixed

2

0.09%

White Other European

2

0.09%

Mixed - White & Black African

4

0.18%

Mixed - Any other mixed background

2

0.09%

Asian or Asian British - Indian

2

0.09%

Asian or Asian British - Pakistani

4

0.18%

Asian or Asian British - Bangladeshi

3

0.13%

Black or Black British - Caribbean

3

0.13%

Black Nigerian

0

0

Black British

0

0

Chinese

2

0.09%

464

20.92%

Not Stated

In July 2010 the North East’s third Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) Pride took place at Leazes Park in Newcastle,
which NEAS once again supported. The HART team and vehicles were in attendance, along with the Equality & Diversity
department, who ran an information stall in the ‘Well-being Zone’ sponsored by NHS North East; research has shown that
the LGBT communities have poorer health outcomes than the general population. Around 10,000 people joined in the
festivities.

WORKFORCE STATISTICS
The tables below show the ethnic groups that make up our workforce.
ESTABLISHMENT

FULL TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) STAFF

FTE TOTAL STAFF

100%

2009.2

March 2011

SUMMARY OF
WORKFORCE
BY AGE

TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

16 - 20

27

1.25%

15

1.83%

12

0.89%

21 - 25

110

5.09%

66

8.07%

44

3.27%

26 - 30

198

9.16%

115

14.06%

83

6.18%

31 - 35

296

13.70%

156

19.07%

140

10.42%

36 - 40

377

17.43%

167

20.42%

210

15.63%

41 - 45

317

14.66%

128

15.65%

189

14.06%

46 - 50

281

13.00%

85

10.39%

196

14.58%

51 - 55

253

11.70%

48

5.87%

205

15.25%

56 - 60

193

8.92%

31

3.79%

162

12.05%

61 - 65

92

4.25%

7

0.86%

85

6.32%

66 - 70

18

0.83%

0

0

18

1.34%
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SUMMARY OF WORKFORCE BY DISABILITY

HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT %

No

1230

56.84%%

Not Declared

848

39.19%

Undeﬁned

4

0.18%

Yes

82

3.79%

SUMMARY OF WORKFORCE BY GENDER

HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT %

Female

818

37.8%

Male

1346

62.2%

HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT %

SUMMARY OF WORKFORCE BY
SEXUAL ORIENTATION
Bisexual

5

0.23%

Gay

14

0.65%

Heterosexual

1307

60.39%

I do not wish to disclose

818

37.80%

Lesbian

16

0.74%

Undeﬁned

4

0.18%

SUMMARY OF
GENDER BY PAY
BAND

FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

MALE
HEADCOUNT

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

% HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

Band 1

15

1.83%

8

0.59%

1.06%

Band 2

57

6.97%

103

7.65%

7.39%

Band 3

335

40.95%

463

34.40%

36.88%

Band 4

42

5.13%

58

4.31%

4.62%

Band 5

283

34.60%

539

40.04%

37.99%

Band 6

44

5.38%

113

8.40%

7.25%

Band 7

19

2.32%

22

1.63%

1.90%

Band 8A

6

0.73%

9

0.67%

0.70%

Band 8B

5

0.61%

10

0.74%

0.69%

Band 8C

2

0.24%

4

0.30%

0.27%

Band 8D

1

0.12%

0

0

0.05%

CEO/Dirs

1

0.12%

5

0.36%

0.28%

Other

8

0.96%

12

0.87%

0.92%

SUMMARY OF WORKFORCE BY RELIGION AND BELIEF
Atheism

HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT%

200

9.24%

Buddhism

7

0.33%

Christianity

983

45.42%

2

0.09%

Hinduism
I do not wish to disclose my religion/belief

871

40.25%

Islam

4

0.19%

Other

93

4.30%

Undeﬁned

4

0.18%
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ORGANISATION
LENGTH OF
SERVICE
DISTRIBUTION

MALE
HEADCOUNT

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

0-1 yrs

82

6.09%

91

11.12%

173

8.00%

01-05 yrs

573

42.57%

430

52.57%

1003

46.35%

06-10 yrs

234

17.38%

173

21.15%

407

18.80%

11-15 yrs

145

10.77%

45

5.50%

190

8.78%

16-20 yrs

126

9.36%

44

5.38%

170

7.85%

21-25 yrs

92

6.84%

33

4.03%

125

5.77%

26-30 yrs

48

3.57%

1

0.12%

49

2.27%

31-35 yrs

35

2.60%

1

0.12%

36

1.67%

36-40 yrs

11

0.82%

0

0.00%

11

0.51%

Total

1346

100.00%

818

100%

2164

100%

STARTERS DATA
The following tables show the information for all new starters who joined our Trust in 2010/2011.
STARTERS GENDER/
BME* DETAIL

HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT %

BME HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT %

Male

115

47.92%

10

4.17%

Female

125

52.08%

15

6.25%

Total

240

100%

25

10.42%

* Black and Minority Ethnic

STARTERS AGE
DISTRIBUTION
DETAIL

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

16-20

7

6.09%

14

11.20%

21

8.75%

21-25

11

9.57%

30

24.00%

41

17.08%

26-30

12

10.43%

14

11.20%

26

10.83%

31-35

7

6.09%

16

12.80%

23

9.59%

36-40

18

15.65%

16

12.80%

34

14.17%

41-45

9

7.83%

6

4.80%

15

6.25%

46-50

6

5.22%

16

12.80%

22

9.17%

51-55

19

16.52%

8

6.40%

27

11.25%

56-60

17

14.78%

4

3.20%

21

8.75%

61-65

2

1.74%

1

0.80%

3

1.25%

66-70

7

6.09%

0

0

0

2.92%
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STARTERS
SEXUAL
ORIENTATION
DETAIL

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

Gay

3

2.65%

0

0.00%

3

1.26%

Heterosexual

72

63.72%

81

64.80%

153

64.28%

I do not wish to
disclose my sexual
orientation

36

31.86%

37

29.60%

73

30.68%

Lesbian

0

0.00%

1

0.80%

1

0.42%

Undeﬁned

2

1.77%

6

4.80%

8

3.36%

Other

6

5.31%

8

6.40%

14

5.88%

Undeﬁned

2

1.77%

6

4.80%

8

3.36%

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

No

44

38.94%

70

56.00%

114

47.90%

Not Declared

12

10.62%

10

8.00%

22

9.24%

Undeﬁned

52

46.02%

43

34.40%

95

39.92%

Yes

5

4.42%

2

1.60%

7

2.94%

STARTERS
DISABLED
DECLARATION

LEAVERS DATA
LEAVERS GENDER

HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT %

Male

118

58.71%

Female

83

41.29%

Total

201

100%

BME HEADCOUNT

BME HEADCOUNT %

Male

15

7.46%

Female

6

2.99%

BME LEAVERS

LEAVERS AGE
DISTRIBUTION
DETAIL

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

16-20

2

1.69%

3

3.61%

5

2.49%

21-25

10

8.47%

14

16.87%

24

11.95%

26-30

10

8.47%

15

18.07%

25

12.44%

31-35

6

5.08%

7

8.43%

13

6.47%

36-40

19

16.10%

9

10.84%

28

13.93%

41-45

7

5.93%

4

4.82%

11

5.47%

46-50

8

6.78%

14

16.87%

22

10.95%

51-55

9

7.63%

6

7.23%

15

7.47%

56-60

16

13.56%

10

12.05%

26

12.94%

61-65

29

24.58%

1

1.20%

30

14.93%

66-70

2

1.69%

0

0

2

1.00%
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LEAVERS
RELIGIOUS
DETAIL

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

Atheist

12

10.17%

14

16.87%

26

12.94%

Christianity

61

51.69%

35

42.17%

96

47.76%

Hinduism

0

0

1

1.20%

1

0.50%

I do not wish to
disclose my religion/
belief

27

22.88%

19

22.89%

46

22.88%

Other

4

3.39%

3

3.61%

7

3.48%

Undeﬁned

14

11.86%

11

13.25%

25

12.44%

Islam

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

LEAVERS
SEXUAL
ORIENTATION
DETAIL
Gay

6

5.08%

0

0

6

2.99%

Heterosexual

66

55.93%

50

60.24%

116

57.72%

I do not wish to
disclose my sexual
orientation

31

26.27%

20

24.10%

51

25.37%

Lesbian

0

0

1

1.20%

1

0.50%

Undeﬁned

15

12.71%

12

14.46%

27

13.43%

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

No

45

38.14%

34

40.96%

79

39.31%

Not Declared

20

16.95%

21

25.30%

41

20.40%

Undeﬁned

40

33.90%

25

30.12%

65

32.34%

Yes

13

11.02%

3

3.61%

16

7.96%

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

0-1 yrs

32

27.12%

42

50.60%

74

36.82%

01-05 yrs

42

35.59%

33

39.76%

75

37.32%

06-10 yrs

11

9.32%

2

2.41%

13

6.47%

11-15 yrs

9

7.63%

0

0

9

4.48%

16-20 yrs

9

7.63%

4

4.82%

13

6.47%

21-25 yrs

3

2.54%

1

1.20%

4

1.99%

26-30 yrs

7

5.93%

0

0

7

3.48%

31-35 yrs

4

3.39%

1

1.20%

5

2.49%

36-40 yrs

1

0.85%

0

0

1

0.50%

LEAVERS
DISABLED
DECLARATIONS

LEAVERS BY
LENGTH OF
SERVICE
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LEAVERS BY
LEAVING REASON

HEADCOUNT
MALE

% MALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
FEMALE

% FEMALE
HEADCOUNT

HEADCOUNT
TOTAL

% TOTAL
HEADCOUNT

Bank staff not fulﬁlled
minimum work
requirement

1

0.85%

4

4.82%

5

2.49%

Death in service

2

1.69%

0

NULL

2

1.00%

Dismissal- Capability

13

11.02%

8

9.64%

21

10.45%

Dismissal- Conduct

5

4.24%

1

1.20%

6

2.99%

Dismissal- some other
substantial reason

3

2.54%

1

1.20%

4

1.99%

Employee Transfer

5

4.24%

0

NULL

5

2.49%

End of Fixed Term
Contract

3

2.54%

2

2.41%

5

2.49%

Flexi Retirement

2

1.69%

0

NULL

2

1.00%

Initial Pension Ended

0

NULL

2

2.41%

2

1.00%

Mutually agreed
resignation- Local
scheme with repayment

1

0.85%

0

NULL

1

0.50%

Redundancycompulsory

1

0.85%

7

8.43%

8

3.98%

Retirement- Ill Health

4

3.39%

1

1.20%

5

2.49%

Retirement Age

16

13.56%

1

1.20%

17

8.46%

Voluntary Early
Retirement- No
Actuarial Reduction

1

0.85%

0

NULL

1

0.50%

Voluntary Early
Retirement- With
Actuarial Reduction

3

2.54%

5

6.02%

8

3.98%

Voluntary ResignationBetter Reward Package

1

0.85%

2

2.41%

3

1.50%

Voluntary ResignationHealth

0

NULL

1

1.20%

1

0.50%

Voluntary ResignationIncompatible Working
Relationships

0

NULL

2

2.41%

2

1.00%

Voluntary ResignationOther/ Unknown

43

36.44%

30

36.14%

73

36.32%

Voluntary ResignationPromotion

4

3.39%

3

3.61%

7

3.48%

Voluntary ResignationRelocation

3

2.54%

2

2.41%

5

2.49%

Voluntary ResignationTo undertake further
education or training

0

NULL

1

1.20%

1

0.50%

Voluntary ResignationWork Life Balance

7

5.93%

10

12.05%

1

0.50%
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6. OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW
ESTATES REVIEW 2010/2011
During the last year, much work has been done to improve our estate. This included the following;
Ê UÊ >ÀÌi«Ê ÀÌ ÊLÕ>ViÊ-Ì>ÌÊÊThe conversion of this new facility was completed in July 2010 and now is
residence to A&E vehicles and staff based within the town’s Territorial Army centre.
Ê UÊ >ÀÌi«Ê-ÕÌ ÊLÕ>ViÊ-Ì>ÌÊ The refurbishment of two industrial units was completed in June 2010 and is
now residence to A&E and PTS vehicles and staff.
Together these stations replaced the former Hartlepool Ambulance station in Elwick Road
Ê UÊ >VÜÀÌ Ê- ÀiÀ®ÊLÕ>ViÊ-Ì>ÌÊ This new A&E facility was completed in December 2010 and replaces the
former Tynemouth Ambulance Station. Operational staff were previously using Hawkey’s Lane station since Tynemouth
station closed in 2008/2009.
s 7iÃÌÊ>ÀÌvÀ`ÊLÕ>ViÊ-Ì>ÌÊ Relocation from our previous co-location with Northumberland Fire Service in
Cramlington to their new facility located on West Hartford Business Park was completed in August 2010.
s -VÌÃÜ`ÊÕÃiÊ,ivÕÀLÃ iÌÊÊThe refurbishment and occupation of Scotswood House was completed in January
2011. The building provides the Trust with accommodation for the following departments:
-

Training Services
Clinical Training
111 / Single Point of Access (SPA) Training
111 / SPA Contact Centre (out of normal working hours)

This project has enabled the closure of Fulbeck Grange and has released additional space within Bernicia House.
s *>Ê >ÀÊ*>ÀÊ>`Ê-iVÕÀÌÞÊ7ÀÃÊq Work to provide additional parking facilities and enhanced security and health
and safety measures at Pallion were completed in February 2011.
s -ÕViÊ,ÃÊÊIn accordance with the Care Quality Committee recommendations the Trust’s sluice room refurbishment
programme was due to for completion in March 2011. Phases 1, 2 and 3 have progressed well. A small number of sites
have been carried into the 2011/2012 programme due to uncertainty about the long term future of the sites and other
planned developments.
s ÃLiÃÌÃÊ,iÛ>Ê*À}À>iÊ The second phase of the Trust’s asbestos removal programme was completed. The
programme in its entirety will be completed in 2011 /12.
s

`ÌÊ iwViVÞÊ*À}À>iÊ An investment of circa £300,000 was injected into the Trust’s estates to address
backlog maintenance.

s >À>}iÊ ÀÊ,i«>ViiÌÊ*À}À>iÊÊThe condition of the Trust’s garage doors was assessed and investment was
targeted at sites in Newton Aycliffe, Wallsend, and Pallion.
s ÛiÃÌÊ/Ê->ÛiÊ*À}À>iÊÊInvestment was made at the following locations, in order to make savings for the future:
- Peterlee – Hot Water System Replacement & Lighting Controls
- Crook – Lighting Controls
- Bishop Auckland – Lighting Controls
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-

Coulby Newham – Hot Water System Replacement & Lighting Controls
Gateshead – Lighting Controls
Wideopen – Lighting Controls
Newcastle Central – Lighting Controls
Pallion Ambulance Station – Photovoltaic Trial
Ryhope – Boiler Replacement
Monkton – Boiler Replacement
South Shields – Boiler Replacement
Ashington – conversion from oil heating to gas
Bishop Auckland – Heating Replacement
Newton Aycliffe – Heating Replacement
Seaham – Heating Replacement

The above projects will be monitored throughout 2011/2012. The anticipated savings of 68,441 Kg/CO2 and associated cost
savings will be monitored via the Environmental Management Working Group and the Cost Improvement Programme.
We also carried out signiﬁcant health and safety improvements across various Trust sites in the last year;
Ê UÊ We have installed a new vehicle washer at Pallion which saves a signiﬁcant amount in water usage.
Ê UÊ We have ‘virtualised’ our computer servers; we have condensed multiple servers into one server. This has saved over
10,000kWh of electricity this year, with further savings predicted next year as the project continues.

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT
The Environmental Management Working Group (EMWG) has worked to ensure that the environmental impact of our service
is considered in everything we do, with no compromise to the high-quality care we provide to the patient. We have continued
the implementation of our ‘NHS Board Level Sustainable Development Management Plan’. The highlights of the progress we
have made on the sustainable development management plan include;
Making our vehicle ﬂeet more efﬁcient
We continue to buy vehicles for our ﬂeet which produce the lowest-emissions possible whilst being ﬁt for purpose.
Introducing a green travel plan
We have implemented a trust travel scheme to make it cheaper for staff to get the bus to work, whilst also reducing the
impact on the environment through the increased use of public transport. The scheme offered staff signiﬁcantly reduced costs
on travel passes and rail passes and employees with existing travel or rail passes have converted these into the new annual
pass which NEAS has funded. This initiative will be continued throughout 2011/2012.
We have joined the ‘Liftshare’ scheme which encourages staff to share a car to work instead of taking multiple cars, reducing
the impact on the environment. Membership of ‘Liftshare’ has grown since the scheme started, with an increasing number of
staff realising the beneﬁts of sharing transport.
We have also encouraged our staff to cycle wherever possible, and we have promoted the numerous beneﬁts of this through
the Pulse magazine.
We offer a free breakfast once a year for all staff who cycle to work on that day, as a means of encouraging this healthier
mode of transport. We hope to reinstate our ‘Cycle to Work’ scheme in 2011/2012, which allows staff to buy bicycles on a
salary-sacriﬁce basis up to the value of £1000.
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6. OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW
Reducing our carbon footprint
In 2010/2011 we started to monitor our carbon output more closely to ensure we were reducing our carbon footprint
wherever possible. This has been monitored through a dashboard which the Environmental Management Working Group
scrutinise at their meetings once per quarter.
2009/2010

2010/2011

Electricity

3,099,542 kWh

3,091,541

Gas

3,873,158 kWh

4,747,371

Diesel

2,884,340 kWh

2,820,831

8,863

10,131

Total CO2 Output (Tonnes)

Although our carbon output has increased by 1268 tonnes since 2009/2010, this is in line with our expectations after
opening several new locations which has increased our fuel consumption. We have also responded to 3.4% more incidents in
2010/2011 than the previous year, which has led to an unavoidable increase in fuel usage, and therefore an increased carbon
output. The extreme and prolonged cold weather we experienced during the winter also resulted in us using more gas to
heat our numerous sites.

WASTE
We understand that managing our waste effectively and taking steps to reduce the volume of waste produced can impact
positively on the environment, as well as reduce costs. We have recruited a Waste and Sustainability Manager to carry out
regular clinical waste audits. This has provided valuable insight into our waste management practices and encouraged
improvements within the Trust. We now have recycling facilities available within our Support Services buildings for plastic
bottles, paper, conﬁdential waste, and metal cans which reduces the cost of managing waste as well as being more
environmentally responsible.
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7. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
This section of the report looks at how we have managed our ﬁnancial affairs for the year 2010/2011, and how we have
performed against our mandatory targets.
Our accounts have been prepared under International Financial Reporting Standards, and the main statements of these
accounts are shown here. A full hard copy of our ﬁnancial accounts can be provided for a payment of £20, or alternatively
you can access the accounts on our website at www.neambulance.nhs.uk. Please request this from the Head of Financial
Services.
There are certain ﬁnancial duties which we must meet by law in order to have provided value for money. To meet our legal
obligations we must:
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê

UÊ ‘Break even’ on our income and expenditure
UÊ Achieve a 3.5% capital absorption rate
UÊ To operate within its External Financing Limit (EFL) with regard to borrowing as agreed with the Department of Health
UÊ To operate within its Capital Resource Limit (CRL) with regard to capital purchasing as agreed with the Department
of Health

BREAK EVEN DUTY
Our Statement of Comprehensive Income for the year recorded a surplus of £1,352,000 which is in excess of the DoH target.
The reported NHS Financial performance was £3,120,000 as the impairment charge to expenditure of £1,768,000 is not
considered as part of the Trust’s operating position.

CAPITAL COST ABSORPTION DUTY
In 2010/2011 the Trust incurred dividends of £1,320k which is equivalent to 3.5% of actual average relevant net assets. This is
automatically calculated using information from the draft Statement of Financial Position.

EXTERNAL FINANCING LIMIT
The External Financing Limit (EFL) is a control on net cash ﬂows of NHS trusts. It sets a limit on the level of cash that trusts
may:
Ê UÊ draw from either external sources or its own cash reserves – positive EFL or
Ê UÊ repay cash to external sources or increase cash resources – negative EFL
The trust was issued with a negative EFL of £1,874,000 meaning we were able to increase cash resources by this amount.
As permitted by the DH, the Trust undershot its EFL. The value of the under-shoot was £908,000 meaning that the Trust spent
less of its cash resources than was estimated.

CAPITAL RESOURCE LIMIT
The trust also undershot its Capital Resource Limit. The Capital Resource Limit is a limit set by the Department of Health on
the amount of capital expenditure that the trust was allowed to incur in 2010/2011. This was set at £8,300,000. The actual
achievement was £8,276,000 giving an under-spend of £24,000 which is acceptable to the Department of Health.

PENSION COSTS
The provisions of the NHS Pensions Scheme cover past and present employees. The scheme is an unfunded deﬁned beneﬁts
scheme that covers NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies allowed under the direction of the Secretary of State
in England and Wales. The scheme is accounted for as if it were a deﬁned contribution scheme: the cost of participating in
the scheme for an NHS body is taken to equal the contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period. The total
employer contribution payable in 202010/2011 was £6,740,000 (2009/10 £6,359,000).
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The scheme is a ﬁnal value scheme and on advice from the scheme actuary, scheme contributions may be varied from time
to time to reﬂect changes in the scheme’s liabilities. A more comprehensive accounting policy note on pension liabilities is
included in the full set of the Annual Accounts 202010/2011. Information on directors’ pension entitlements can be found
in the Remuneration Report on pages 79 to 80 of this annual report. The Trust’s accounting policies for pensions and other
retirement beneﬁts are set out in Note 10 of the accounts. Further information is also disclosed in the Statement of Internal
Control.

FINANCIAL RISKS
Financial risks facing the trust are included in the trust’s risk register and are continuously monitored throughout the ﬁnancial
year with regular updates being provided to the trust board.
The major ﬁnancial risks incorporated into the Trust’s organisational risk register are:
Ê UÊ Inability to formulate an effective ﬁnancial strategy given the current quality improvement productivity and prevention
agenda and the national economic pressures and uncertainty. The Trust has formulated a long term ﬁnancial model
as part of its Foundation Trust application, which incorporates the latest Monitor requirements for cost improvements and
efﬁciency targets and has plans in place to mitigate this risk and ensure continuing ﬁnancial stability.
Ê UÊ The Trust has recognised the risks arising from the scale of the ﬁnancial challenge and the need to secure staff and indeed
management buy-in to the measures necessary to achieve the long term ﬁnancial plan. To mitigate this risk the Trust has
formulated an Improvement Steering Group including staff side representatives to manage the Cost Improvement
Programme with minimal organisational disruption and with a priority of maintaining the quality of our services. In
addition the Trust has formulated a series of “lean” workshops again with staff input to identify areas to improve the
efﬁciencies of its processes.
Ê UÊ The Trust recognises that with the move to the any qualiﬁed provider initiatives outlined in the Government’s proposed
Health Bill patient transport services may be subject to increasing competition. In anticipation of the above risk the
Trust commenced on a PTS transformation project to modernise the service at the commencement of the ﬁnancial year
202010/2011 and this programme of increasing efﬁciency has been carried forward to 2011-12.
Ê UÊ Future mechanisms for commissioning Ambulance services are unclear as the Trust enters 2011-12 and this in itself
poses the risk of a dislocation of its funding mechanisms. There is a limit to the actions that the Trust can take in this
regard but it has built close links with existing commissioners, some at least of whom it may be assumed will be
transferred into the emerging new commissioning bodies. In addition the Trust has held a number of GP advisory sessions
at which it invited potential GP commissioning leaders to gain a closer understanding of its operations, including visits to
the control centre.

AUDIT COSTS
The Audit Commission were the Trusts external auditors for the year ended 31st March, 2011. Their fee for auditing the
accounts was £80,000 + VAT.

DIRECTOR STATEMENT REGARDING AUDIT
As far as I am aware there is no relevant audit information of which the North East Ambulance Service auditors are unaware
and I have taken all the steps that I ought to have taken as a director in order to make myself aware of any relevant audit
information and to establish that the North East Ambulance Service’s auditors are aware of that information.
Signed:
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VALUE FOR MONEY CONCLUSION
The Audit Commission gave a value for money conclusion to supplement their opinion on the ﬁnancial accounts. The fee for
this conclusion was included in the audit fee disclosed above. The outcome of this conclusion was an unqualiﬁed opinion. In
other words the Trust does have proper arrangements in place to secure value for money. The conclusion was arrived at by
looking at the Trusts arrangements to secure economy, efﬁciency and effectiveness in its use of resources in two key areas
which where agreed nationally, these were Sickness Absence and Cost Improvement Plans.
The statement of comprehensive income
shows where the Trust receives its money
from and where it is spent

The full audit opinion and report can be viewed at Appendix 4.

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
The statement of comprehensive income shows where the Trust receives its money from and where it is spent.
Includes revenue for training our staff and ﬁrst aid training
This revenue is mostly from Accident
and Emergency and Patient Transport
Services contracts

Revenue
Revenue from patient care activities

2010/2011
£000

2009/2010
£000

103,262

Other operating revenue
Approximately 67% relates to our
employees’ salaries and wages

Operating expenses
Operating surplus/(deﬁcit)

97,820

2,729

3,569

(102,672)

(99,311)

3,319

2,078

Finance costs:
i.e. income less operating costs wages

Investment revenue
Other gains and losses
Finance costs

These are mainly Finance lease interest payments

Surplus/(deﬁcit) for the ﬁnancial year
Public dividend capital dividends payable
These payments are made to the
Government to repay the borrowing
costs for funding our assets

Retained surplus/(deﬁcit) for the year

20

107

(218)

(145)

(449)

(447)

2,672

1,593

(1,320)

(1,327)

1,352

266

Other comprehensive income
Impairments and reversals

0

0

537

1,686

Receipt of donated/government granted assets

0

146

Net gain/(loss) on other reserves (e.g. deﬁned beneﬁt pension scheme)

0

0

0

0

(17)

(37)

0

0

Total comprehensive income for the year

1,872

2,061

Retained surplus/(deﬁcit) for the year

1,352

Impairments

1,768

Reported NHS ﬁnancial performance position Retained Surplus

3,120

Gains on revaluations

Other comprehensive income shows the
overall movement on the Trusts Reserves

Net gains/(losses) on available for sale ﬁnancial assets
Reclassiﬁcation adjustments:
- Transfers from donated and government grant reserves
- On disposal of available for sale ﬁnancial assets

This shows we achieved our statutory ﬁnancial
target of breaking even on income and spending.
We also generated a surplus (which will be
carried forward to 2011/12)

A Trust’s Reported NHS ﬁnancial performance position is derived from its Retained surplus/ (Deﬁcit), but adjusted for
impairment charges as they are not considered part of the organisation’s operating position.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
The SOFP is a statement of the Trust’s assets and liabilities

31 March
2011 £000

2009/2010
£000

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

The Trust currently has land, buildings and equipment
valued at over £44 million wages

Intangible assets
Trade and other receivables
Total non-current assets

44,774

45,226

73

70

759

813

45,606

46,109

Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables

The money owed to the Trust at the year end

Cash and cash equivalents
Sub-total
Non-current assets held for sale

The Trust has one station which is held for sale.
This asset is valued at market value

Total current assets
Total assets

850

743

4,885

5,262

3,440

888

9,175

6,893

435

0

9,610

6,893

55,216

53,002

(4,100)

(4,277)

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

The money the Trust owes at the end of the year

Other liabilities
Borrowings
Provisions

The Trust has 10 Finance Leases for Buildings,
there are no other borrowings

(50)

0

(434)

(397)

(506)

(447)

Net current assets/(liabilities)

(4,520)

1,772

Total assets less current liabilities

50,126

47,881

(6,311)

(6,545)

(895)

(138)

Provisions

(2,152)

(2,302)

Total assets employed

40,768

38,896

34,617

34,617

1,333

(611)

4,694

4,747

0

0

Non-current liabilities
Borrowings
Trade and other payables

Financed by taxpayers' equity:

This is the money the Trust owes the Government on
which we pay annual dividends for the use of our estate

Public dividend capital
Retained earnings
Revaluation reserve

This represents an estimate of the annual inﬂation value
of our land and buildings

Donated asset reserve
Government grant reserve
Total taxpayers' equity

124

143

40,768

38,896

The Trust monitors its ﬁnancial performance on a monthly basis through an Integrated Performance Report to the Board. Key
performance indicators that are reviewed include Return on Assets, Capital Expenditure, Better Payment Code, Liquidity Ratio
and I&E Surplus Margin.
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The Statement of Changes in Taxpayers Equity shows how
reserves have changed from one year to the next.

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN TAXPAYER’S EQUITY
PUBLIC
DIVIDEND
CAPITAL
(PDC)
Balance at 31 March 2009

34,617

RETAINED
EARNINGS
£000

REVALUATION
RESERVE
£000

257

DONATED
ASSET
RESERVE
£000

1,927

GOVERNMENT
GRANT
RESERVE
£000

34

OTHER
RESERVES
£000

0

TOTAL
£000
0

36,835

Changes in taxpayers’ equity
for 2009-10
Total comprehensive income
for the year:
Retained surplus/(deﬁcit) for
the year

266

266

Net gain on revaluation of
property, plant, equipment

1,686

1,686

Receipt of donated/
government granted assets

146

146

(34)

(3)

(37)

0

143

Reclassiﬁcation adjustments:
- transfers from donated
asset/government grant
reserve
Balance at 31 March 2010

34,617

523

3,613

0

38,896

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN TAXPAYERS’ EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2011
PUBLIC
DIVIDEND
CAPITAL
(PDC) £000
Changes in taxpayers’ equity
for 202010/2011

RETAINED
EARNINGS
£000

REVALUATION
RESERVE
£000

DONATED
ASSET
RESERVE
£000

GOVERNMENT
GRANT
RESERVE
£000

OTHER
RESERVES
£000

TOTAL
£000

All movements of reserves come from the
Statement of Comprehensive Income

Balance at 1 April 2010
As Previously stated
Prior Period Adjustment

34,617
1

Restated Balance

34,617

523

3,613

(1,134)

1,134

(611)

4,747

Total comprehensive income
for the year:

0

143

0

38,896

0

143

0

38,896

These movements mainly relate to the transfer between
balances when an asset is disposed of

Retained surplus/(deﬁcit) for
the year

1,352

Transfers between reserves

592

1,352
(590)

(2)

0

Impairments and reversals

0

Net gain on revaluation of
property, plant, equipment
Reclassiﬁcation adjustments:
- transfers from donated
asset/government grant
reserve
Balance at 31 March 2011

537

537

The Trust requested a valuation of our Property in 2010-11
which resulted in an increase in the value of our buildings

34,617

1,333

1

4,694

(17)

0

124

(17)

0

40,768

An adjustment was included in the accounts for those assets with a Revaluation Reserve who had been previously been revalued on an aggregated basis rather than on an individual asset basis.
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STATEMENT OF CASH-FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 2010/2011

The Cash Flow Statement shows the sources from which cash has ﬂowed into the Trust,
the way cash has been used and the net increase or decrease in cash during the year

2010/2011
£000

2009/2010
£000

Cash ﬂows from operating activities
Operating surplus/(deﬁcit)
The main source of cash was from operating
activities i.e. mainly from providing healthcare

Depreciation and amortisation
Impairments and reversals
Transfer from donated asset reserve
Transfer from government grant reserve
Interest paid
Dividends paid
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables
Increase/(decrease) in other current liabilities
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Net cash inﬂow/(outﬂow) from operating activities

3,319

2,078

7,060

6,268

1,768

4,470

0

(34)

(17)

(3)

(389)

(390)

(1,354)

(1,317)

(107)

(77)

518

(1,557)

(145)

(263)

50

(4)

(162)

245

10,541

9,416

20

107

(7,672)

(8,806)

118

131

Cash ﬂows from investing activities
Interest received
(Payments) for property, plant and equipment

Nearly £8 million was spent on our Capital Programme

Proceeds from disposal of plant, property and equipment
(Payments) for intangible assets
Net cash inﬂow/(outﬂow) from investing activities

Funds received from selling properties
or vehicles we no longer use

Net cash inﬂow/(outﬂow) before ﬁnancing

(35)

0

(7,569)

(8,568)

2,972

848

0

(559)

Cash ﬂows from ﬁnancing activities
DoH loans repaid

This is similar to the capital repayment on a
mortgage. For the Trust this is the payment
for the 10 ﬁnance lease properties

Capital element of ﬁnance leases and PFI
Net cash inﬂow/(outﬂow) from ﬁnancing

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash (and) cash equivalents (and bank overdrafts) at the beginning of the ﬁnancial year
Cash (and) cash equivalents (and bank overdrafts) at the end of the ﬁnancial year

OTHER NOTES
MANAGEMENT COSTS
Management costs
Income
Percentage of Income

2010/2011 £000

2009/2010 £000

5,277

4,627

105,003

99,741

5.0%

4.6%
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(420)

(295)

(420)

(854)

2,552

(6)

888

894

3,440

888

7. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
BETTER PAYMENT PRACTICE CODE-MEASURE OF COMPLIANCE
The Better Payment Practice Code requires the Trust to aim to pay all undisputed invoices by the due date or within 30 days of
receipt of goods or a valid invoice, whichever is later.
The target is to pay 95% of non-NHS trade creditors within 30 days of receipt of goods or valid invoice (whichever is later)
unless other payment terms have been agreed.
The trust paid 97% of its invoices by number and 96% by value within target.
The Trust is also a signed up member of the Prompt Payment Code.
2010/2011
NUMBER

2009/2010
£000

NUMBER

£000

Total Non-NHS trade invoices paid in the year

17,357

32,149

18,073

30,668

Total Non NHS trade invoices paid within target

16,800

31,004

17,440

28,741

97%

96%

96%

94%

Total NHS trade invoices paid in the year

914

3,598

803

3,607

Total NHS trade invoices paid within target

898

3,499

785

3,529

98%

97%

98%

98%

Percentage of Non-NHS trade invoices paid within target

Percentage of NHS trade invoices paid within target

STAFF SICKNESS
2010/2011
Total days lost

28,688

Total staff years

2,015

Average working days lost

14.2

National data has been used to ensure consistency between NHS organisations. The data used is for the calendar year 1st Jan
- 31st Dec 2010 as a proxy for the ﬁnancial year 2010/2011 which has been agreed by the National Audit Ofﬁce.

EXIT PACKAGES
2010-11

2009-10

Number of
compulsory
redundancies

Number of
other departures
agreed

Total number of
exit packages by
cost band
(total cost)

Number of
compulsory
redundancies

Number of
other departures
agreed

Total number of
exit packages by
cost band
(total cost)

Number

Number

Number

Number

Number

Number

<£10,000

0

1

1

0

4

4

£10,000 - £25,000

0

3

3

0

1

1

£25,000 - £50,000

0

9

9

0

0

0

£100,000- £150,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

£150,000- £200,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

>£200,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total number of exit
packages by type (total cost

0

13

13

0

5

5

Total resource cost (£000s)

0

(407)

(407)

0

(32)

(32)
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Redundancy and other departure costs have been paid in accordance with the provisions of the NHS Scheme. Exit costs in this
table are accounted for in full in the year of departure. Where the NHS Trust has agreed early retirements, the additional costs
are met by the Trust and not by the NHS pensions scheme. Ill-health retirement costs are met by the NHS pensions scheme
and are not included in the table.
The exit package table includes payments made under the Mutually Acceptable Resignation Scheme (MARS). This was a
national scheme agreed by HM Treasury; the Trust complied with the terms of the scheme by seeking approval through North
East Strategic Health Authority.
This disclosure reports the number and value of exit packages taken by staff leaving in the year. Note: The expense associated
with these departures may have been recognised in part or in full in a previous period.
The following two tables have been audited as part of the annual accounts audit and an unqualiﬁed opinion provided.

SENIOR MANAGER’S REMUNERATION
PERIOD 1ST APRIL 2010 - 31 MARCH 2011
Name and Title

Salary
Other
(bands of £5000)
Remuneration
£000
(bands of £5000)
£000

PERIOD 1ST APRIL 2009 - 31 MARCH 2010

Beneﬁts in Kind
Rounded to the
nearest £100
£

Salary
Other
(bands of £5000)
Remuneration
£000
(bands of £5000)
£000

Beneﬁts in Kind
Rounded to the
nearest £100
£

Simon Featherstone
- Chief Executive

135-140

0

4,800

130-135

0

4,100

Roger French
- Director of Finance

90-95

0

0

90-95

0

0

Christopher Harrison
- Director of Human
Resources and
Organisational Development

90-95

0

4,700

85-90

0

4,100

Colin Cessford
- Director of Strategy and
Business Development

90-95

0

1,800

85-90

0

4,100

Paul Liversidge
- Director of Operations

85-90

0

6,500

85-90

0

2,800

Ann Fox - Director of Clinical
Care and Patient Safety

80-85

0

0

35-40

0

0

Anthony Dell - Chairman

15-20

0

6,000

15-20

0

5,900

John Pescott - Non-Executive
Director

5-10

0

0

5-10

0

0

Alison Fellows - NonExecutive Director

5-10

0

0

5-10

0

0

Peter Wood - Non-Executive
Director

5-10

0

0

5-10

0

0

Helen Tucker - NonExecutive Director

5-10

0

0

5-10

0

0

Wendy Lawson - NonExecutive Director

5-10

0

0

5-10

0

0

Jeffrey Fitzpatrick - NonExecutive Director

5-10

0

0

5-10

0

0

0-5

0

0

5-10

0

0

Christopher Suddes Non-Executive Director (To
Dec'10)

Beneﬁts in kind include the provision of a vehicle.
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7. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Remuneration for senior managers meets the Department of Health arrangements in line with the ‘Pay framework for very
senior managers in strategic and special health authorities, primary care trusts and ambulance trusts’. Where performance
conditions were taken into account when deciding remuneration of senior managers, this was in line with guidance from
the Department of Health. All pay and employment conditions of other employees was considered in line with Agenda for
Change.

SALARY AND PENSION ENTITLEMENTS OF SENIOR MANAGERS
Salary
(bands of £5000)
£000

Real
increase
in pension
at age 60
(bands of
£2,500)

Real
increase
in pension
lump sum
at age 60
(bands of
£2,500)

Total
accrued
pension at
age 60 at
31 March
2011
(bands of
£5,000)

£000

£000

£000

Lump sum
Cash
Cash
at age 60
Equivalent
Equivalent
related to
Transfer
Transfer
accrued
Value at 31 Value at 31
pension at March 2010 March 2011
31 March
2011 (bands
of £5,000)
£000

£000

£000

Real
increase in
Employer
Funded
Cash
Equivalent
Transfer
Value

Employers
Contribution
to
Stakeholder
Pension

To nearest
£100

£000

Simon Featherstone
- Chief Executive

2.5-5.0

10.0-12.5

45-50

135-140

1,010

1,026

16

0

Roger French
- Director of Finance

0.0-2.5

-2.5-5.0

40-45

115-120

952

923

-29

0

Christopher Harrison
- Director of Human
Resources and
Organisational Development

0.0-2.5

2.5-5.0

20-25

60-65

340

315

-26

0

Paul Liversidge
- Director of Operations

0.0-2.5

2.5-5.0

25-30

85-90

486

443

-44

0

Colin Cessford
- Director of Strategy and
Business Development

0.0-2.5

2.5-5.0

35-40

110-115

814

767

-46

0

Ann Fox
- Director of Clinical Care
and Patient Safety

0.0-2.5

5.0-7.5

25-30

75-80

354

353

-1

0

A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the pension scheme beneﬁts accrued
by a member at a particular point in time. The beneﬁts valued are the member’s accrued beneﬁts and any contingent
spouse’s pension payable from the scheme. A CETV is a payment made by a pension scheme, or arrangement to secure
pension beneﬁts in another pension scheme or arrangement when the member leaves a scheme and chooses to transfer the
beneﬁts accrued in their former scheme. The pension ﬁgures shown relate to the beneﬁts that the individual has accrued
as a consequence of their total membership of the pension scheme, not just their service in a senior capacity to which the
disclosure applies. The CETV ﬁgures, and from 2004-05 the other pension details, include the value of any pension beneﬁts
in another scheme or arrangement which the individual has transferred to the NHS pension scheme. They also include any
additional pension beneﬁt accrued to the member as a result of their purchasing additional years of pension service in the
scheme at their own cost. CETVs are calculated within the guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and Faculty
of Actuaries
Real Increase in CETV - This reﬂects the increase in CETV effectively funded by the employer. It takes account of the increase
in accrued pension due to inﬂation, contributions paid by the employee (including the value of any beneﬁts transferred from
another pension scheme or arrangement) and uses common market valuation factors for the start and end of the period.
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8. STATEMENTS
STATEMENT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S RESPONSIBILITIES AS THE ACCOUNTABLE OFFICER
OF THE TRUST
2010-11 Annual Accounts of the North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
STATEMENT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S RESPONSIBILITIES AS THE ACCOUNTABLE OFFICER OF THE TRUST
The Chief Executive of the NHS has designated that the Chief Executive should be the Accountable Ofﬁcer to the trust.
The relevant responsibilities of Accountable Ofﬁcers are set out in the Accountable Ofﬁcers Memorandum issued by the
Department of Health. These include ensuring that:
- there are effective management systems in place to safeguard public funds and assets and assist in the implementation of
corporate governance;
- value for money is achieved from the resources available to the trust;
- the expenditure and income of the trust has been applied to the purposes intended by Parliament and conform to the
authorities which govern them;
- effective and sound ﬁnancial management systems are in place; and
- annual statutory accounts are prepared in a format directed by the Secretary of State with the approval of the Treasury to
give a true and fair view of the state of affairs as at the end of the ﬁnancial year and the income and expenditure,
recognised gains and losses and cash ﬂows for the year.
To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the responsibilities set out in my letter of appointment as
an Accountable Ofﬁcer.

Signed

Chief Executive

Date 09 June 2011
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STATEMENT OF DIRECTOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES IN RESPECT OF THE ACCOUNTS
2010-11 Annual Accounts of the North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
STATEMENT OF DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES IN RESPECT OF THE ACCOUNTS
The directors are required under the National Health Service Act 2006 to prepare accounts for each ﬁnancial year. The
Secretary of State, with the approval of the Treasury, directs that these accounts give a true and fair view of the state of affairs
of the trust and of the income and expenditure, recognised gains and losses and cash ﬂows for the year. In preparing those
accounts, directors are required to:
- apply on a consistent basis accounting policies laid down by the Secretary of State with the approval of the Treasury;
- make judgements and estimates which are reasonable and prudent;
- state whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to any material departures disclosed and
explained in the accounts.
The directors are responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the
ﬁnancial position of the trust and to enable them to ensure that the accounts comply with requirements outlined in the above
mentioned direction of the Secretary of State. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the trust and hence for
taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
The directors conﬁrm to the best of their knowledge and belief they have complied with the above requirements in preparing
the accounts.

By order of the Board

09 June 2011 Date

Chief Executive

09 June 2011 Date

Finance Director
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8. STATEMENTS
STATEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROL 2010/2011
1. SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITY
The Board is accountable for internal control. As Accountable Ofﬁcer, and Chief Executive of this Board, I have responsibility
for maintaining a sound system of internal control that supports the achievement of the organisation’s policies, aims and
objectives. I also have responsibility for safeguarding the public funds and the organisation’s assets for which I am personally
responsible as set out in the Accountable Ofﬁcer Memorandum.
The arrangements I have put in place to support my responsibilities include the Trust’s Assurance Framework. The Assurance
Framework identiﬁes the strategic aims and objectives of the Trust and its Directors, taking account of the CQC Compliance
and Monitoring Framework and the requirements under the Essential Standards of Quality and Safety. The principal risks
which may impact on the delivery of the objectives and the key controls to manage these risks, have been identiﬁed. Action
plans to address any gaps in controls have been produced. I have established a Governance and Risk Committee. Part of
the remit of this Committee, which is accountable to the Audit Committee and Trust Board, is to oversee and monitor the
implementation of the CQC Essential Standards of Quality and Safety, the Assurance Framework and the Organisational Risk
Register.
The Trust Board has a Duty of Partnership and as Accountable Ofﬁcer, I have ensured we have systems and processes in
place to work with partner organisations. Both formal and informal mechanisms exist to ensure effective relationships are
maintained, and we have met with a number of partners throughout the year, including the Department of Health, North East
Strategic Health Authority, Local PCT’s, Pathﬁnder GP Commissioning Consortia, other NHS Trusts, Foundation Trusts, Local
Involvement Networks (LINKs), community transport providers, voluntary agencies, Overview and Scrutiny Committees (OSC’s)
and Local Authorities in the North East, to name a few.
2. THE PURPOSE OF THE SYSTEM OF INTERNAL CONTROL
The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather than to eliminate all risk of failure to
achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore, only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness.
The system of internal control is based on an ongoing process designed to:
s )DENTIFY AND PRIORITISE THE RISKS TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE ORGANISATIONS POLICIES AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
s %VALUATE THE LIKELIHOOD OF THOSE RISKS BEING REALISED AND THE IMPACT SHOULD THEY BE REALISED AND TO MANAGE THEM
efﬁciently, effectively and economically.
The system of internal control has been in place in North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust for the year ended 31 March
2011, and up to the date of approval of the Annual Report and Accounts.
3. CAPACITY TO HANDLE RISK
The authority to develop and oversee the Trust’s strategic Risk Management arrangements is delegated to the Director of
Finance. The Governance and Risk Committee and Quality Committee consider non clinical and clinical risks on behalf of the
Board however, both the Assurance Framework and the Risk Registers encompass a full spread of organisational objectives
and risks. The Directors of the Trust have the responsibility for leadership in Risk Management for their Directorates. Trust
managers are responsible for the management of day-to-day risks of all types within their management structure and budget
allocation. They are charged with ensuring that risk assessments are undertaken throughout their area of responsibility on a
pro-active basis and that remedial action is carried out where problems are identiﬁed.
It is the policy of the Trust to provide and maintain, so far as is reasonably practicable, all plant, systems of work (including
safe use, handling, storage and transport of substances and articles), places of work and working conditions, such that they
are safe and with minimal risks to employees, as well as to non-employees, and to provide such information, instruction and
training as is necessary for this purpose.
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Risk Management is incorporated in the Trust’s Induction Programme. The Risk Management Strategy, policies and procedures
and responsibilities are also set out in the Risk Management File, held on the IT network for future and on-going reference.
General risk awareness/health and safety training is also provided to all staff on an annual basis according to their level of
need/responsibility.
The Trust has representation on the National Ambulance Risk & Safety Forum and various other national and regional groups
which promotes active benchmarking and learning from good practice.
4. THE RISK AND CONTROL FRAMEWORK
The Risk Management framework is set out in the Board approved Risk Management Strategy. The Trust recognises that it
is impossible and not always desirable to eliminate all risks and that systems of controls should not be so rigid that they stiﬂe
innovation and imaginative use of limited resources, in order to achieve health beneﬁts for patients.
The strategy describes how risks are identiﬁed, via the system of Risk Registers and an incident reporting system and how they
are quantiﬁed, using a Risk Scoring Matrix. This allows standardisation of risk assessment across the Trust, utilising a common
currency. The strategy also requires action plans to be determined and implemented for those risks that are inadequately
controlled. The Trust also has a number of associated policies and procedures embedded in the organisation including an
Incident Reporting Policy, Serious Incident Policy (formerly Serious Untoward Incident Policy), Complaints Policy and Claims
Policy.
Risk Management is embedded within the organisation in a number of ways. All departments within Directorates maintain
up to date Risk Registers that are linked to Directors objectives and monitored on a regular basis.
Risks are escalated via Departmental and Directorate Risk Registers to the Organisational Risk Register which identiﬁes the
major risks to the whole organisation both within year and for the foreseeable future. The highest scoring risks all relate
to the current ﬁnancial challenges facing the NHS generally and the Trust in particular and the importance of securing both
management and staff ‘buy in’ to the measures required to achieve the Trust’s long term ﬁnancial plans , including the cash
releasing savings required ,whilst maintaining patient safety and quality.
Action plans to minimise the possibilities of the risks coming to fruition are co-ordinated via the Trust’s Improvement Steering
Group , chaired by the Trust Chief Executive, and include formal consultation and meetings with staff side representatives
as well as a series of improvement workshops and regular communication initiatives to update staff on progress against the
Trust’s plans.
All business cases must include a full risk assessment prior to formal approval. Management and operational structures are
in place to manage the risks that the Trust faces. All of the current dedicated risk-management committees working within
the Trust have Risk Management incorporated within their remit. The Groups/Committees report through Committees of the
Board in a structured manner ultimately to the Board.
The remit of ﬁve Committees of the Board cover risk (both clinical and non-clinical) these are:
s
s
s
s
s

!UDIT #OMMITTEE
'OVERNANCE AND 2ISK #OMMITTEE
1UALITY #OMMITTEE
7ORKFORCE AND %QUALITY #OMMITTEE
"USINESS )NVESTMENT AND &INANCE #OMMITTEE

All of the Committees are chaired by a Non Executive Director of the Trust.
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8. STATEMENTS
TheÊÛiÀ>ViÊ>`Ê,ÃÊ ÌÌii oversees the creation of appropriate risk assessment systems, including a prioritised
Risk Management plan and reviews and reports progress against this plan, to the Audit Committee and the Board.
It reviews incident trends from ﬁnancial / non-ﬁnancial / non-clinical areas and prepares the Assurance Framework, for review
by the Audit Committee and approval by the Board.
Clinical Risk is monitored via the Trust’sÊ+Õ>ÌÞÊ ÌÌii. The Trust’s Medical Director chairs the Clinical Advisory Group.
Both groups have access to expert professional opinion from specialist Medical Advisers and Clinicians.
Clinical Risk whilst being everyone’s responsibility is managed by operational staff and specialist managers. All clinical
practices are carried out using the best available clinical evidence base. This includes; advice that is given to patients over the
telephone and advice and skills performed when the paramedic is in a face to face situation. In the former, the evidence base
is largely taken from papers published in the UK and for the latter, the evidence base is the Joint Royal Colleges Ambulance
Liaison Committee’s latest Clinical Guideline. Clinical competence is a matter for the Trust’s Root Cause Analysis Panel which
reviews clinically related complaints, claims and concerns, looking for opportunities to learn lessons and protect patients.
The +Õ>ÌÞÊ ÌÌii is authorised by the Board to oversee all activity relating to the monitoring the quality of patient’s
care (i.e. safety, effectiveness and experiences). This includes for example, overseeing their involvement in the activities of the
Trust as well as learning lessons from patient complaints and letters of appreciation. The Committee also receives reports
regarding the outcome of patient surveys and reports published by the Trust’s Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS). These
reports are discussed in detail in the Experience, Complaints, Litigation, Incidents and PALS group (ECLIPS) which facilitates a
thorough and robust discussion of all aspects which could affect the quality of the service received by patients.
The Audit Committee reviews the establishment and maintenance of an effective system of integrated governance, Risk
Management and internal control, across the whole of the organisation’s activities. This includes activities that are both
clinical and non-clinical. This integrated approach to governance supports the Trust in achieving its organisational objectives.
The Trust manages its information (including information and data security) risks on an ongoing basis via the Information
Governance Working Group. On an annual basis, the Trust completes the Information Governance (IG) Toolkit. In 2010/2011
the Trust reported an overall score of 80% compliance. (Internal Audit independently substantiated this assessment).
Corporate Information Assurance is an area where the Trust is required to devise improvement plans and having done so,
Internal Audit assessed the Plan and agreed it as appropriate.
During 2010/2011 there were no Serious Incidents (formerly Serious Untoward Incidents) reported for Information
Governance.
The Assurance Framework provides the Trust with a comprehensive method for effective management of the principal risks
to meeting its objectives including achievement of compliance with the CQC Essential Standards of Quality Safety. It provides
a structure for evidence to support the Statement on Internal Control and as a result, simpliﬁes Board reporting and the
prioritisation of action plans.
The Assurance Framework includes the following key elements:
s STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES OF THE 4RUST BY $IRECTORATE LINKED TO THE RELEVANT INDIVIDUAL #1#
Essential Standards for Quality and Safety
s RISKS TO ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES
s KEY CONTROLS IN PLACE TO MANAGE THE RISKS
s ASSURANCES FOR THE KEY CONTROLS
s EVIDENCE OF THE CONTROLS AND ASSURANCE
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s ANY GAPS IN CONTROL
s ANY GAPS IN ASSURANCE
s ACTION PLANS TO ADDRESS THE CONTROL GAPS
The Assurance Framework is approved by the Trust Board at the beginning of the ﬁnancial year. It reviews the Assurance
Framework mid-way through the year and approves the ﬁnal version at the end of the year.
There were a limited number of gaps in assurance and / or control in the areas of operations, urgent care reform, workforce
planning, training, information clinical governance, ﬁnance, and preparation for foundation trust status and plans were put in
place to mitigate or eradicate the gaps. The gaps in control were not assessed as being signiﬁcant.
Control measures are in place to ensure that all the organisation’s obligations under equality, diversity and human rights
legislation are complied with.
As an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS Pension Scheme, control measures are in place to ensure all
employer obligations contained within the Scheme regulations are complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from
salary, employer’s contributions and payments in to the Scheme are in accordance with the Scheme rules, and that member
Pension Scheme records are accurately updated in accordance with the timescales detailed in the Regulations.
The Trust has undertaken a climate change risk assessment and developed an Adaptation Plan to support its emergency
preparedness and civil contingency requirements, as based on the UK climate projections 2009 (UK CP 09), to ensure that
this organisation’s obligations under the Climate Change Act are met. The Trust is fully compliant with the CQC Essential
Standards of Quality and Safety.
Internal Audit has reviewed the Essential Standards of Quality and Safety assessment process and is satisﬁed that the process
is robust
5. REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS
As Accountable Ofﬁcer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of internal control. My review is
informed in a number of ways. The Head of Internal Audit provides me with an opinion on the overall arrangements for
gaining assurance through the Assurance Framework and on the controls reviewed as part of internal audit’s work.
Executive Managers within the organisation who have responsibility for the development and maintenance of the system of
internal control provide me with assurance.
The Assurance Framework itself provides me with evidence that the effectiveness of controls that manage the risks to the
organisation achieving its principal objectives have been reviewed.
My review is also informed by external assessments and achievements in 2010/2011 as follows:
s )NTERNAL !UDIT REPORTS
s -ONTHLY PERFORMANCE REPORTS COVERING ALL $IRECTORATES IN THE FORM OF AN )NTEGRATED 0ERFORMANCE 2EPORT
s %XTERNAL !UDIT REPORTS INCLUDING THE 6ALUE FOR -ONEY CONCLUSION !NNUAL !UDIT ,ETTER !NNUAL 'OVERNANCE 2EPORT
s %XTERNAL 1UALITY !UDITS AND #ONTINUOUS #ERTIlCATION TO )3/  3TANDARDS
s $ECLARATION OF FULL COMPLIANCE AGAINST THE CORE #ARE 3TANDARDS SELF ASSESSMENT DECLARATION
s !CHIEVEMENT OF ,EVEL  .(3,! 2ISK -ANAGEMENT 3TANDARDS FOR !MBULANCE 4RUSTS
s #LINICAL !UDIT OF THE MEASUREMENT OF THE 0EAK %XPIRATORY &LOW 2ATE 0%&2 IN !STHMA PATIENTS DRAMATICALLY INCREASED
from 15% to 50%
s #1# ON SITE INSPECTION CONDUCTED IN -ARCH 
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8. STATEMENTS
I have been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control by the
ﬁndings and work of the following Groups/Committees:
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê

UÊ >À`
UÊ Õ`ÌÊ ÌÌii
UÊ ÛiÀ>ViÊ>`Ê,ÃÊ ÌÌiiÊ
UÊ +Õ>ÌÞÊ ÌÌii
UÊ 7ÀvÀViÊ>`Ê µÕ>ÌÞÊ ÌÌii
UÊ ÕÃiÃÃÊÛiÃÌiÌÊ>`Ê>ViÊ ÌÌii

A plan to address weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement of the system is in place.
Brief summaries of the main responsibilities of the above Committees are outlined below:
/ iÊ >À`Æ The Chief Executive and Trust Board have overall responsibility for the Trust’s Risk Management programme. It is
the Trust Board that endorses and resources all formalised Risk Management plans.
The Audit Committee’s remit includes acting independently from the Executive, to provide assurance to the Board, based on
a challenge of evidence and assurance obtained, that the interests of the Trust are properly protected in relation to ﬁnancial
reporting and internal control.
To keep under review the effectiveness of the system of internal control; that is the systems established to identify, assess,
manage and monitor risks both ﬁnancial and otherwise, and to ensure the Trust complies with all aspects of the law, relevant
regulation and good practice.
To report to the Board on any matters in respect of which the Committee considers that action or improvement is needed,
and to make recommendations as to the steps to be taken.
The ÛiÀ>ViÊ>`Ê,ÃÊ ÌÌii½Ã remit includes providing the Board with an objective review of, and assurances, in
relation to;
Ê UÊ The sharp focus on all aspects of risk governance, Risk Management frameworks and promotion of behaviours and
cultures that drive approaches to Risk Management.
Ê UÊ The systems of internal control in relation to governance and Risk Management, in that these are ﬁt for purpose,
adequately resourced and underpin our performance and reputation.
Ê UÊ The overall risk governance process in that it gives clear, explicit and dedicated focus to current and forward-looking
aspects of risk exposure.
Ê UÊ Compliance with law, best practice governance and regulatory standards.
The +Õ>ÌÞÊ ÌÌii½Ã remit includes providing the Board with an independent and objective review of, and assurances, in
relation to;
Ê UÊ The focus on all aspects of quality, speciﬁcally: clinical effectiveness, patient experience and patient safety; monitoring
compliance against the essential standards of quality and safety set out in the registration requirements of the Care
Quality Commission
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Ê UÊ Probity, quality improvement and patient safety issues, ensuring these are central components of all the activities of the Trust
Ê UÊ Governance processes for driving and monitoring the delivery of high quality, clinically safe, patient-centred care
Ê UÊ Performance against internal and external quality and clinical improvement targets, and directing management on actions
to be taken on sub-standard performance
Ê UÊ The overarching Clinical Governance, Quality & Patient Safety Strategy
Ê UÊ To provide the Board with assurance on safeguarding quality and to provide appropriate scrutiny to clinical effectiveness,
patient safety and patient experience.
The 7ÀvÀViÊ>`Ê µÕ>ÌÞÊ ÌÌii½Ã remit includes providing the Board with an objective review of, and assurances,
in relation to:
Ê UÊ The design, development and implementation of a Workforce Strategy that supports our vision and continues to
maximise the potential of our workforce to deliver the highest quality of care to patients.
U Effective management and leadership development.
Ê UÊ The quality and delivery of workforce plans.
Ê UÊ Organisational development
Ê UÊ Health and wellbeing of staff.
Ê UÊ Equality and diversity.
Ê UÊ Compliance with employment legislation and the standards of relevant external professional bodies.
The ÕÃiÃÃÊÛiÃÌiÌÊ>`Ê>ViÊ ÌÌii½Ã remit includes providing the Board with an objective review of, and
assurances, in relation to;
Ê UÊ Growth proposals, ensuring their alignment with Board approved corporate strategy.
Ê UÊ Governance processes for all major investments and divestments.
Ê UÊ Business cases referred to it by the Capital Monitoring Group requiring major capital investment.
Ê UÊ Finance, contracting and commissioning issues; presenting reports and recommendations in relation to ensuring
we maintain cash liquidity and are an effective going concern.
Ê UÊ Compliance with legislative, mandatory and regulatory requirements in terms of the Committee’s scope.
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8. STATEMENTS
CONCLUSION
My review conﬁrms that the North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust has a generally sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of its policies, aims and objectives. No signiﬁcant internal control issues have arisen during the
period.

Simon Featherstone
Chief Executive (on behalf of the Board)
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S STATEMENT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE NORTH EAST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE DIRECTORS OF NORTH EAST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST
I have examined the summary ﬁnancial statement for the year ended 31 March 2011 which comprises the Statement of
Comprehensive Income, the Statement of Financial Position, the Statement of Changes in Taxpayer’s Equity, the Statement
of Cash Flows, and associated notes in respect of Management Costs, Better Payment Practice Code, Staff Sickness, and Exit
Packages.
This report is made solely to the Board of Directors of North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust in accordance with Part II of
the Audit Commission Act 1998 and for no other purpose, as set out in paragraph 45 of the Statement of Responsibilities of
Auditors and Audited Bodies published by the Audit Commission in March 2010.
Respective responsibilities of directors and auditor
The directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Report.
My responsibility is to report to you my opinion on the consistency of the summary ﬁnancial statement within the Annual
Report with the statutory ﬁnancial statements.
I also read the other information contained in the Annual Report and consider the implications for my report if I become
aware of any misstatements or material inconsistencies with the summary ﬁnancial statement.
I conducted my work in accordance with Bulletin 2008/03 “The auditor’s statement on the summary ﬁnancial statement in the
United Kingdom” issued by the Auditing Practices Board. My report on the statutory ﬁnancial statements describes the basis
of my opinion on those ﬁnancial statements.
Opinion
In my opinion the summary ﬁnancial statement is consistent with the statutory ﬁnancial statements of the North East
Ambulance Service NHS Trust for the year ended 31 March 2011.

Cameron Waddell
Ofﬁcer of the Audit Commission
Audit Commission
Nickalls House
Metro Centre
GATESHEAD
NE11 9NH
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10. GLOSSARY
Accident and emergency (A&E): hospital departments that assess and treat people with serious injuries and those in need
of emergency treatment.
Advanced care plan (ACP): a discussion to help people to think about, and plan for, their wishes as they reach the end of
their life.
Assurance: an assurance helps to make sure that the evidence needed by organisations meets certain speciﬁcations.
Asthma: this causes the airways of the lungs (the bronchi) to become inﬂamed and swollen.
Board of directors: the board is responsible for using the powers of the trust, and is also responsible for its performance. The
board are also responsible for the day-to-day management and development of the trust.
Boorman Review: a report that gives a detailed analysis of the current state of the NHS workforce’s health and well-being
and makes the case for investing in and improving staff health and well-being services for the beneﬁt of staff, patients and
employers.
Category A: a ‘category A’ call is a life-threatening 999 call.
Category B: a ‘category B’ call is a serious but not life-threatening 999 call.
Category C: a ‘category C’ call is a 999 call that is not life-threatening or serious.
Cardiac arrest: this is where the heart stops beating.
Care pathway: a plan of care for patients.
Care Quality Commission (CQC): the independent regulator of health and social care. From April 2009, the CQC replaced
the Commission for the Healthcare Commission.
Clinical audit: a clinical audit mainly involves checking whether best practice is being followed and making improvements
if there are problems with the way care is being provided. A good clinical audit will ﬁnd (or conﬁrm) problems and lead to
changes that improve patient care.
Clinical governance: the system through which NHS organisations are accountable for improving
the quality of their services and maintaining high standards of care.
Commissioners: commissioners make sure that services they fund can meet the needs of the patient and can be from local
authorities and primary care trusts (PCTs).
CQUIN: the Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) payment framework means that a part of our income
depends on us meeting requirements for quality and innovation.
Deﬁbrillator: the equipment used to help people who have a heart attack.
Delivering Choice Programme: the Marie Curie project in Northumberland, Tyne and Wear, which aims to provide a better
understanding of local palliative and end-of-life care services.
Department of Health: the Department of Health (DH) exists to improve the health and well-being
of people in England.
Emergency calls: an emergency call can be either a call received through a 999 line or an ‘urgent’ call received from a GP or
a midwife.
End-of-life care: specialist care for all adult patients nearing the end of their lives.
Equality and diversity: Equality protects people from being discriminated against on the grounds of their sex, race, disability
and so on. Diversity is about respecting individual differences such as race, culture, political views, religious views, gender, age
and so on.
Foundation trust: an NHS hospital that is run as an independent, public-beneﬁt corporation, and controlled and run locally.
Good Death Charter: this was created by NHS North East and sets out the care and support that individuals who are dying,
and their families and carers, can expect.
Health Act: an act relating to the NHS constitution, health care, the control of the promotion and sale of tobacco products,
and the investigation of complaints about privately arranged or funded adult social care.
Healthcare associated infections (HAI): infections such as MRSA and clostridium difﬁcile that patients or healthcare
workers get from a healthcare environment such as a hospital or care home.
Heart attack: this is when there is a lengthy interruption to the blood supply, caused by a total blockage of the coronary
artery, which causes extensive damage to a large area of the heart.
High Quality Care for All: this idea was introduced in a report that involved NHS staff from a variety of backgrounds and
believes in the idea that quality should be at the heart of the NHS.
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Hypoglycaemia: this is when there is an unusually low level of sugar (glucose) in the blood.
Improving Working Lives (IWL): this helps NHS employers and staff to measure how they manage employees
Infection control: the practices we use to prevent the spread of diseases.
Information Governance Toolkit: this is an internet tool that organisations can use to assess whether they are keeping to
current legislation, standards and national guidance.
LINks: Local Involvement Networks (LINks) are individuals and groups from across the community who are funded and
supported to hold local health and social-care services to account.
Monitor: the independent regulator of NHS foundation trusts that is responsible for authorising, monitoring and regulating
them.
National Ambulance Clinical Audit Group: this group works with the ambulance service to support the development of
clinical audits and to contribute to quality improvement.
National Patient Safety Agency: a national agency which helps to improve the safety of patient care by working with
organisations and people working in the health sector.
National patient surveys: these surveys assess the quality of NHS patient care by asking the patient questions.
Out of hours: The patient services provided by GPs outside of normal surgery hours.
Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC): this committee represents local views on the quality, performance and
development of health services to local NHS organisations.
PALS (Patient Advice and Liaison Services): services that provide information, advice and support to help patients, families
and their carers.
Patient: a person receiving health care.
Patient pathway: the route followed by the patient into, through and out of the NHS and social-care services.
Patient report form: a record of a patient’s journey and treatment with the ambulance service.
Patient transport service: the patient transport service is the non-emergency part of the ambulance service. Ambulances are
booked for patients by either a hospital or GP receptionist when the patient’s doctor says there is a medical need.
Quality and Risk Proﬁle: the information held by the CQC on each NHS service provider gathered together in one place so
they can assess where there are risks.
Rapid Process Improvement Workshop: a ﬁve-day event that removes waste and improves the ﬂow of work by redesigning
ineffective processes. It means the people who do the work can design the work.
Response time: This is the total time that passes between an emergency call being given a priority and the ambulance
crew arriving at the incident. All calls that are received by the ambulance control room are prioritised by control operators
who ask a number of questions to ﬁnd out how serious the injury or illness is. They can then send a faster response to a
life-threatening 999 call (a category-A call). The Government’s target requires us to respond to 75% of all life-threatening
emergencies within eight minutes.
Single Point of Access (SPA): a 24 hour telephone care service designed to handle all non-emergency medical needs.
Stakeholders: people or organisations that share an interest in the work of the ambulance service, including patients and the
public, local and regional NHS organisations and so on.
Stroke: this is a serious medical condition that happens when the blood supply to the brain is disturbed.
Yearly health check: the Healthcare Commission’s assessment of the performance of all NHS organisations in England.
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APPENDIX 1

2010 National NHS staff survey
Brief summary of results from North East Ambulance Service
NHS Trust
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1. Introduction to this report
This report presents the findings of the 2010 national NHS staff survey conducted in North East
Ambulance Service NHS Trust.
In section 2 of this report, we present an overall indicator of staff engagement. Full details of how
this indicator was created can be found in the document Making sense of your staff survey
data, which can be downloaded from
http://www.cqc.org.uk/aboutcqc/howwedoit/engagingwithproviders/nhsstaffsurveys.cfm.
In sections 3 to 6 of this report, the findings of the questionnaire have been summarised and
presented in the form of 38 Key Findings.
These sections of the report have been structured around the four pledges to staff in the NHS
Constitution which was published in January 2009 (http://www.dh.gov.uk/nhsconstitution) plus
two additional themes:

•

Staff Pledge 1: To provide all staff with clear roles and responsibilities and rewarding jobs for
teams and individuals that make a difference to patients, their families and carers and
communities.

•

Staff Pledge 2: To provide all staff with personal development, access to appropriate training
for their jobs and line management support to succeed.

•

Staff Pledge 3: To provide support and opportunities for staff to maintain their health,
well-being and safety.

•

Staff Pledge 4: To engage staff in decisions that affect them and the services they provide,
individually, through representative organisations and through local partnership working
arrangements. All staff will be empowered to put forward ways to deliver better and safer
services for patients and their families.

•

Additional theme: Staff satisfaction

•

Additional theme: Equality and diversity

As in previous years, there are two types of Key Finding:
-

percentage scores, i.e. percentage of staff giving a particular response to one, or a
series of, survey questions

-

scale summary scores, calculated by converting staff responses to particular
questions into scores. For each of these scale summary scores, the minimum score
is always 1 and the maximum score is 5

Please note that the number of Key Findings has decreased from 40 to 38 this year, and the
numbering of some Key Findings has changed since 2009. Full details of the changes can be
found in the document Making Sense of your staff survey data.
A longer and more detailed report of the 2010 survey results for North East Ambulance Service
NHS Trust can be downloaded from:
http://www.cqc.org.uk/aboutcqc/howwedoit/engagingwithproviders/nhsstaffsurveys.cfm. This
report provides detailed breakdowns of the Key Finding scores by directorate, occupational
groups and demographic groups, and details of each question included in the core
questionnaire.
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2. Overall indicator of staff engagement for North East Ambulance Service NHS
Trust
The figure below shows how North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust compares with other
ambulance trusts on an overall indicator of staff engagement. Possible scores range from 1 to 5,
with 1 indicating that staff are poorly engaged (with their work, their team and their trust) and 5
indicating that staff are highly engaged. The trust's score of 3.33 was average when compared
with trusts of a similar type.

OVERALL STAFF ENGAGEMENT

This overall indicator of staff engagement has been calculated using the questions that make up
Key Findings 31, 34 and 35. These Key Findings relate to the following aspects of staff
engagement: staff members’ perceived ability to contribute to improvements at work (Key Finding
31); their willingness to recommend the trust as a place to work or receive treatment (Key Finding
34); and the extent to which they feel motivated and engaged with their work (Key Finding 35).
The table below shows how North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust compares with other
ambulance trusts on each of the sub-dimensions of staff engagement, and whether there has
been a change since the 2009 survey.
Change since 2009 survey

Ranking, compared with
all ambulance trusts

OVERALL STAFF ENGAGEMENT

No change

Average

KF31. Staff ability to contribute towards
improvements at work

No change

Average

No change

Above (better than) average

(the extent to which staff are able to make suggestions to
improve the work of their team, have frequent opportunities
to show initiative in their role, and are able to make
improvements at work.)

KF34. Staff recommendation of the trust as a place
to work or receive treatment
(the extent to which staff think care of patients/service users
is the Trust’s top priority, would recommend their Trust to
others as a place to work, and would be happy with the
standard of care provided by the Trust if a friend or relative
needed treatment.)

KF35. Staff motivation at work

! Decrease (worse than 09)

Average

(the extent to which they look forward to going to work, and
are enthusiastic about and absorbed in their jobs.)

Full details of how the overall indicator of staff engagement was created can be found in the
document Making sense of your staff survey data.
The Department of Health has produced a framework to help NHS organisations develop local
staff engagement policies. This can be downloaded from
http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Managingyourorganisation/Workforce/NHSStaffExperience/index.htm.
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3. Summary of 2010 Key Findings for North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
3.1 Top and Bottom Ranking Scores
This page highlights the four Key Findings for which North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
compares most favourably with other ambulance trusts in England.
TOP FOUR RANKING SCORES
KF8. Percentage of staff working extra hours

KF16. Percentage of staff receiving health and safety training in last 12 months

KF1. Percentage of staff feeling satisfied with the quality of work and patient care they
are able to deliver

KF36. Percentage of staff having equality and diversity training in last 12 months

For each of the 38 Key Findings, the ambulance trusts in England were placed in order from 1 (the top ranking score)
to 12 (the bottom ranking score). North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust’s four highest ranking scores are
presented here, i.e. those for which the trust’s Key Finding score is ranked closest to 1. Further details about this can
be found in the document Making sense of your staff survey data.
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This page highlights the four Key Findings for which North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
compares least favourably with other ambulance trusts in England. It is suggested that these
areas might be seen as a starting point for local action to improve as an employer.
BOTTOM FOUR RANKING SCORES
! KF9. Percentage of staff using flexible working options

! KF23. Percentage of staff experiencing physical violence from patients, relatives or the
public in last 12 months

! KF13. Percentage of staff having well structured appraisals in last 12 months

! KF17. Percentage of staff suffering work-related injury in last 12 months

For each of the 38 Key Findings, the ambulance trusts in England were placed in order from 1 (the top ranking score)
to 12 (the bottom ranking score). North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust’s four lowest ranking scores are
presented here, i.e. those for which the trust’s Key Finding score is ranked closest to 12. Further details about this can
be found in the document Making sense of your staff survey data.
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3.2 Largest Local Changes since the 2009 Survey
This page highlights the four Key Findings where staff experiences have improved the most at
North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust since the 2009 survey.
WHERE STAFF EXPERIENCE HAS IMPROVED
KF30. Percentage of staff reporting good communication between senior management
and staff

KF16. Percentage of staff receiving health and safety training in last 12 months

KF36. Percentage of staff having equality and diversity training in last 12 months

KF27. Perceptions of effective action from employer towards violence and harassment

Because the Key Findings vary considerably in terms of subject matter and format (e.g. some are percentage scores, others
are scale scores), a straightforward comparison of score changes is not the appropriate way to establish which Key Findings
have improved the most. Rather, the extent of 09-10 change for each Key Finding has been measured in relation to the
national variation for that Key Finding. Further details about this can be found in the document Making sense of your staff
survey data.
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This page highlights the four Key Findings where staff experiences have deteriorated since the
2009 survey. It is suggested that these areas might be seen as a starting point for local action to
improve as an employer. (However, please note that, as shown in section 3.3, when compared
with other ambulance trusts in England, the score for Key finding KF5 is better than average).
WHERE STAFF EXPERIENCE HAS DETERIORATED
! KF28. Impact of health and well-being on ability to perform work or daily activities

! KF5. Work pressure felt by staff

! KF12. Percentage of staff appraised in last 12 months

! KF14. Percentage of staff appraised with personal development plans in last 12 months

Because the Key Findings vary considerably in terms of subject matter and format (e.g. some are percentage scores,
others are scale scores), a straightforward comparison of score changes is not the appropriate way to establish which
Key Findings have deteriorated the most. Rather, the extent of 09-10 change for each Key Finding has been
measured in relation to the national variation for that Key Finding. Further details about this can be found in the
document Making sense of your staff survey data.
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3.3. Summary of all Key Findings for North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
KEY
Green = Positive finding, e.g. better than average, better than 2009
! Red = Negative finding, e.g. worse than average, worse than 2009

-*

'Change since 2009 survey' indicates whether there has been a statistically significant change in
the Key Finding since the 2009 survey
Because of changes to the format of the survey questions this year, comparisons with the 2009
score are not possible
For most of the Key Finding scores in this table, the higher the score the better. However, there
are some scores for which a high score would represent a negative finding. For these scores,
which are marked with an asterix and in italics, the lower the score the better

Change since 2009 survey

Ranking, compared with
all ambulance trusts in
2010
STAFF PLEDGE 1: To provide all staff with clear roles, responsibilities and rewarding jobs.
KF1. % feeling satisfied with the quality of work and
No change
Above (better than) average
patient care they are able to deliver
KF2. % agreeing that their role makes a difference to
patients

No change

Average

KF3. % feeling valued by their work colleagues

No change

Average

KF4. Quality of job design

No change

Average

* KF5. Work pressure felt by staff
KF6. Effective team working

! Increase (worse than 09)

Below (better than) average

--

Average

KF7. Trust commitment to work-life balance
* KF8. % working extra hours
KF9. % using flexible working options

No change

! Below (worse than) average

No change

Below (better than) average

--

! Below (worse than) average

STAFF PLEDGE 2: To provide all staff with personal development, access to appropriate training for their
jobs, and line management support to succeed.
KF10. % feeling there are good opportunities to develop No change
Average
their potential at work
KF11. % receiving job-relevant training, learning or
development in last 12 mths
KF12. % appraised in last 12 mths
KF13. % having well structured appraisals in last 12
mths

No change
! Decrease (worse than 09)
No change

Above (better than) average
! Below (worse than) average
! Below (worse than) average

KF14. % appraised with personal development plans in
! Decrease (worse than 09)
last 12 mths

! Below (worse than) average

KF15. Support from immediate managers

! Below (worse than) average

Increase (better than 09)

STAFF PLEDGE 3: To provide support and opportunities for staff to maintain their health, well-being and
safety.
Occupational health and safety
KF16. % receiving health and safety training in last 12
Increase (better than 09)
Above (better than) average
mths
* KF17. % suffering work-related injury in last 12 mths

No change

* KF18. % suffering work-related stress in last 12 mths

No change

Average

No change

Above (better than) average

Infection control and hygiene
KF19. % saying hand washing materials are always
available

! Above (worse than) average
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3.3. Summary of all Key Findings for North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
(cont)
Change since 2009 survey

Errors and incidents
* KF20. % witnessing potentially harmful errors, near
misses or incidents in last mth

Ranking, compared with
all ambulance trusts in
2010

No change

! Above (worse than) average

KF21. % reporting errors, near misses or incidents
witnessed in the last mth

No change

! Below (worse than) average

KF22. Fairness and effectiveness of incident reporting
procedures

No change

Violence and harassment
* KF23. % experiencing physical violence from patients,
relatives or the public in last 12 mths

--

* KF24. % experiencing physical violence from staff in
last 12 mths

--

* KF25. % experiencing harassment, bullying or abuse
from patients, relatives or the public in last 12 mths

--

* KF26. % experiencing harassment, bullying or abuse
from staff in last 12 mths

--

KF27. Perceptions of effective action from employer
towards violence and harassment
Health and well-being
* KF28. Impact of health and well-being on ability to
perform work or daily activities

! Above (worse than) average
Average
! Above (worse than) average
Average
Increase (better than 09)

! Increase (worse than 09)

* KF29. % feeling pressure in last 3 mths to attend work
when feeling unwell

Average

No change

Average

! Above (worse than) average
Average

STAFF PLEDGE 4: To engage staff in decisions that affect them, the services they provide and empower
them to put forward ways to deliver better and safer services.
KF30. % reporting good communication between senior Increase (better than 09)
Average
management and staff
KF31. % able to contribute towards improvements at
work
ADDITIONAL THEME: Staff satisfaction
KF32. Staff job satisfaction
* KF33. Staff intention to leave jobs

No change

Average

No change
! Decrease (worse than 09)

ADDITIONAL THEME: Equality and diversity
KF36. % having equality and diversity training in last 12
mths

Increase (better than 09)

KF37. % believing the trust provides equal opportunities
for career progression or promotion
* KF38. % experiencing discrimination at work in last 12
mths

Average

! Increase (worse than 09)

KF34. Staff recommendation of the trust as a place to
work or receive treatment
KF35. Staff motivation at work

No change

No change
--

Average
Above (better than) average
Average

Above (better than) average
! Below (worse than) average
Average
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4. Full description of Key Findings for North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
352 staff at North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust took part in this survey. This is a response
rate of 45%1 which is average for ambulance trusts in England, and compares with a response
rate of 44% in this trust in the 2009 survey.
This section presents each of the 38 Key Findings, using data from the trust's 2010 survey, and
compares these to other ambulance trusts in England and to the trust's performance in the 2009
survey. The findings are arranged under six headings – the four staff pledges from the NHS
Constitution, and the two additional themes of staff satisfaction and equality and diversity.
Positive findings are highlighted in green (e.g. where the trust is better than average, or where
the score has improved since 2009). Negative findings are highlighted in red (e.g. where the
trust’s score is worse than average, or where the score is not as good as 2009).

STAFF PLEDGE 1: To provide all staff with clear roles, responsibilities and
rewarding jobs.
KEY FINDING 1. Percentage of staff feeling satisfied with the quality of work and patient
care they are able to deliver

85% of staff in the trust agreed with at least two of the following three statements: that they are
satisfied with the quality of care they give to patients; that they are able to deliver the patient
care they aspire to; and that they are able to do their job to a standard they are personally
pleased with.
• The trust's score of 85% was above (better than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 84%.

1

At the time of sampling, 1991 staff were eligible to receive the survey. Questionnaires were sent to a random sample of
790 staff. This includes only staff employed directly by the trust (i.e. excluding staff working for external contractors). It
excludes bank staff unless they are also employed directly elsewhere in the trust. When calculating the response rate,
questionnaires could only be counted if they were received with their ID number intact, by the closing date.
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KEY FINDING 2. Percentage of staff agreeing that their role makes a difference to patients

88% of staff in the trust agreed that their role makes a difference to patients or service users.
• The trust's score of 88% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 91%.
KEY FINDING 3. Percentage of staff feeling valued by their work colleagues

70% of staff in the trust agreed with at least three of the following four statements: that their
colleagues treat them with respect; that their colleagues seek their opinions; that they are trusted
to do their job; and that they feel part of a team.
• The trust's score of 70% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 70%.
KEY FINDING 4. Quality of job design (clear job content, feedback and staff involvement)

Staff were asked questions to assess the extent to which they feel they have clear goals in their
jobs, are given clear feedback on their performance and are given the opportunity to participate
in decision making. A 'well designed' job is one that is rated highly on all these aspects. Possible
scores range from 1 to 5, with 1 representing jobs that are poorly designed, and 5 representing
jobs that are well designed.
• The trust's score of 3.00 was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 2.98.
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KEY FINDING 5. Work pressure felt by staff

Staff were asked questions to assess the extent to which they feel there is adequate time,
equipment and staffing for them to do their job properly. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with
1 representing that staff experience low work pressures, and 5 representing that staff experience
high work pressures.
• The trust's score of 2.96 was below (better than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• However, it is a statistically significant increase since 2009 (i.e. a worse score than in 2009)
when the trust scored 2.81.
KEY FINDING 6. Effective team working

Staff were asked questions to assess the extent to which they feel they work in a team where
team members have shared objectives, meet often to discuss the team's effectiveness and have
to communicate closely with each other to achieve the team's objectives. An 'effective' team is
one that is rated highly on these aspects. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1 representing
ineffective teamwork, and 5 representing effective teamwork.
• The trust's score of 3.24 was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• Because of changes to the format of the survey questions this year, comparisons with the
2009 score are not possible.
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KEY FINDING 7. Trust commitment to work-life balance

Staff were asked questions to assess the extent to which they believe that their trust and
immediate manager are committed to helping them find a good balance between their work and
home life. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1 representing low commitment from the trust,
and 5 representing high commitment from the trust.
• The trust's score of 2.88 was below (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 2.89.
KEY FINDING 8. Percentage of staff working extra hours

73% of staff at the trust said that, in an average week, they work longer than the hours for which
they are contracted.
• The trust's score of 73% was below (better than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 76%.
KEY FINDING 9. Percentage of staff using flexible working options

39% of staff at the trust said that at least one of the following flexible working options applied to
them: flexi-time; working reduced hours (e.g. part-time); working from home; working an agreed
number of hours over the year (e.g. annualised hours); working during school term-time only;
making team decisions about rotas; or job-sharing.
• The trust's score of 39% was below (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• Because of changes to the format of the survey questions this year, comparisons with the
2009 score are not possible.
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STAFF PLEDGE 2: To provide all staff with personal development, access to
appropriate training for their jobs, and line management support to succeed.
KEY FINDING 10. Percentage of staff feeling there are good opportunities to develop their
potential at work

26% of staff at the trust agreed with at least three of the following four statements: that there are
opportunities for them to progress in their job; that they are supported to keep up-to-date with
developments in their field; that they are encouraged to develop their own expertise; and that
there is strong support for training in their area of work.
• The trust's score of 26% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 32%.
KEY FINDING 11. Percentage of staff receiving job-relevant training, learning or
development in last 12 months

72% of staff at the trust said that they had received training, learning or development in the last
12 months which had helped them perform their jobs better, stay up-to-date with their jobs or
stay up-to-date with professional requirements.
• The trust's score of 72% was above (better than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 70%.
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KEY FINDING 12. Percentage of staff appraised in last 12 months

54% of staff at the trust said that they had received an appraisal, performance development
review, Knowledge and Skills Framework (KSF) development review or other such review in the
last 12 months.
• The trust's score of 54% was below (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It is also a statistically significant decrease since 2009 (i.e. a worse score than in 2009)
when the trust scored 64%.
KEY FINDING 13. Percentage of staff having well structured appraisals in last 12 months

13% of staff at the trust said that they had received an appraisal or performance development
review in the last 12 months, in which they had agreed clear objectives for their work, which they
had found useful in helping them improve how they do their job, and which had left them feeling
that their work is valued by their employer.
• The trust's score of 13% was below (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 15%.
KEY FINDING 14. Percentage of staff appraised with personal development plans in last
12 months

42% of staff at the trust said that they had agreed a personal development plan as part of their
appraisal or performance development review in the last 12 months.
• The trust's score of 42% was below (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It is also a statistically significant decrease since 2009 (i.e. a worse score than in 2009)
when the trust scored 53%.
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KEY FINDING 15. Support from immediate managers

Staff were asked questions to assess the extent to which they feel that their immediate manager
provides them with support, guidance and feedback on their work, and takes into account their
opinions before making decisions that affect their work. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1
representing unsupportive managers, and 5 representing supportive managers.
• The trust's score of 3.11 was below (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• However, it is a statistically significant increase since 2009 (i.e. a better score than in 2009)
when the trust scored 3.05.

STAFF PLEDGE 3: To provide support and opportunities for staff to maintain
their health, well-being and safety.
Occupational health and safety
KEY FINDING 16. Percentage of staff receiving health and safety training in last 12
months

82% of staff at the trust said that they had received health and safety training (which included
fire training and manual handling) in the last 12 months.
• The trust's score of 82% was above (better than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It is also a statistically significant increase since 2009 (i.e. a better score than in 2009) when
the trust scored 65%.
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KEY FINDING 17. Percentage of staff suffering work-related injury in last 12 months

41% of staff at the trust said that, in the last year, they had been injured or felt unwell as a result
of at least one of the following: moving and handling; needlestick and sharps injuries; slips, trips
or falls; or exposure to dangerous substances.
• The trust's score of 41% was above (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 38%.
KEY FINDING 18. Percentage of staff suffering work-related stress in last 12 months

29% of staff at the trust said that, in the last year, they had suffered from work related stress.
• The trust's score of 29% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 29%.

Infection control and hygiene
KEY FINDING 19. Percentage of staff saying hand washing materials are always available

51% of staff at the trust said that hand washing materials, such as hot water, soap and paper
towels, or alcohol rubs, are always available to staff, and patients or service users at the trust.
• The trust's score of 51% was above (better than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 56%.
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Errors and incidents
KEY FINDING 20. Percentage of staff witnessing potentially harmful errors, near misses
or incidents in last month

38% of staff at the trust said that, in the previous month, they had witnessed at least one error,
near miss or incident which could have hurt staff, patients or service users.
• The trust's score of 38% was above (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 36%.
KEY FINDING 21. Percentage of staff reporting errors, near misses or incidents witnessed
in the last month

87% of staff who had witnessed an error, near miss or incident in the last month said that they,
or a colleague, had reported it.
• The trust's score of 87% was below (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 89%.
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KEY FINDING 22. Fairness and effectiveness of incident reporting procedures

Staff were asked questions to assess the culture of error and incident reporting in their trust. In
particular, the questions asked whether staff are aware of the procedures for reporting errors,
near misses and incidents; to what extent staff feel that the trust encourages such reports, and
then treats the reports fairly and confidentially; and to what extent the trust takes action to
ensure that such incidents do not happen again. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1
representing procedures that are perceived to be unfair and ineffective, and 5 representing
procedures that are perceived to be fair and effective.
• The trust's score of 3.05 was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 3.07.

Violence and harassment
KEY FINDING 23. Percentage of staff experiencing physical violence from patients,
relatives or the public in last 12 months

22% of staff at the trust said that they had experienced physical violence from patients, service
users, their relatives or other members of the public in the previous 12 months.
• The trust's score of 22% was above (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• Because of changes to the format of the survey questions this year, comparisons with the
2009 score are not possible.
KEY FINDING 24. Percentage of staff experiencing physical violence from staff in last 12
months

1% of staff at the trust said that they had experienced physical violence from colleagues or
managers in the previous 12 months.
• The trust's score of 1% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• Because of changes to the format of the survey questions this year, comparisons with the
2009 score are not possible.
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KEY FINDING 25. Percentage of staff experiencing harassment, bullying or abuse from
patients, relatives or the public in last 12 months

29% of staff at the trust said that they had experienced harassment, bullying or abuse from
patients, service users, their relatives or other members of the public in the previous 12 months.
• The trust's score of 29% was above (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• Because of changes to the format of the survey questions this year, comparisons with the
2009 score are not possible.
KEY FINDING 26. Percentage of staff experiencing harassment, bullying or abuse from
staff in last 12 months

14% of staff at the trust said that they had experienced harassment, bullying or abuse from
colleagues or managers in the previous 12 months.
• The trust's score of 14% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• Because of changes to the format of the survey questions this year, comparisons with the
2009 score are not possible.
KEY FINDING 27. Perceptions of effective action from employer towards violence and
harassment

Staff were asked questions about the extent to which they think their trust takes effective action
if staff are physically attacked, bullied, harassed or abused. Possible scores range from 1 to 5,
with 1 representing the perception that the trust does not take effective action, and 5
representing the perception that the trust does take effective action.
• The trust's score of 3.42 was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It is a statistically significant increase since 2009 (i.e. a better score than in 2009) when the
trust scored 3.35.
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Health and well-being
KEY FINDING 28. Impact of health and well-being on ability to perform work or daily
activities

Staff were asked questions about the extent to which physical health and emotional problems
have impacted on their abilities to perform their work or other daily activities. Possible scores
range from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating that physical health and emotional problems have a small
impact on their abilities to perform their work or other daily activities, and 5 indicating that
physical health and emotional problems have a large impact on their abilities to perform their
work or other daily activities.
• The trust's score of 1.61 was above (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It is also a statistically significant increase since 2009 (i.e. a worse score than in 2009) when
the trust scored 1.49.
KEY FINDING 29. Percentage of staff feeling pressure in last 3 months to attend work
when feeling unwell

33% of staff at the trust said that, in the last three months, they had felt pressure from either their
manager or colleagues to attend work when they had not felt well enough to perform their duties.
• The trust's score of 33% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 29%.
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STAFF PLEDGE 4: To engage staff in decisions that affect them, the services
they provide and empower them to put forward ways to deliver better and safer
services.
KEY FINDING 30. Percentage of staff reporting good communication between senior
management and staff

14% of staff agreed with at least four of the following six statements: that they know who senior
managers are; that senior managers communicate effectively with staff; that they try to involve
staff in important decisions; that they encourage staff to suggest new ideas for improving
services; that they act on staff feedback; and that healthcare professionals and managers in
non-clinical roles work well together.
• The trust's score of 14% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It is a statistically significant increase since 2009 (i.e. a better score than in 2009) when the
trust scored 9%.
KEY FINDING 31. Percentage of staff able to contribute towards improvements at work

34% of staff at the trust agreed with at least two of the following three statements: that they are
able to make suggestions to improve the work of their team; that there are frequent opportunities
for them to show initiative in their role; and that they are able to make improvements at work.
• The trust's score of 34% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 34%.
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ADDITIONAL THEME: Staff satisfaction
KEY FINDING 32. Staff job satisfaction

Staff were asked questions about how satisfied they are with various aspects of their job
including: recognition for good work; support from their immediate manager and colleagues;
freedom to choose methods of working; amount of responsibility; opportunities to use their skills;
and the extent to which the trust values their work. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1
representing that staff are dissatisfied with their jobs, and 5 representing that staff are satisfied
with their jobs.
• The trust's score of 3.17 was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 3.20.
KEY FINDING 33. Staff intention to leave jobs

Staff were asked questions to assess the extent to which they are considering leaving their trust
and looking for a new job. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1 representing that staff are
unlikely to leave jobs, and 5 representing that staff are likely to leave their jobs.
• The trust's score of 2.49 was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It is a statistically significant increase since 2009 (i.e. a worse score than in 2009) when the
trust scored 2.39.
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KEY FINDING 34. Staff recommendation of the trust as a place to work or receive
treatment

Staff were asked whether or not they thought care of patients and service users was the trust's
top priority, whether or not they would recommend their trust to others as a place to work, and
whether they would be happy with the standard of care provided by the trust if a friend or relative
needed treatment. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1 representing that staff would be
unlikely to recommend the trust as a place to work or receive treatment, and 5 representing that
staff would be likely to recommend the trust as a place to work or receive treatment.
• The trust's score of 3.35 was above (better than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 3.37.
KEY FINDING 35. Staff motivation at work

Staff were asked questions about the extent to which they look forward to going to work, and are
enthusiastic and absorbed in their jobs. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1 representing
that staff are not enthusiastic and absorbed by their work, and 5 representing that staff are
enthusiastic and absorbed by their work.
• The trust's score of 3.64 was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• It is a statistically significant decrease since 2009 (i.e. a worse score than in 2009) when the
trust scored 3.72.
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ADDITIONAL THEME: Equality and diversity
KEY FINDING 36. Percentage of staff having equality and diversity training in last 12
months

74% of staff at the trust said that they had received equality and diversity training (the definition
of which included training on the awareness of age, disability, gender, race, sexual orientation
and religion) in the last 12 months.
• The trust's score of 74% was above (better than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It is also a statistically significant increase since 2009 (i.e. a better score than in 2009) when
the trust scored 56%.
KEY FINDING 37. Percentage of staff believing the trust provides equal opportunities for
career progression or promotion

65% of staff at the trust said that the trust acts fairly with regard to career progression or
promotion, regardless of ethnic background, gender, religion, sexual orientation, disability or
age.
• The trust's score of 65% was below (worse than) average when compared with trusts of a
similar type.
• It has not changed significantly since the 2009 survey when the trust scored 72%.
KEY FINDING 38. Percentage of staff experiencing discrimination at work in last 12
months

21% of staff at the trust said that they had experienced discrimination from patients, relatives or
other members of the public and/or from colleagues or managers in the previous 12 months.
• The trust's score of 21% was average when compared with trusts of a similar type.
• Because of changes to the format of the survey questions this year, comparisons with the
2009 score are not possible.
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Background Information

National Agenda – Why involve the public?
The NHS Plan sets out a vision for a service designed around the patient – a
service of high quality which is fast, convenient and uses modern methods to
provide care where and when it is needed. Such services need to be
designed around patients but also be responsive to them, offer them choices
and involve them in decision making and planning.
The Government is committed to empowering both individuals and
communities, putting them at the heart of the NHS, so that they can play a
greater role in shaping health and social care services. It is also easier for
professionals to provide a better service if they understand what the
community needs.
People are now better informed about making healthy choices and better
equipped to make decisions about their healthcare, so it is essential that we
use people’s knowledge and experience to improve the services they use.
This national agenda is a key driver for reform to ensure that our local
services have a truly patient focussed approach.
If we are to create and maintain a patient-led service, centred on the needs of
both individuals and communities, it is essential that we create a stronger
voice for patients, service users at all levels of the health and social care
system. There are excellent examples of how citizens and service users are
already influencing their local services. The public have given a huge amount
of time, skill and energy becoming involved in patient forums, patient
participation groups and other networks in order to influence and improve their
local services.
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Methodology
Sample Size
This survey captures the views of those users who used our Patient Transport
Service on 1 March 2010. A total of 1100 patients were chosen at random to
form the sample group. Of these 484 completed and returned their
questionnaires. This represents a return of 44%, a drop of 5% on the previous
annual survey.
Survey
Questions for the survey were discussed with senior managers in the
Operations Directorate, PTS managers and the customer care team. Once
questions were agreed the survey forms were designed by the Clinical Team
in order to be compatible with Teleform, which is used by them to capture data
from Patient Report Forms (PRFs).
This is the first year that the annual PTS survey has been fully automated and
the evaluation of this process will be used to design a more frequent survey of
patient experience.
Patients received a letter and questionnaire. All patients were assured that
their responses would remain anonymous and could not be used to identify
them or affect their future use of the service. Patients were also informed that
they did not have to return the survey if they did not wish to do so.
All of the surveys returned were scanned to capture all of the data. This was
then checked and amended by hand before being submitted. It was then
transferred by Teleform onto an Access database.
Patient Questionnaire
The evaluation method looked to elicit quantitative or factual data by way of a
tick-box questionnaire. There was also space given in the survey for patients
to add additional comments or freely express themselves about their
experiences. This qualitative data helped capture the human experience.
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Patient demographic

The map above is a representation of postcode areas where PTS
transport was used from the surveys submitted.

Analysis of responses
Appointment Details
Q: Who ordered the ambulance transport for you?
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Dependant on patient need and location, a number of agents can act as
patient advocates for bookings. The above chart, represents where these
bookings were made, so for instance 147 arranged bookings themselves.
Q: How easy did you find it to book your appointment?

Q: If you found making your ambulance booking difficult please
highlight your concerns here.
Trend information identified was that those who said they found making the
ambulance booking difficult complained that it took them a long time to get
through to the operator.
Direct patient quotes (all comments included here):
•
•

“Sometimes have to wait five minutes before someone answers the phone.”
“Lines very busy, kept waiting quite a long time to be connected to person
dealing with calls.”
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Waited too long for answer.”
“I was given the number to arrange transport by the hospital but it took ages
to get an answer, I was just ringing for ages.”
“Couldn’t hear operator very well.”
“Difficulty hearing the operator.”
“Outpatients don't always book transport.”
“Difficulty getting through to GP to book ambulance.”
“On way back always difficult to get back home”
“Booking made over phone two days prior. On one occasion the ambulance
was late on arrival past appointment time.”
“The person taking the bookings may not be fully qualified in this task.”
“Times given by clerk not matching times received by call centre, if sent at
all.”
“Appointment was too late for ambulance.”
“Some are easier than others.”
“I asked my sister to come but when the ambulance came he said it was for
me only. I needed help with clothes.”
“Have been very grateful to ambulance service many times as live on my
own.”
“Was o.k.”
“Very good.”
“Very helpful.”

Q: If you had not travelled by ambulance transport, how would you have
travelled to hospital?

Q: There are many reasons why patients need ambulance transport. Did
you use the ambulance service for the following?
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Breathing problems and dementia were listed as the other reasons that
people used the patient transport service.

Q: When transport was requested, did anyone explain to you what would
happen on the day of travel in relation to transport services and what
time to be ready from?

The vast majority of patients stated that it was their GP receptionist, the
hospital or ambulance transport who explained the process to them. They
were also informed by their GPs, via letter and by carers.

Q: Were you offered a leaflet?
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If no, please shade one of the following options.

If yes, did you find this leaflet useful?

What other information could be included in this leaflet to make it more
useful?
As the majority of patients said that they were not offered a leaflet very few
responses were given for this question. One respondent suggested inclusion
of contact information, however this is already included. Many simply
reiterated they did not receive one.

Journey to and from hospital
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Q: Did you travel to hospital by ambulance car, ambulance or taxi?

Q: How long approximately did your journey to hospital take?

Q:Time – Was this time satisfactory?
69 patients responded to this question of which 56 said yes and 13 said no.
Q: If your journey was by taxi, did the taxi driver:
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Q: Please highlight your concerns here
Direct patient quotes (all comments included here):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Some drivers are not personally tidy and clean”
“Sometimes returned to home by train. Sometimes waited up to two
hours then they were disrespectful and treated you as if you were
rubbish (not all).”
“Sometimes picking up is a nightmare from hospital”
“Never on time”
“4 hour wait to be collected at hospital”
“Some taxi drivers moan about getting wheelchair in and out.”
“1 1/4 hours late”
“Some days receive late”
“Had to wait 2 hours for pick up”

Q: After your appointment, roughly how long did you wait before
transport arrived to take you home?
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Q: Were you
hospital/clinic?

kept

informed

about

the

journey

while

at

the

Q: Was the vehicle:
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Q: Did the vehicle carry Patient ‘Complaints and Appreciations’ leaflets?
Of the 260 patients who responded to this question, 185 said that their vehicle
didn’t carry the leaflet while 75 said that their vehicle did.

Ambulance Service Staff
Q: Were the ambulance staff: Polite, Caring/considerate, Smart in
appearance?

12

Q: Did the ambulance staff:

13

Q: If you have received an excellent service from a particular member of
staff please give their name below.
Many gave first names but were unable to remember surnames

Escorts
Q: Did you have someone to accompany you on the journey?

14

Q: If yes what was the reason for this?

Overall Quality of Service
Q: Overall, how would you describe the quality of the transport service
you received?
15

Q: If you have any additional comments that you would like to make on
the service you received, or improvements that could be made, your
suggestions would be welcome.
The majority of patients praised the ambulance service and the teams and a
large number who suggested pick up and drop off times be closer to the
appointment time.
Direct patient quotes (not all included here):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“As regular user I've found your staff excellent. At 93 I couldn't have
better carers.”
“They're very good with patients, very nice and polite.”
“Can't fault service, really wonderful”
“I feel safe travelling by ambulance”
“Very grateful for all the drivers, their kindness and friendliness means
a great deal. Just hope they stay with us. Good health to them all.”
“More attention should be given to appointment times when arranging
more pick ups from the estates.”
“Too long waiting for transport”
“Waited 2 hours for pick up home”

Ethnicity
White British
White Irish

Asian/Asian British
Asian or Asian British-African

Black or Black British-African
Black or Black British-Caribbean

16

Any other White background Asian or Asian British-Caribbean
Any other Black background
Mixed White and Asian
Any other Asian background
Mixed White/Black Caribbean
Chinese
Any other mixed background

Few respondents gave an answer to this question however all who did so
were White/British.
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Ladies and Gentlemen
2010/11 Annual Governance Report
I am pleased to present the results of my audit work for 2010/11.
I discussed and agreed a draft of my report with the Director of Finance on
27 May 2011 and updated it as issues have been resolved.
My report sets out the key issues that you should consider before I complete
the audit.
It asks you to:
Ŷ consider the matters raised in the report before approving the financial
statements (pages 3 to 8);
Ŷ note the adjustments to the financial statements set out in this report
(appendix 2);
Ŷ agree to adjust the errors in the financial statements I have identified,
which management has declined to amend or set out the reasons for
not amending the errors; (appendix 3);
Ŷ approve the letter of representation for the Trust before I issue my
opinion and conclusion (appendix 4); and
Ŷ agree your response to the proposed action plan (appendix 6).

Yours faithfully

Cameron Waddell
District Auditor and Engagement Lead
31 May 2011
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Key messages

This report summarises the findings from the 2010/11
audit which is substantially complete. It includes the
messages arising from my audit of your financial
statements and the results of the work I have
undertaken to assess your arrangements to secure
value for money in your use of resources.
Table 1: Key messages - financial statements
Financial statements

Results

Page

Unqualified audit opinion

Yes

6

Important weaknesses in internal
control

Yes

7

Table 2: Key messages - value for money
Value for money
Proper arrangements to secure value
for money

Yes

9

Audit opinion on the financial statements
My audit work on the Trust's draft financial statements and work on
whole of government accounts is now substantially complete. I will provide
the Audit Committee with an update at its meeting of any issues arising
since I drafted this report.
1

Once again, my audit has progressed smoothly with the Trust's finance
team being very cooperative and responsive throughout. Working papers
were also of a good quality.
2

3

Ŷ
Ŷ

My audit has identified several errors, which I have summarised in:
appendix 2 (errors that management has agreed to adjust); and
appendix 3 (errors that management has decided not to adjust).

Some of these were material, but were solely in the Property, Plant and
Equipment disclosure note. I also identified several other presentational
issues.
4

Audit Commission
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Subject to satisfactory clearance of outstanding matters, I plan to issue
an audit report including an unqualified opinion on the financial statements.
5

Value for money
6 My work to support my value for money conclusion is complete. I plan to
issue an unqualified Value for Money conclusion.

Audit fees
As I reported in my Audit Plan in January 2011, the indicative fee for
the audit was £80,000.
7

8 I briefed the Audit Committee at its meeting in April 2011 that I will need
to amend my fee to reflect the national requirement to undertake more work
to report to the National Audit Office for Whole of Government Accounts. I
am awaiting guidance from the Audit Commission on this extra fee. I will
provide a verbal update to the Audit Committee at its meeting.

Independence
9 I can confirm that I have complied with the Audit Practice Board's ethical
standards for auditors, including ES 1 (revised) - Integrity, Objectivity and
Independence. I can also confirm there were no relationships resulting in a
threat to independence, objectivity and integrity.
10 During the 2010/11 audit year the Audit Commission's Audit Practice

undertook non-audit work for the Trust for a fee of £7,500. At the Trust's
request we reviewed the Trust's Quality Account, using a similar approach
to that required for foundation trusts. As this work does not form part of the
statutory audit, I have reported my findings separately.
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Next steps

This report identifies the key messages that you should
consider before I issue my financial statements
opinion, value for money conclusion and audit closure
certificate. It includes only matters of governance
interest that have come to my attention in performing
my audit. My audit is not designed to identify all
matters that might be relevant to you.
11 I ask the Audit Committee to:

Ŷ
Ŷ
Ŷ

Ŷ
Ŷ

consider the matters raised in the report before approving the financial
statements (pages 3 to 8);
take note of the adjustments to the financial statements which are set
out in this report (appendix 2);
agree to adjust the errors in the financial statements I have identified
that management has declined to amend or set out the reasons for not
amending the errors (appendix 3);
approve the letter of representation for the Trust before I issue my
opinion and conclusion (appendix 4); and
agree your response to the proposed action plan (appendix 6).
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Financial statements

The Trust's financial statements and statement of
internal control are important means by which the Trust
accounts for its stewardship of public funds. As Board
members you have final responsibility for these
statements. It is important that you consider my
findings before you adopt the financial statements and
the annual governance statement.
Opinion on the financial statements
12 Subject to satisfactory clearance of outstanding matters, I plan to issue
an audit report including an unqualified opinion on the financial statements.
Appendix 1 contains a copy of my draft audit report.

Key areas of judgement and audit risk
13 In planning my audit I identified risks and areas of judgement that I have

considered as part of my audit.
Table 3: Key areas of judgement and audit risk
Issue or risk

Finding

There is pressure across the NHS
to deliver the surplus previously
agreed by the Trust. This raises the
risk that income and or
expenditure, debtors, creditors,
provisions and accruals are
misstated.

My audit has not identified any
material issues.

The Trust has set up a new
process to produce accounting
entries which will support its fixed
assets accounting. This will
produce material entries in the
financial statements. Linked to this,
the Trust plans to undertake a prior
year restatement of its retained
earnings and revaluation reserve.

My audit has not identified any
material issues in respect of this
risk. I have identified material
issues in relation accounting for
Property, Plant and Equipment and
they are shown in Appendix 2 and
Appendix 3.

Audit Commission

The sections below, appendix 2
and appendix 3 show the issues
identified.
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Errors in the financial statements
14 My audit identified several errors in the financial statements. Most of

these related to accounting for and disclosures of property plant and
equipment. Appendix 2 shows those that management have agreed to
amend. Management has decided not to amend several errors. Appendix 3
shows these. I ask you to consider these errors, and where you do not
agree to adjust the errors in the financial statements I have identified, I ask
you to set out the reasons for not doing so.
Important weaknesses in internal control
15 As part of our work to get assurance over journal processing we placed

some reliance on Internal Audit work. When reviewing that work, we
identified that one journal, from a sample of 20 there was no written
evidence of authorisation. I therefore had to consider this when undertaking
my audit. As I had planned to substantively test all material journals in the
year, I considered no more testing was required beyond that already
planned.
16 I reported a similar finding in my governance report in 2009/10, and the

Trust agreed a recommendation to take action to ensure that all journals are
authorised. The Trust needs to take further action as, based on the sample
selected, the control is not working in practice.

Recommendation
R1 The Trust needs to take action to reinforce the need for all staff to
comply with journal authorisation procedures.

17 This is the only weaknesses that I identified during the audit that is
relevant to preparing the financial statements. I am not expressing an
opinion on the overall effectiveness of internal control.

Quality of your financial statements
18 I consider aspects of your accounting practices, accounting policies,

accounting estimates and financial statement disclosures.
19 Although my audit identified several presentational and disclosure

issues, none were significant in their own right. However, the number of
changes required suggests the need for the Trust to strengthen its quality
assurance processes over the draft accounts before submission to the DoH.
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Recommendation
R2 The Trust needs to improve its quality assurance processes when
reviewing the draft financial statements before submission, to reduce
the number of presentational and disclosure amendments required as
a result of the audit.
Significant difficulties encountered during the audit
20 I am pleased to report I did not identify any significant difficulties when
undertaking my audit. Management were responsive to information I
required to complete my work and were able to provide me with the audit
evidence I sought in a timely manner, and in accordance with agreed
timescales. There were no restrictions placed on me by management.

Letter of representation
21 Before I issue my opinion, auditing standards require me to ask you and
management for written representations about your financial statements and
governance arrangements. Appendix 4 contains the draft letter of
representation.
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Value for money

I am required to conclude whether the Trust put in
place proper corporate arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources. This is known as the value for money
conclusion.

22 I assess your arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and

effectiveness in your use of resources against two criteria specified by the
Audit Commission. I have set out my conclusion on each of the two areas
below.
23 I intend to issue an unqualified conclusion stating the Trust had

adequate arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
the use of resources. Appendix 1 contains the wording of my draft report.

Report by exception
24 The Audit Commission requires me to report by exception where
significant matters come to my attention, which I consider to be relevant to
proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
your use of resources. I have no significant issues to report.
25 In forming my conclusion, I considered the evidence I had from previous

years, and only undertook work where I identified a risk to my conclusion. I
reported the risks I identified in my Audit Plan. I got enough assurance from
my work for the VFM conclusion.
26 I have fed back to management on the key issues arising from my risk

based work on sickness absence management and the Trust's
arrangements for its Cost Improvement Plan (CIP). This has included the
detail of any areas for improvement. My key findings were:
Ŷ For Sickness absence; Management information is now very good.
Front-line activity is demanding and big challenges remain, however,
the Trust has implemented systems to support employee welfare and
there is evidence of consistent review and searching for new measures.
There has recently been great improvement in policy content and
implementation. Further improvements, particularly in cultural and
management consistency, are possible; and
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Ŷ

For CIP; the arrangements to manage the CIP are robust. The
programme financial tracker reports are clear and informative. The
Programme Office is actively managing the performance of the overall
CIP programme and progress has been made in setting up suitable
project documentation and project management across the programme.
There is still scope for improvement in quality and consistency in these
areas, and in the clarity of project assumptions and baselines for
savings.

Audit Commission
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Appendix 1 Draft independent auditor's report
to the Board of Directors of North East
Ambulance Service NHS Trust

I have audited the financial statements of North East Ambulance Service
NHS Trust for the year ended 31 March 2011 under the Audit Commission
Act 1998. The financial statements comprise the Statement of
Comprehensive Income, the Statement of Financial Position, the Statement
of Changes in Taxpayers’ Equity, the Statement of Cash Flows and the
related notes. These financial statements have been prepared under the
accounting policies set out in the Statement of Accounting Policies. I have
also audited the information in the Remuneration Report that is described as
having been audited.
This report is made solely to the Board of Directors of North East
Ambulance Service NHS Trust in accordance with Part II of the Audit
Commission Act 1998 and for no other purpose, as set out in paragraph 45
of the Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors and Audited Bodies
published by the Audit Commission in March 2010.
Respective responsibilities of Directors and auditor
As explained more fully in the Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities, the
Directors are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and
for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view. My responsibility is to
audit the accounting statements in accordance with applicable law and
International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards
require me to comply with the Auditing Practice’s Board’s Ethical Standards
for Auditors.
Scope of the audit of the financial statements
An audit involves obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements sufficient to give reasonable assurance that the
financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether caused
by fraud or error. This includes an assessment of: whether the accounting
policies are appropriate to the Trust’s circumstances and have been
consistently applied and adequately disclosed; the reasonableness of
significant accounting estimates made by the Trust; and the overall
presentation of the financial statements. I read all the information in the
annual report to identify material inconsistencies with the audited financial
statements. If I become aware of any apparent material misstatements or
inconsistencies I consider the implications for my report.

Audit Commission
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Opinion on financial statements
In my opinion the financial statements:
Ŷ give a true and fair view of the state of North East Ambulance Service
NHS Trust’s affairs as at 31 March 2011 and of its income and
expenditure for the year then ended; and
Ŷ have been properly prepared in accordance with the accounting policies
directed by the Secretary of State with the consent of the Treasury as
relevant to the National Health Service in England.
Opinion on other matters
In my opinion:
Ŷ the part of the Remuneration Report to be audited has been properly
prepared in accordance with the accounting policies directed by the
Secretary of State with the consent of the Treasury as relevant to the
National Health Service in England; and
Ŷ the information given in the Annual Report for the financial year for
which the financial statements are prepared is consistent with the
financial statements.
Matters on which I report by exception
I have nothing to report in respect of the Statement on Internal Control on
which I report to you if, in my opinion the Statement on Internal Control does
not reflect compliance with the Department of Health’s requirements.
Conclusion on the Trust’s arrangements for securing economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources
Trust’s responsibilities
The Trust is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements to secure
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources, to ensure
proper stewardship and governance, and to review regularly the adequacy
and effectiveness of these arrangements.
Auditor’s responsibilities
I am required under Section 5 of the Audit Commission Act 1998 to satisfy
myself that the Trust has made proper arrangements for securing economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources. The Code of Audit
Practice issued by the Audit Commission requires me to report to you my
conclusion relating to proper arrangements, having regard to relevant
criteria specified by the Audit Commission.
I report if significant matters have come to my attention which prevent me
from concluding that the Trust has put in place proper arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources. I am
not required to consider, nor have I considered, whether all aspects of the
Trust’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
its use of resources are operating effectively.
Audit Commission
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Basis of conclusion
I have undertaken my audit in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice,
having regard to the guidance on the specified criteria, published by the
Audit Commission in October 2010, as to whether the Trust has proper
arrangements for:
Ŷ securing financial resilience; and
Ŷ challenging how it secures economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
The Audit Commission has determined these two criteria as those
necessary for me to consider under the Code of Audit Practice in satisfying
myself whether the Trust put in place proper arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year
ended 31 March 2011.
I planned my work in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice. Based on
my risk assessment, I undertook such work as I considered necessary to
form a view on whether, in all significant respects, the Trust had put in place
proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its
use of resources.
Conclusion
On the basis of my work, having regard to the guidance on the specified
criteria published by the Audit Commission in October 2010, I am satisfied
that, in all significant respects, North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust
put in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ending 31 March 2011.

Certificate
I certify that I have completed the audit of the accounts of North East
Ambulance Service NHS Trust in accordance with the requirements of the
Audit Commission Act 1998 and the Code of Audit Practice issued by the
Audit Commission.

Cameron Waddell
Officer of the Audit Commission
Audit Commission
Nickalls House
Metro Centre
GATESHEAD
NE11 9NH

May 2011
Audit Commission
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Appendix 2 Amendments to the draft financial
statements

I identified the following misstatements during my audit and management
have adjusted the financial statements. I bring them to your attention to help
you in fulfilling your governance responsibilities.
Table 4:

Area of the
Accounts affected

Description

Value

Dr £'000

Cr £'000
£559

Statement of Cash
Flows

2009/10 comparator for loans repaid to DH
of £559k, misclassified as Other loans
repaid.

£559

Accounting Policy
1.21 - Critical
judgements

Policy updated to reflect critical judgement
made in respect of determining whether a
lease is an operating or finance lease.

Accounting Policy
amendment.

Accounting Policy
1.28 - Prior Period
Adjustment

The statement made was not an
accounting policy, and as such should be
moved from the accounting policies
section of the financial statements to the
notes section as required by the NHS
Manual for Accounts.

Accounting Policy
and text disclosure
amendment.

Statement of Financial
Position and
Statement of Changes
in Taxpayers Equity

Amendments required to:

Text disclosure
amendment.

Note 6 - Revenue

Audit Commission

Ŷ State in the headings of the Statement
of Financial Position where 2009/10
balances have been restated in the
2010/11 accounts;
Ŷ Statement of Changes in Taxpayers
Equity in respect of the Prior Period
Adjustment made.

Reclassification
within SOCITE.

2009/10 comparator stated as £101.496m
as opposed to £101.389m.

Disclosure
amendment.

2010/11 disclosure included £20k of
investment revenue, which should not be
included.

Disclosure
amendment.

Annual governance report
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Area of the
Accounts affected

Description

Value

Note 15 - Property,
Plant and Equipment

A significant number of amendments were
required to the note:

Material movements
within note, although
no changes were
made to the net
asset values at the
closing balance
sheet date.

Ŷ

Ŷ

Ŷ

Ŷ

All of the capital additions in the year
totalling £8.5m were allocated to
Assets under construction, instead of
being allocated to the correct asset
type. Reclassifications included
movements to reclassify the assets
into their correct category (£0.9m
Buildings, £0.75m plant and
machinery, £0.98m information
technology);
The write out of £20.5m of assets
(gross book value) and the associated
depreciation was shown in
Reclassifications rather than Disposals
other than by sale;
A £1.1m adjustment was included in
both the Cost - reclassifications and
Depreciation - reclassifications lines,
that were not supported and as such
were removed; and
Clarified guidance subsequently
became available after submission of
the draft accounts that stated where a
revaluation has been undertaken only
the net book value of land and
buildings should be brought forward.
As such, the gross book value and
depreciation brought forward required
netting off.

Note 15 - Property,
Plant and Equipment

A disclosure was added to explain the
write out of the accounts of a gross
material value of Property Plant and
Equipment.

Text disclosure
amendment.

Note 34.2 - Financial
Liabilities

Banked leave accrual of £35k omitted from
financial liabilities disclosure.

Note 37 - Related
Party Transactions

The note omitted reference to Stockton on
Tees Teaching PCT.

Disclosure
amendment.
Text disclosure
amendment.

Financial Statements

A number of presentational issues were
amended to correct issues such as
incorrect note references, the removal of
irrelevant lines and irrelevant accounting
policies.
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In our review of the draft Remuneration Report, we identified that the salary
bandings for the following officers were incorrectly stated and needed to be
amended:
Ŷ Simon Featherstone;
Ŷ Christopher Harrison;
Ŷ Paul Liversidge; and
Ŷ Ann Fox.
Management agreed to amend the Remuneration Report for these issues.
Management also agreed to update the draft Statement on Internal Control
to ensure full compliance with the DH requirements.

Audit Commission
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Appendix 3 Unadjusted misstatements in the
financial statements

I identified the following misstatements during my audit, but management
has not adjusted the financial statements, including uncorrected
misstatements brought forward from earlier years. I bring them to your
attention to help you in fulfilling your governance responsibilities and ask
you to correct these misstatements. If you decide not to amend, please tell
me why in the representation letter. If you believe the effect of the
uncorrected errors, individually and collectively, is immaterial, please reflect
this in the representation letter. Please attach a schedule of the uncorrected
errors to the representation letter.
Table 5: Uncorrected misstatements from my 2010/11 audit
Area of the
Accounts affected

Description

Value

Dr £'000

Cr £'000
Uncertain,
but not
material
effect on
PPE balance.

Statement of
Comprehensive
Income, Statement of
Financial Position,
and note 15.

A credit of £126k relating to the
cost of rapid response vehicles
purchased in 2009/10, but
identified in 2010/11 has been
offset against vehicles purchased
in 2010/11.

Uncertain,
but not
material
effect on
depreciation

Note 4 - Revenue
from patient care
activities

Revenue from NHS Scotland of
£31k included in PCT line as
opposed to Non NHS Other as
required by the Manual for
Accounts.

Movements within note.

Note 26 - Borrowings
and Note 28 - Finance
lease obligations

Two land leases have been
classed as finance leases. These
leases have always been included
on balance sheet; however, it is
unclear where the credit entry has
been posted as there are no
finance lease liabilities in the
accounts for these leases.

£92

Audit Commission
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Table 6: Uncorrected misstatements from prior year that impact on
the 2010/11 financial statements
Area of the
Accounts affected

Statement of
Comprehensive
Income and
Statement of Financial
Position

Audit Commission

Description

£122k of depreciation not charged
in 2009/10, and not corrected
overstates Property, Plant and
Equipment values brought forward

Annual governance report
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Dr £'000

Cr £'000

£122

£122
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Appendix 4 Draft letter of representation

To:
Cameron Waddell
Engagement Lead
Audit Commission
Nickalls House
Metro Centre
Gateshead
NE11 9NH

North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust - Audit for the year ended 31
March 2011
I confirm to the best of my knowledge and belief, having made appropriate
enquiries of other directors of North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust, the
following representations given to you in connection with your audit of the
Trust’s financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2011.
Compliance with the statutory authorities
I have fulfilled my responsibility under the relevant statutory authorities for
preparing the financial statements in accordance with the NHS Manual for
Accounts and International Financial Reporting Standards which give a true
and fair view of the financial position and financial performance of the Trust,
for the completeness of the information provided to you, and for making
accurate representations to you as set out in the engagement letter.
Uncorrected misstatements
The effects of uncorrected financial statements misstatements summarised
in the attached schedule are not material to the financial statements, either
individually or in aggregate.
These misstatements have been discussed with those charged with
governance within the Trust and the reasons for not correcting these items
are as follows;
reason 1; reason 2 etc.
[This section must also include prior year uncorrected misstatements where
still relevant.]
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Supporting records
All relevant information and access to persons within the entity has been
made available to you for the purpose of your audit, and all the transactions
undertaken by the Trust have been properly reflected and recorded in the
financial statements.
Internal control
I have communicated to you all deficiencies in internal control of which I am
aware.
Irregularities
I acknowledge my responsibility for the design, implementation and
maintenance of internal control to prevent and detect fraud or error.
I also confirm that I have disclosed:
Ŷ my knowledge of fraud, or suspected fraud, involving either
management, employees who have significant roles in internal control
or others where fraud could have a material effect on the financial
statements;
Ŷ my knowledge of any allegations of fraud, or suspected fraud, affecting
the entity’s financial statements communicated by employees, former
employees, analysts, regulators or others; and
Ŷ the results of our assessment of the risk that the financial statements
may be materially misstated as a result of fraud.
Law, regulations, contractual arrangements and codes of practice
I have disclosed to you all known instances of non-compliance, or
suspected non-compliance with laws, regulations and codes of practice,
whose effects should be considered when preparing financial statements.
Transactions and events have been carried out in accordance with law,
regulation or other authority. The Trust has complied with all aspects of
contractual arrangements that could have a material effect on the financial
statements in the event of non-compliance.
All known actual or possible litigation and claims, whose effects should be
considered when preparing the financial statements, have been disclosed to
the auditor and accounted for and disclosed in accordance with the
applicable financial reporting framework.
Accounting estimates including fair values
I confirm the reasonableness of the significant assumptions used in making
the accounting estimates, including those measured at fair value.
For all accounting estimates and fair value assumptions, I confirm:
Ŷ the appropriateness of the measurement method, including related
assumptions and models, and the consistency in application of the
process;
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Ŷ

Ŷ
Ŷ

the assumptions appropriately reflect management’s intent and ability to
carry out specific courses of action on behalf of the entity, where
relevant to the accounting estimates and disclosures;
the completeness and appropriateness under the financial reporting
framework; and
that subsequent events [require/do not require] adjustment to
accounting estimates and disclosure included within the financial
statements.

Specific representations
There are no other contingent liabilities required, other than those that have
been properly recorded and disclosed in the financial statements.
I confirm that all provisions required under IAS37 have been included in the
financial statements.
The Trust has had a historical imbalance between its ledger and its asset
register for a number of years. The value of this imbalance was not material
at £175k. The Trust has written out the carrying value of these assets within
the Statement of Comprehensive Income as a loss on disposal in 2010/11.
As part of the corrective adjustments required, a range of non-current
assets were effectively derecognised from within the Trust’s accounts during
2010/11 as they provided no further economic benefit. This required the
removal of approximately £20.0m from the Gross Book Values and £19.8m
from the Accumulated Depreciation within note 15 of the accounts. It has
not been possible to ascertain when the range of non-current assets ceased
to provide any economic benefit and therefore it is not possible to calculate
which financial years the prior period errors actually relate to, and as such
should not be treated as a Prior Period Adjustment.
Related party transactions
I confirm that I have disclosed the identity of North East Ambulance Service
NHS Trust's related parties and all the related party relationships and
transactions of which I am aware. I have appropriately accounted for and
disclosed such relationships and transactions in accordance with the
requirement of the framework.
Subsequent events
All events subsequent to the date of the financial statements, which would
require additional adjustment or disclosure in the financial statements, have
been adjusted or disclosed.
Comparative financial statements
A restatement was made to correct a material misstatement in the prior
period financial statements. This affects the comparative information in the
Statement of Financial Position and the Statement of Changes in Taxpayers
Equity. Written representations previously made in respect of the prior
period remain appropriate.
Audit Commission
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Signed on behalf of North East Ambulance Service NHS Trust.
I confirm that this letter has been discussed and agreed by the Audit
Committee on 7 June 2011.

Signed
Name
Position
Date

Audit Commission
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Appendix 5 Glossary

Audit closure certificate
A certificate that I have completed the audit following statutory
requirements. This marks the point when I have completed my
responsibilities for the audit of the period covered by the financial
statements.
Audit opinion
On completion of the audit of the financial statements, I must give my
opinion on the financial statements, including:
Ŷ whether they give a true and fair view of the financial position of the
audited body and its spending and income for the year in question; and
Ŷ whether they have been prepared properly, following the relevant
accounting rules.
Opinion
If I agree that the financial statements give a true and fair view, I issue an
unqualified opinion. I issue a qualified opinion if:
Ŷ I find the statements do not give a true and fair view; or
Ŷ I cannot confirm that the statements give a true and fair view.
Materiality (and significance)
The APB defines this concept as ‘an expression of the relative significance
or importance of a particular matter for the financial statements as a whole.
A matter is material if its omission would reasonably influence users of the
financial statements, such as the addressees of the auditor’s report; also a
misstatement is material if it would have a similar influence. Materiality may
also be considered for any individual primary statement within the financial
statements or of individual items included in them. We cannot define
materiality mathematically, as it has both numerical and non-numerical
aspects’.
The term ‘materiality’ applies only to the financial statements. Auditors
appointed by the Commission have responsibilities and duties under statute,
as well as their responsibility to give an opinion on the financial statements,
which do not necessarily affect their opinion on the financial statements.
‘Significance’ applies to these wider responsibilities and auditors adopt a
level of significance that may differ from the materiality level applied to their
audit in relation to the financial statements. Significance has both qualitative
and quantitative aspects.
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Weaknesses in internal control
A weakness in internal control exists when:
Ŷ a control is designed, set up or used in such a way that it is unable to
prevent, or detect and correct, misstatements in the financial statements
quickly; or
Ŷ a control necessary to prevent, or detect and correct, misstatements in
the financial statements quickly is missing.
An important weakness in internal control is a weakness, or a combination
of weaknesses that, in my professional judgement, are important enough
that I should report them to you.
Value for money conclusion
The auditor’s conclusion on whether the audited body has put in place
proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
its use of resources based on criteria specified by the Audit Commission.
The Code of Audit Practice defines proper arrangements as corporate
performance management and financial management arrangements that
form a key part of the system of internal control. These comprise the
arrangements for:
Ŷ planning finances effectively to deliver strategic priorities and secure
sound financial health;
Ŷ having a sound understanding of costs and performance and achieving
efficiencies in activities;
Ŷ reliable and timely financial reporting that meets the needs of internal
users, stakeholders and local people;
Ŷ commissioning and buying quality services and supplies that are
tailored to local needs and deliver sustainable outcomes and value for
money;
Ŷ producing relevant and reliable data and information to support decision
making and manage performance;
Ŷ promoting and displaying the principles and values of good governance;
Ŷ managing risks and maintaining a sound system of internal control;
Ŷ making effective use of natural resources;
Ŷ managing assets effectively to help deliver strategic priorities and
service needs; and
Ŷ planning, organising and developing the workforce effectively to support
the achievement of strategic priorities.
If I find that the audited body had adequate arrangements, I issue an
unqualified conclusion. If I find that it did not, I issue a qualified conclusion.
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Appendix 6 Action Plan

Recommendations
Recommendation 1
The Trust needs to take action to reinforce the need for all staff to comply with journal authorisation
procedures.
Responsibility
Priority
Date
Comments
Recommendation 2
The Trust needs to improve its quality assurance processes when reviewing the draft financial
statements before submission, to reduce the number of presentational and disclosure amendments
required as a result of the audit.
Responsibility
Priority
Date
Comments
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If you as us to, we can send you a copy of this report in large print, Braille or on audiotape.
We can also translate it into other languages.
Please contact:
Public Relations Departments
LÕ>ViÊi>`µÕ>ÀÌiÀÃ
iÀV>ÊÕÃi
`VÀiÃÌÊ7>ÞÊ
iÜLÕÀÊ,ÛiÀÃ`i
iÜV>ÃÌiÊ1«Ê/Þi
NE15 8NY
Phone: 0191 430 2000
Website: ÜÜÜ°i>LÕ>Vi° Ã°Õ

